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P-R-O-C-E-E-D-I-N-G-S1

8:30 a.m.  2

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  The meeting will now3

come to order.  This is a joint meeting of the ACRS4

subcommittees on Plant License Renewal and Plant5

Operation.6

My name is Jack Sieber, I'm Chairman of7

today's meeting.  With me, on my left, is Dr. Mario8

Bonaca, who is Chairman of the Plant License Renewal9

Subcommittee, the section handling the Browns Ferry10

application. 11

Other members in attendance, today, are12

Dr. Richard Denning, and Dr. Thomas Kress.  Our ACRS13

consultants, Graham Leitch, and John Barton, are also14

present.15

John Lam of the ACRS staff is the16

designated federal official for this meeting.17

Cayatano Santos, with the ACRS staff, is also in18

attendance to provide technical support.19

The Tennessee Valley Authority voluntarily20

shut down all three Browns Ferry units in 1985.  Units21

2 and 3 were restarted in 1991, in 1995, respectively.22

Tennessee Valley Authority plans to restart unit 1 in23

May 2007.24

Tennessee Valley Authority also submitted25
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a license renewal application for Browns Ferry units1

1, 2 and 3.  The purpose of this meeting is to gather2

information regarding the modifications and startup3

activities at Browns Ferry unit 1, especially in4

consideration of their application for license5

renewal. 6

This will support ACRS reviews of the7

license renewal application for Browns Ferry units 1,8

2, and 3, as well as restart activities at that plant.9

We will hear presentations from representatives of the10

Tennessee Valley Authority, and the Staff. 11

The subcommittees will gather information,12

analyze relevant issues and facts, and formulate13

proposed positions and actions, as appropriate, for14

deliberation by the full committee. 15

I would point out that on October 6th the16

full committee will meet at its regular monthly17

meeting, and will consider the salient issues that are18

developed at today's meeting. 19

The rules for participation in today's20

meeting have been announced as part of the meeting21

notice previously published in the Federal Register.22

We have received no written comments, or requests for23

time to make oral statements from members of the24

public regarding today's meeting. 25
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A transcript of the meeting is being kept1

and will be made available, as stated in the Federal2

Register notice.  Therefore we request that3

participants in this meeting use the microphones4

located throughout the meeting room, when addressing5

the subcommittee. 6

The participants should first identify7

themselves, and speak with sufficient clarity and8

volume, so that they may be readily heard. 9

Before we proceed with the meeting I would10

like to introduce Dr. Mario Bonaca who, as I said11

before, will be responsible for the plant license12

renewal subcommittee activities.  Dr. Bonaca?13

MEMBER BONACA:  Thank you.  We have14

scheduled, in fact, a subcommittee meeting to address15

the unit 1, 2, and 3, Browns Ferry units, license16

renewal on October 5th.17

However, given the complexity of the18

application, and the differences between the plants,19

and the plans of the licensee to operate the plant,20

there are a number of questions that have come under21

review that would be important to clear today, so we22

get information regarding those.23

And that can set the stage for a more24

effective meeting on October 5th.  At least we have25
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information that right now we haven't had available.1

And, hopefully, these questions will be raised.2

Many of them are really for the Staff, and3

the ACRS itself.  From my reading I think there are a4

number of issues that we need to get some information5

on.  6

One is, you know, the basic assumption has7

been made, in the application, that operating8

experience for units 2 and 3 is applicable to unit 1.9

In reality, in the SER, that is not as simple as that.10

The SER has other considerations in it11

that may, whatever is missing from the operating12

experience of 2 and 3, more applicable to unit 1.13

That includes the restart inspections, that includes14

evaluation of materials and environment dispositions.15

It includes the use of corrective action16

programs should something be missed.  There is a full17

articulation of elements of how you compensate for the18

lack of total operating experience for unit 1.19

And some of these issues are well20

discussed.  But there isn't, in the SER, anywhere that21

I could find, and the Staff can talk about that during22

the day, there is missing a section where this23

philosophy is being explained.24

I think it is important since the SER is25
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a communication tool for the public, too, that there1

is a place where this issue is dispositioned. And,2

again, there is a philosophy, through the SER, and has3

been done.  That is an issue that should be discussed.4

Hopefully we can hear something about it today.5

Second, the application  in and of itself6

blurs, to some degree, restart activities with license7

renewal activities.  And there is an effort, in the8

SER, to separate them.  We should talk about how9

successful that is, and what else needs to be done to10

address that. 11

There are issues of periodic inspections,12

versus one time inspections, that keep recurring in13

the SER.  First of all there is a statement that says,14

we move to periodic inspections, then there are15

statements that talk of one time inspections. 16

So, also, these issues should be clear.17

You can see where I'm going. I mean, by the 5th, at18

least we will have sufficient information to know what19

is up and what is not up, okay?20

And so this day, I think, should be very21

helpful to lead us to that.  By the way, when I talk22

about operating experience I was referring to the23

experience that Browns Ferry 1 will have by the time24

it walks into license renewal in 2013, considering25
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that also will have the power operate, you know,1

preceding that action.2

So with that, at least we will have on3

line some of the issues that we need to review.  And4

if there are others that members would like to bring5

up now?6

MR. LEITCH:  I guess just one concern that7

I have, just so that we can begin thinking about this,8

as we move through our discussions.  As I could see9

how unit 1, how unit 2 and 3 operating experience10

might be shown to be applicable to unit 1, if unit 111

was still at the original power level. 12

But the question in my mind is the intent13

is to bring unit 1 back at the new higher power level?14

And my question is, basically, and also with renewed15

license.16

So what is the basis for our operating17

experience, for granting that renewed license, when we18

havEn't seen unit 1 operate at all, very much.  But at19

least we could say, well, one might be able to justify20

the unit 2 and 3 being applicable at the original21

power level. 22

And how is that unit 2 and 3 at all23

applicable to this new plant? 24

MEMBER BONACA:  Yes, as I mentioned --25
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MR. LEITCH:  Which is unit 1.1

MEMBER BONACA:  Same issue.  And we dealt2

with that issue, also for Dresden and Quad Cities, and3

we asked for a report.  So that is an issue that, you4

are absolutely right, has to be addressed.5

Because, as I said before, when you walk6

into license renewal, in 2013, the plant will be7

operating at almost 4,000 megawatt thermals, and not8

at the 1,300.9

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Okay.  Are there any10

other questions, comments? 11

MR. BARTON:  What are the project goals12

for unit 1 that Tennessee Valley Authority has13

documented?  It is to return a unit to a better14

condition than when it was originally licensed.15

Now, my question is, how can you say that,16

when some of the equipment, they've spent a lot of17

money to replace a lot of the equipment.  But some of18

the equipment and structures are going to be some 30-19

years old when they restart.20

So how can you say that it is going to be21

better than originally licensed?  Does that mean when22

it was originally licensed it wasn't in excellent23

condition?  I would like them to address that. 24

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  All right, I'm sure that25
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they will.1

Before we begin with the Tennessee Valley2

Authority's portion of the presentation, I would like3

to ask Pao-Tsin Kuo for a statement from the staff. 4

MR. KUO:  Thank you, Chairman Sieber, and5

good morning.  My name is P.T. Kuo, the program6

director for the license renewal and impacts program.7

I have several other staff members present here today.8

To my right is Dr. Samson Lee, who is9

currently the second chief for the project management10

in license renewal program.  And also next to him is11

Radioactive material Subbaratnam, and Joe Diaz.  Both12

of them are the project managers for the Browns Ferry13

license renewal application. 14

And I also have Dr. Hackett, project15

director for the operating reactor, and I have project16

managers Margaret Chernoff, and Eva Brown, so they are17

both here, so just in case that you have any18

questions. 19

And we have staff present here.  As20

Chairman Sieber talked about, Browns Ferry unit 1 was21

shut down in 1985, voluntarily.  But on December 31st,22

2003, Browns Ferry Nuclear Power Station submitted23

their license renewal application for all units, units24

1, 2 and 3, for license renewal. 25
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At the time of request the intent was to1

have both license renewal applications and the EPU,2

extended power uprate application reviewed in3

parallel.4

During the course of review we found some5

difficulties in reviewing both applications, so we6

talked to Tennessee Valley Authority, and as a result7

of the discussion, by letter of January 7th, 2005,8

Tennessee Valley Authority agreed to decouple the EPU9

review from the license renewal review, so that the10

safety review for the license renewal application can11

be reviewed independently.12

I just want to make that clear, that13

although there are activities going on at Tennessee14

Valley Authority for power uprate, but for the license15

renewal review, we separate EPU from license renewal.16

So the license renewal review will be17

based on the current licensing basis, rather than the18

120 percent power level.  The license renewal review19

is based on the current power level. 20

MEMBER BONACA:  I have a question, by the21

way, with that.  Nowhere could I find in the22

application, or the SER, where the modifications being23

considered right now are being implemented for power24

uprate are part of the modifications documented in the25
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license application and the SER.1

MR. KUO:  They may have done the2

modifications for full power uprate, they may have.3

But for license renewal review our focus is on the4

current --5

MEMBER BONACA:  I understand that.  But6

throughout the SERs there are statements, from the7

Staff, asking the licensee what components have been8

changed, and what have not been changed.9

Now you have this information, we haven't10

got it yet, because the SER is not clear.  That is why11

I have this question, and I would like at some point12

somebody tells me what is reflected in the license13

renewal application and the SER, does it include the14

modification for power uprate, or not.15

MR. KUO:  We plan to clarify that in the16

October 5th meeting. 17

MEMBER BONACA:  Good, that is fine.18

MR. SUBBARATNAM:  This is Ram Subbaratnam,19

project manager.  In the principal review matters of20

the SER, on section 1.3, the first bullet and the21

second bullet, clearly depicts the concept of the22

philosophy how the view has been done for the SER.23

How they decoupled the power uprate from24

the license renewal.  Then we also talk about the25
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missing components, how the current licensing basis of1

unit 1 will be made compliant with unit 2 and 3.2

See we kind of briefly described the3

philosophy in that particular part.  Tennessee Valley4

Authority in today's presentation, when they describe5

the hardware changes, that they have made for unit 1,6

they will probably try to show you what those hardware7

changes are, how many of them incorporate the8

modifications, the need for the proposed power uprate.9

I think the details will come out in the10

wash when they are discussed today.11

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Okay.12

MR. BARTON:  Mr. Chairman, I have one more13

I forgot to mention.14

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Okay.15

MR. BARTON:  I would like the licensee to16

describe, in his restaRt program, why there is no17

transient testing planned. I don't understand how you18

can start, basically a new plant without doing some,19

run back some trips, and throw significant power20

levels. 21

And I assume, from their comments, they22

don't plan to do that.  So I would like them to23

address that. 24

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Okay, I'm sure they will25
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when the time comes.  Any other questions or comments1

from the ACRS members? 2

MR. KUO:  I just want to say that on3

August 9th, 2005, we finished our draft, not draft,4

our Safety Evaluation Report with open items, and we5

subsequently forwarded it to the members of the ACRS6

committee. 7

And there is a meeting scheduled for the8

subcommittee on October 5th, as the Chairman mentioned9

before.  And my understanding was that the meeting had10

a visit, at the planned site, on August 23rd of this11

year.  And this meeting is a follow-up meeting for the12

Tennessee Valley Authority to provide an overview, to13

the members, all the Tennessee Valley Authority14

activities, including license renewal. 15

And that the Staff was not prepared to16

make any presentation today.17

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Thank you.  I notice18

that our agenda consists entirely of TVA speakers,19

which is fine.  They posses the information that we20

are soliciting at this point in time, and I'm21

absolutely sure that coupled with our visit, in22

August, to the plant site, today's meeting, and next23

month's meeting, that we will gather, hopefully,24

sufficient information for us to decide whether an25
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interim letter is appropriate, or not, and whether1

issues need to be more thoroughly addressed by the2

Applicant and the Staff. 3

So with that I appreciate the fact that4

the Tennessee Valley Authority people are here, and5

that the Staff has supported this meeting.  And what6

I would like to do at this time is to introduce Mr.7

Crouch, of Tennessee Valley Authority, who will start8

off by giving us regulatory background. 9

I think while you are getting ready I will10

mention a couple of things.  The ACRS has a statutory11

responsibility to review certain things, of which12

license renewal is one, and extended power uprate is13

another one.14

We do not have a statutory responsibility15

to review the restart activity.  On the other hand we16

have a great interest in that because it is a unique17

occurrence, so far, in the fleet of plants. 18

MR. KUO:  Mr. Chairman, before they start19

could I make one other comment?20

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Okay.21

MR. KUO:  I have Dr. Samson Lee here, and22

this may be his last ACRS meeting presence.  He is23

moving on to other bigger and better things.  But I24

just want to recognize his contribution to the license25
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renewal program. 1

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Thank you. 2

MR. CROUCH:  My name is Bill Crouch, I'm3

the site licensing and industry repairs manager at4

Browns Ferry nuclear plant.  I want to thank you for5

the opportunity we have to come and talk to you, and6

tell you about the story that we have for Browns7

Ferry.8

Browns Ferry unit 1 is a plant that is in9

recovery, and we are very proud of what is going on10

there, and we want to talk to you about that.  We have11

brought a team, our core team of unit 1 recovery, that12

as, Dr. Sieber said, we have all the knowledge that13

maintains unit 1, so we want to talk to you about it.14

Let me tell you a little bit about the15

team members that we have here.  We have brought Joe16

Valente, who is our unit 1 engineering manager.  And17

I will talk a little bit more about these people as we18

come to them, in the time of their presentation.19

We have R. G. Jones, who is the restart20

plant manager.  We have Rich Delong, who is the unit21

2, 3 and overall site engineering manager.  We have22

Joe McCarthy, who is with me, who is part of my23

licensing staff.  Joe will also be helping me to run24

the slide presentation today, and make some of the25
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presentations.1

We have also brought along with us other2

people who are part of the core team of the unit 13

recovery.  We have Bob Moll, Dave Burrell, and Rick4

Cutsinger, who are the mechanical, electrical, and5

civil aspects of our engineering team.6

We have Henry Jones, who is also in the7

unit 1 engineering staff, who has been a long time8

person as part of the Browns Ferry engineering effort.9

Ken Brune is the program manager for license renewal,10

Tom McGrath, who is the unit 1 operational readiness11

manager, and we have Craig Beasley, who is our public12

relations person for Browns Ferry. 13

We also have Catherine Sutton with us from14

Morgan Lewis & Boccius.  That is our overall team that15

we have here.16

Let me tell you, this team was pulled17

together specifically for the purpose of doing unit 118

recovery.  We have been together, as a team, during19

unit 2 recovery, and unit 3 recovery, and now unit 120

recovery.21

So this is something we have done before,22

we have a vast amount of experience on what it takes23

to recover a unit, and we are taking the experience24

from what we have done, from two previous times, and25
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we are applying it to this unit 1 recovery.1

Overall, if you look on page 1 of your2

handout, I will briefly talk about what kind of agenda3

we are going to go through.  First of all I will go4

through and present some information about the5

regulatory history of Browns Ferry, the regulatory6

background behind license renewal, and EPU.7

Then after we get done with that, Joe8

Valente, and R. G. Jones, will talk to us about what9

we are doing to actually recover unit 1.  As we put10

here, how to make unit 1 operate the same as units 211

and 3.  There will be strong fidelity between the12

three units once this is over with.13

Then we will move on to the license14

renewal aspects, talk about what we are doing for unit15

1 and unit 2 and 3 license renewal, to extend the life16

of this plant from 40 years out to 60 years.17

Then as Dr. Kuo said, this is an18

application for license renewal.  The application for19

EPU is a separate application.  But, obviously, there20

is impact from EPU operation, back on license renewal.21

And while we are not specifically here to present the22

full details of EPU, we are going to talk about the23

impact of EPU on license renewal, so that it is24

addressed upfront.25
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And then, obviously, as we get along,1

further on down the licensing road, as we start2

talking about EPU, in particular, we will come back to3

this once again.4

That is our overall plan for how to get5

through the day.  You had sent us a series of6

questions.  We have woven those questions into the7

presentation.  Some of them are included directly on8

the slide, you will see the answers.9

Others are part of the backup information10

we will give, as we are talking along.  If we get to11

a topic and you still have questions about something,12

we will address that, at that time.13

So we intend to go through all the14

questions that were given to us.  With the exception15

of one of them, which is really a question for the16

NRC, it is a question about what inspections will be17

done.18

And so that will be addressed at the19

October 5th, 6th meeting, by the NRC staff.  Any20

questions before we get started? 21

(No response.) 22

MR. CROUCH:  If you will turn to page 2 in23

your handout, as Dr. Kuo talked about, there are three24

major issues before Browns Ferry.  The license renewal25
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for Browns Ferry was submitted as unit 1, 2, 3 license1

renewal, and it was submitted at current license2

normal power.3

The reason it was done at current license4

normal power was that that is what we are licensed5

for, right now, and if we address license renewal at6

EPU type conditions, the NRC staff was concerned that7

approving license renewal under those conditions would8

be an implicit approval of EPU.9

So we intentionally separated the two10

apart.  So when you read the license renewal11

application it is written only at current licensed12

normal power.  And as we will talk, that is a13

different value for unit 1, than for 2 and 3.14

But the real basis of the license renewal15

application is the current license normal power, and16

the current licensing basis for the plant.  Then we17

submitted --18

MR. LEITCH:  And what is the design,19

though, that is discussed in the license renewal20

application?  Is it the specifics of the material, and21

so forth, is it as the plant is, or was, or will be?22

MR. CROUCH:  It is discussed as the plant23

will be when it restarts.24

MR. LEITCH:  Okay.25
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MR. CROUCH:  We will go through and talk,1

there has been a tremendous amount of material2

replacements, piping, tubing, cabling, everything.3

And what is in the license renewal application is for4

the new material that will be in there. 5

MR. LEITCH:  Now, that is true for unit 1.6

Now, is that also true for unit 2 and 3?  In other7

words, further down the road materials are going to be8

changed on unit 2 and 3 to make it like unit 1, right?9

MR. CROUCH:  On unit 2 and 3, rather than10

saying materials will be changed, components will be11

changed to make it like unit 1.  When we do EPU, for12

instance, on unit 2 and 3, when we go and install new13

pumps, or new whatever components are required to14

achieve the EPU conditions, that will be addressed as15

part of the EPU mod for units 2 and 3, to put those16

in.17

MR. LEITCH:  So we are looking at the18

license renewal application, then, the application is19

based on unit 1 as it will be in May '07?20

MR. CROUCH:  That is right.  And as units21

2 and 3 will be in May '07.22

MR. LEITCH:  Oh, as they will be in May23

'07.24

MR. CROUCH:  That is right. 25
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MR. LEITCH:  Which will probably be as1

they are now, right?2

MR. CROUCH:  That is correct.  The EPU3

implementation for units 2 and 3 happen just after4

unit 1 restart.5

MEMBER BONACA:  Although you do not6

address the EPU, which I understand, but then the7

components that you are addressing, in the license8

renewal, are those that you already have, will replace9

for the EPU.10

I mean, you have a larger, certain larger11

components that you have installed, okay?  So those12

are reflected in the license renewal application, I13

mean? 14

MR. CROUCH:  That is right, for unit 1. 15

MEMBER BONACA:  And the reason is that the16

materials and the environment will be the same whether17

or not they are larger?18

MR. CROUCH:  That is right. 19

MEMBER BONACA:  So the only issue that is20

left is, you know, issues tied to the EPU performance21

which means, essentially, the environmental conditions22

are going to be different, but --23

MR. CROUCH:  That is correct.  And when we24

get, later in the afternoon, when we get to the EPU,25
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we will talk about the fact that when you go to EPU1

there is not, really, a tremendous change to the plant2

that happens, as far as license renewal is concerned.3

There is only a handful of systems that4

experience increased flows, pressures, and in a few5

cases temperatures.  And that is all handled by6

existing aging management programs. 7

MEMBER BONACA:  Well, you may remember8

that in the Dresden and Quad Cities we established a9

requirement that a plant that goes to EPU, after10

achieving EPU, and before entering the operation,11

perform an evaluation of the impact of moving to EPU12

on license renewal commitments, and incorporate, and13

present that. 14

So that, as a minimum, would have to be15

done anyway, because now it is engulfed, it is one of16

the -- okay.17

MR. CROUCH:  So as we talked about, there18

are three major issues that are going to be done19

sequentially in approval space, so that they are20

discrete components, as we go along.21

We will have our approval for license22

renewal, we will have an approval for EPU, and we will23

have approval for unit 1 restart.  This is all24

coordinated through the NRC staff, as we started this,25
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as Dr. Kuo talked about. 1

We recognized that we had to do this in a2

planned fashion.  And so as we go through this, as3

you've already mentioned, the ACRS staff will be4

needed to give an approval for the license renewal,5

and EPU applications. 6

Then the NRC staff will be required to7

approve the unit 1 restart, and license renewal, and8

EPU.  We have the NRC staff working on that now.9

And then, finally, when we get ready to10

restart unit 1, the process for restart will be11

governed under a manual chapter, that we will talk12

about a little bit later, and it will require NRR, and13

regional approval to restart unit 1. 14

To give you a little bit of regulatory, or15

history type background for Browns Ferry, so that16

everybody is on the same page as to what Browns Ferry17

looks like.18

All three Browns Ferry units are General19

Electric boiling water reactors, with a Mark 120

containment.  The original plan was to construct a two21

unit plant, units 1 and 2, and then unit 3 was an add-22

on unit, after the unit 1 and 2 got conceived.23

And so they are all integrated together.24

There is shared components back and forth between the25
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three units.  And we have recognized that as part of1

our license renewal and EPU applications. 2

The plants were designed and constructed3

by Tennessee Valley Authority.  Unit 1 and 2 were4

licensed in 1973 and 1974, respectively.  As everyone5

was probably familiar with Browns Ferry, knows about6

the fire that occurred in 1975.7

At that time both of the operating units8

were shut down.  Unit 3 was still under construction9

at that time.  Unit 1 and 2 were returned to service10

in 1976, and operated until 1985.11

One of the questions that has come up,12

through various avenues is, is this unit 1 recovery13

actually recovering from the fire?  No, it is not.  As14

it says here, unit 1 was recovered, and it operated15

after the fire.16

So this is not a fire recovery type17

restart that we are going through now.  Unit 3 was18

licensed in 1976, and then operating until 1985.   The19

final bullet down there gives approximate years of20

operations.21

This is in calendar years, not in22

effective full power years.  And this includes the23

time before the fire, and then after the fire.  So24

unit 1 was approximately ten years of operation; unit25
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2 and 3 as shown there is 23 and 18 years,1

respectively.2

Moving on to page 4.  As was discussed at3

the initial meeting, all three Browns Ferry units were4

shut down in March of 1985 because of regulatory and5

management issues.  We had not come up to the current6

standards on all the various regulatory issues, and it7

was perceived that we had management problems.8

Shortly after we shut down the NRC issued9

a show-cause letter for all the Tennessee Valley10

Authority plants, and requested Tennessee Valley11

Authority to specify the corrective actions that would12

be taken to restart.13

In response to that Tennessee Valley14

Authority submitted a three volume nuclear performance15

plan in August of 1986.  And it outlined the steps16

needed to restart the units.17

And this is a three volume document.  The18

first volume specified overall corporate changes that19

needed to be made.  Volume 2 was the Sequoia restart20

plan, and volume 3 was the Browns Ferry nuclear21

performance plan.  It outlined the things that Browns22

Ferry had to do to get restarted.23

Overall what we need to do is management24

and organizational changes that had to be made.25
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Process and program improvements, and it also outlined1

special programs that were technical issues. 2

The process and program improvements3

include such things as improving our design control4

program.  At that point in time we were operating5

under a two drawing system, and we have now gone to a6

single drawing system. 7

We have improved our corrective action8

program, we put additional controls in our maintenance9

programs, lots of things like these that were10

organizational and management type changes, that fed11

down into the processes and programs, to make sure12

that we were operating the plant in a controlled13

manner.14

We also had several special programs that15

were culled out.  These were technical programs, such16

things as seismic programs, appendix R, EQ, etcetera.17

And we will talk about those in more detail later on.18

So the nuclear performance plan gave the19

overall plan for how to restart Browns Ferry.  At that20

point in time we committed that we would obtain NRC21

approval prior to restart of any of the units.22

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Just one quick question.23

The  incident that seemed to be a precursor to some of24

the issues that came up in the 1970s, and early 1980s25
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was the fire.1

And it seems to me, at the age that those2

plants are, appendix R plants, or otherwise?3

MR. CROUCH:  Yes.  For units 2 and 3 we4

are in compliance with appendix R.5

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  You are in compliance6

today?7

MR. CROUCH:  We are in compliance today.8

There are five exemptions out there, and Joe can talk9

about those when he gets up here.10

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Okay, I would like to11

hear what the exemptions are.12

MR. CROUCH:  He has all that.  And then13

unit 1, up until now, it has been treated as a single14

fire zone, as part of the units 2 and 3 appendix R15

plan, it will be brought up to be in compliance with16

appendix R as part of the restart.17

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  But the way it was, when18

it was shut down, it was not in compliance?19

MR. CROUCH:  It was not in compliance with20

appendix R when it was shut down.21

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  That is what I thought.22

And so you will address some of these details a little23

later on?24

MR. CROUCH:  Yes.  Joe has all the25
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exemptions, he can talk to them in detail.1

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Okay, thank you. 2

MR. CROUCH:  Page 5, as part of recovery3

Tennessee Valley Authority implemented the unit 24

restart plan, we obtained a concurrence with the NRC5

to restart Browns Ferry unit 2 in May of 1991.6

At that point in time we recognized that7

we were going to restart unit 3.  And so we took all8

the lessons learned that we had, as well as9

recognizing the fact that there was a large amount of10

regulatory documentation that had to occur.11

And we put together that into a proposed12

regulatory framework document, that outlined how we13

would go about restarting unit 3.  We took all these14

lessons learned from unit 2, and put them in, and made15

the regulatory framework for unit 1 and 3.16

That framework was approved in April of17

1992.  At about that same time unit 2 was removed from18

the Problem Plant List.  That was shortly after19

restart.20

Tennessee Valley Authority implemented the21

unit 3 restart plan, and then we restarted unit 3 in22

November of 1995, after obtaining NRC concurrence.  In23

1996 the NRC removed both units 1 and 3 from the watch24

list.25
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And if you saw the previous page, it was1

called the Problem List, and by 1996 the terminology2

had simply changed, and it was now called the watch3

list.  But it was the same list, basically.4

And so unit 1 was removed based upon a5

commitment that we would implement the same programs,6

and processes that was employed for the unit 37

restart.  And we were not to restart until we obtained8

NRC concurrence.9

So that gave us an overall plan for unit10

1, back in 1996.  We did not start working on unit 111

at that time, but the plan existed.  After unit 3 got12

restarted we had the first of four consecutive INPO 113

ratings received in 1998.14

We had proven our ability to operate the15

plant safely, and it was recognized by these INPO 116

ratings.17

MR. BARTON:  That was just one unit at the18

time, or that was a station rating?19

MR. CROUCH:  That was a station rating.20

So moving forward in time to late 2001, early 2002,21

there was a, due to the need for power, the Tennessee22

Valley Authority board commissioned a study to be done23

to look at the feasibility of restarting unit 1. 24

And after a detailed study of the overall25
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process of restarting, and providing a supplemental1

impact statement, it was decided that it was2

economically feasible, and economically advantageous3

to restart unit 1. 4

As part of that study the issues of5

license renewal and extended power uprate were folded6

into those decisions.  Obviously operating the plant7

for 20 more years gives you 20 more years for time to8

recover your investment.9

And with extended power uprate you get10

more power output and hence more return on your11

investment.  So those two programs were integral to12

the decision to restart Browns Ferry unit 1. 13

MEMBER BONACA:  I have a question14

regarding the decision in 2002.  When I look at the15

license renewal application, was prepared about the16

same time.17

So at the time, really, you had not yet18

made decisions on how much piping you would replace,19

what kind of systems you would modify, etcetera.  I20

mean, you couldn't possibly have done that, because21

you were scoping.22

So as I was trying to review the23

application I was asking, in my mind, how much has it24

changed, in the application, between then, when it was25
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submitted, and for unit 1, again, everything was more1

an idea than reality.2

And today, that is reflected in the SER.3

I mean, when I look at the SER, it speaks of something4

that is there, or is being developed.  And I'm5

wondering, if you went back to the application now,6

and modified that, you would have substantial changes7

in it, wouldn't you? 8

I'm not asking you to do that.  I'm only9

saying --10

MR. CROUCH:  The license renewal11

application was started, originally, for units 2 and12

3 only.  And when we got to the point of deciding that13

we would restart unit 1, we backed up a little bit and14

included unit 1 in the license renewal application. 15

MEMBER BONACA:  And you did that by adding16

those commitments in the appendix F?17

MR. CROUCH:  Adding commitments --18

MEMBER BONACA:  Which would bring them19

back into compliance with the licensing basis, and so20

on and so forth.  So I'm just trying to understand,21

however, about the physical changes.22

Because when we came to Browns Ferry in23

August, you know, you pointed out that you made a lot24

of physical changes.25
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MR. CROUCH:  Right.1

MEMBER BONACA:  Piping, in cabling, and so2

on and so forth.  Now, to what extent are those3

changes going to affect the commitments in license4

renewal?  For example, you may have something that is5

made of chrome alloy piping, okay?6

There is no justification for you to do an7

inspection of that now because that piping is8

impervious to certain type of aging degradation.  So9

that is a change I can see there. 10

And I'm left wondering because the11

document, as I said, it reflects 2002, and not today.12

MR. CROUCH:  As I said, the decision to13

restart unit 1 was made, officially, in 2002.14

However, the team was obviously pulled together well15

before that, and starting to work.16

And so by the time 2002 came along we17

already had a very good handle on what we were going18

to replace from a piping standpoint, cabling19

standpoint, etcetera, etcetera. 20

And so then by the end of 2003, when the21

actual license renewal application went in, we had an22

extremely good handle on what was going to be23

replaced.  24

So it reflects, between the license25
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renewal application, plus the other information that1

has been traded back and forth in the request for2

additional information, it has a very good description3

of what the plant will look like at the time of4

restart.5

MEMBER BONACA:  Yes, okay.  Yet, you know,6

when I look at some of the requests for additional7

information, I see an evolution of answers on the part8

of Tennessee Valley Authority, an evolution of answers9

that seem to be associated with the changes you were10

implementing.11

For example, in some case, you know, you12

were hitting a hard wall, with the NRC, on some issue.13

And then you communicated that you were replacing the14

piping.  That killed the issue.  That is how it was15

resolved, the issue. 16

I guess what I'm wrestling with is the17

difficulty that one has, as a standard reviewer, not18

participating in this interaction in understanding,19

really, where we are today.  That is one of the20

complexities of the application.  Okay, thank you. 21

MR. LEITCH:  Just to phrase the question22

differently and maybe add a little specificity to it.23

I think there are a number of places where units 2 and24

3 have carbon steel piping.  And on unit 1 you are25
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replacing that with chrome alloy piping.1

Now, when we look at the license renewal2

application, is that difference clear, and the aging3

management programs for unit 1 would be based on the4

chrome alloy piping, and the programs for 2 and 35

based on the carbon steel piping, is that the way it6

is set up?7

MR. CROUCH:  Well, you typically put8

chrome alloy piping in places like extraction steam,9

and steam lines, like coming off the HPCI turbine,10

that kind of stuff. All that is already being replaced11

in units 2 and 3. 12

We are catching up to them.  They have13

replaced that over the last two years.  And so we will14

be -- they don't have carbon steel in those locations.15

If they do, the only part that is left is part of16

replacements that will occur before the period of17

extended operation.18

MR. LEITCH:  Okay, so that is the case19

where units 2 and 3 are really ahead of unit 1, and20

unit 1 is catching up?21

MR. CROUCH:  What we did, when we started22

unit 1, is we recognized that a lot of the piping in23

unit 1, specifically extraction steam, had not24

operated for many years, like we talked about. 25
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MR. LEITCH:  Right.1

MR. CROUCH:  Only ten years of operation.2

And it was probably acceptable such that we could have3

gone out and operated unit 1 for 1, 2, 3, or 44

additional cycles without having significant problems5

in the extraction steam piping.6

But we decided to take a proactive7

approach, go in and take the old carbon steel piping8

out, and put in chrome alloy piping at this time, so9

that it would ensure successful operation of the plant10

for a long period of time. 11

So we, even though it was not absolutely12

required replacing this pipe, we went ahead13

proactively and replaced it, just so we would14

implement the same lessons learned as what we had seen15

on 2 and 3.16

MEMBER BONACA:  That is an important17

issue.  When we came to Browns Ferry it wasn't clear18

at all, to me, that you had done those changes on19

units 2 and 3. 20

MR. CROUCH:  Yes, on units 2 and 3 they21

have been making the same, like for example on the22

extraction steam pipe, they have been going through,23

incrementally, and changing out the extraction steam24

piping and putting in the chrome alloy piping.25
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MEMBER BONACA:  Okay.1

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  You supplied us with a2

list of piping examinations and changes for unit 1.3

Do you have a similar list for units 2 and 3, and4

would that be helpful to you, Dr. Bonaca?5

MEMBER BONACA:  Yes.6

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  These sorts of things?7

MEMBER BONACA:  Yes.8

MR. CROUCH:  As far as pipe changeouts in9

2 and 3, you are talking about pipe changes that have10

been made in the past?11

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Yes.12

MR. CROUCH:  We can get that together, we13

don't have it here today, with us.14

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Well, I'm not sure15

whether it would be valuable enough for us to have it,16

to have you put forth the effort to produce it.17

MR. CROUCH:  Basically we have changed, I18

don't know how familiar you are with our plant, but we19

have changed the number 2, 3, 4, and 5 extraction20

steams out to chrome alloy pipe, both outside the21

condenser, and inside the condenser.22

There is a small amount of piping inside23

one of the condensers, I have forgotten which one,24

that when we originally changed it out, we put in25
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carbon steel, again, and that is in the process of1

being replaced, again, with chrome alloy.2

So very shortly here all of the, number 2,3

3, 4, and 5 extraction steam pipings in Browns Ferry4

2 and 3 will be replaced with the chrome alloy.5

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Well, I'm not going to6

ask you for those lists, at this time.  I personally7

don't feel I need them, but if another member, or the8

Staff would need them, they can let us know.9

MEMBER BONACA:  That is fine, I don't need10

them.  I would like to -- 11

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  This is very helpful, by12

the way, for our better understanding of what you are13

doing.14

MR. CROUCH:  At each person's place,15

there, you have three separate handouts, in addition16

to the book.  And let me just tell you what they are,17

as we go through it.  And Joe will talk about these18

more in detail.19

The first one looks like this, it is a20

multiple page printout that lists all the DCNs that we21

have done to restart unit 1. 22

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Right.23

MR. CROUCH:  You also --24

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  This is something we25
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asked for in August. 1

MR. CROUCH:  That is something you asked2

for in August, and you were given a copy of that in3

August. 4

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Right.5

MR. CROUCH:  You also have another handout6

that looks like this, that is the piping system7

replacements.  And it goes through and kind of8

describes where we replaced pipe, and what material we9

have used.10

This particular table is an excerpt from11

one of the requests for additional information12

responses that we made.  If you need to know which13

one, I've got the letter here.14

Then you have another handout that lists,15

it looks like this, that contains the NDE examinations16

that were done on various piping systems. 17

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Yes, those documents18

give us a much better understanding of what it is that19

you are doing, and what condition the plant is in.20

Thank you. 21

MR. CROUCH:  If anybody in the audience22

needs them, they are back on the back tables, the same23

documents. 24

MR. LEITCH:  A question about that first25
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handout, the description of the modifications, in the1

units 2 and 3 related column, most places it says Y,2

which I guess means yes, but I'm not exactly sure what3

yes means in that sense.4

MR. CROUCH:  What this table is saying,5

let's just start from the left side, and work across,6

the first column is entitled system and design change.7

It lists the name of the system, DCN gives a number,8

that is the design change notice, and a number, it is9

a sequential number that goes through and lists them.10

And, obviously, you've got the description11

of the change.  As you see, there is, we didn't try to12

put all this in the slides.  Many, many, too much13

change to talk about. 14

Then the final column, over there, where15

it says unit 2/unit 3 related DCN yes or no.  What16

this is telling you is, was there a related unit 2 or17

unit 3 dcn done as part of either unit 2 recovery, or18

subsequent to units 2 and 3 recovery. 19

So that what we are showing you is that we20

are doing the very same things that was done on units21

2 and 3 to get to this point.22

MR. LEITCH:  So why in that column, I just23

want to be clear on that point, why in that column --24

MR. CROUCH:  That is what I'm getting to.25
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MR. LEITCH:  Okay. 1

MR. CROUCH:  There are a few DCNs, and I2

think they are, primarily, all the way to the back,3

where you see some nos.  And the reason there is nos,4

this is, primarily, the EPU related mods.  And they5

have not been done, yet, on units 2 and 3. 6

Unit 1 is the lead unit, so we are not7

copying a units 2 and 3 DCN.  We are the lead, and8

they are actually copying us now.9

MR. LEITCH:  So Y means that it has10

already been done on units 2 and 3? 11

MR. CROUCH:  That is correct. 12

MR. LEITCH:  Okay.13

MR. CROUCH:  It has already been done.14

MR. LEITCH:  Okay, got you.  Thank you,15

that helps.16

MR. CROUCH:  Any other questions before I17

move on?18

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  No, you can move on.19

MR. CROUCH:  I'm on page 7 of the20

presentation.  As we talked about, we had a regulatory21

framework for unit 1 that was originally created back22

in the 1996 time frame.  As we got closer to unit 123

restart we decided we needed to take the lessons24

learned that we had from units 2 and 3 operation,25
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since restart, as well as what was in there for the1

restart efforts.2

And we went through and improved the3

regulatory framework letter.  We also included all the4

more recent regulatory issues that had come up, if5

there was new bulletins, generic letters, etcetera,6

etcetera.  Those were all added in there. 7

So it represented a complete picture of8

all the regulatory issues that had to be addressed9

prior to unit 1 recovery.  And this was submitted in10

December of 2002.11

As part of that, not only did it lay out12

things like bulletins, generic letters, it also laid13

out all the technical specification changes that we14

would need in order to bring unit 1 into compliance15

with units 2 and 3. 16

It was our intention to make, as we will17

talk about more, our intention was to have one FSAR,18

one consistent set of tech specs, so that the plants19

would operate the same, so the operators were20

operating, essentially, one plant no matter which unit21

they were on.22

The overall process for NRC oversight of23

the restart effort is outlined in manual chapter24

25.09, which is entitled Browns Ferry unit 1 restart25
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project inspection program.  1

And it is this restart oversight will be2

applicable to unit 1 until it is possible that we can3

transition into the regulatory oversight process for4

all the cornerstones.5

This manual chapter establishes the6

restart oversight panel, and it is tentatively7

scheduled to begin this fall, sometime.  It will be,8

from what I understand, it will be chaired by a9

gentleman out of the region.  It will have members on10

it from the region, from NRR, and several other11

outside people and stuff like that. 12

So it will be -- the NRC method of13

overseeing what we are doing for unit 1 restart.  In14

addition to this restart oversight panel, we have15

resident inspectors at Browns Ferry unit 1 right now,16

that are dedicated to unit 1, that are overseeing our17

efforts.18

The final outcome of this manual chapter19

25.09, as I talked about earlier, will be the20

recommendation for restart that will come from a21

combination of the region and the NRR people. 22

Moving on over to page 8.  As we talked23

about, the license renewal application was submitted24

on December 31st of 2003 and it was for all three25
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units.1

As we said, it was originally started for2

units 2 and 3, we backed up and included unit 1, so it3

would include all three units.  That would ease the4

process of review for the NRC, and it would ease our5

process of implementing the programs to make them all6

the same.7

The license renewal application document8

was prepared and was consistent in format and content9

with the generic aging lessons learned, the GALL10

document.  11

The aging management programs, as we will12

talk about a little later on, they also have been13

prepared consistent with the GALL document.  There are14

certain exceptions and enhancements, compared to the15

GALL.16

Primarily these enhancements are places17

where we actually operate or inspect to a later18

program than what is called out in the GALL.19

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  What version of GALL are20

you using?21

MR. CROUCH:  The application was based22

upon REV-1.23

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Okay.24

MR. CROUCH:  Ken agrees, it is REV-1.25
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CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Okay.1

MR. CROUCH:  The current plan for license2

renewal approval is in approximately May of next year.3

Extended power uprate application was submitted on4

June 28th for unit 1, and June 25th, 2004 for units 25

and 3. 6

These were not submitted as one combined7

application because units 2 and 3 had previously been8

uprated five percent, unit 1 had not been uprated.9

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Right.10

MR. CROUCH:  When units 2 and 3 were11

uprated five percent, we increased the pressure 3012

PSI, so that that changed the method, the way the13

plant operates.14

So the EPU applications are separate for15

unit 1 versus units 2 and 3. 16

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Now, I take it those are17

constant pressure uprates?18

MR. CROUCH:  For units 2 and 3 it will be19

a constant pressure uprate.20

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  At the elevated21

pressure?22

MR. CROUCH:  At the elevated pressure.23

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  And so the final steam24

conditions, for the units, will be slightly different25
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from one unit to another at the final power rating?1

MR. CROUCH:  No, we will increase the2

pressure --3

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  You will bring that up4

another 30 PSI?5

MR. CROUCH:  Yes, we want them to run the6

same, we want them to be operationally the same.7

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  So you won't, strictly,8

be able to use the topical for the CPU?9

MR. CROUCH:  No, even the units 2 and 310

EPU was not submitted under the CLTR, which is11

constant pressure power uprate.  We submitted it under12

the extended ELTR topical.13

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Okay.14

MR. CROUCH:  The reason being was that as15

we originally started into it, we were going to use16

the CLTR, but we were also undergoing a fuel change.17

And so it was discussed that the CLTR was not18

applicable to a fuel change plant.19

So we submitted it under the ELTR.20

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  I think what you are21

doing is complicated, in that in the final analysis22

will end up being the wise choice.23

MR. CROUCH:  The EPU applications for both24

unit 1 and units 2 and 3, were consistent with GE's25
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extended power uprate topical reports.  This is the1

ELTR-1 and ELTR-2.2

When we initiated our efforts to do3

extended power uprate, not only did we follow the ELTR4

in format and content, but we also went out and got5

all of the requests for additional information from6

any other plant that had undergone an EPU, as well as7

looking at their specific application. 8

And we took all the lessons learned, and9

folded it into our document.  So our EPU applications10

are bigger in scope and content than what would just11

strictly be required by the ELTR-1 and 2.12

As I talked about, unit 1 is a separate13

submittal because of the previous five percent uprate.14

We expect to receive approval for the EPU in15

approximately May of 2007, which is just prior to unit16

1 restart.17

MEMBER BONACA:  I have a question.  Go18

ahead.19

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  These units are what,20

BWR-4s?21

MR. CROUCH:  BWR-4s.22

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  So that is the slope23

steam drier?24

MR. CROUCH:  Yes, we have the slope steam25
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driers.1

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Okay.  Go ahead.2

MEMBER BONACA:  The question I have is,3

you know, you are giving your presentation addressing4

the units 2 and 3, the attempt to make unit 15

identical, licensing wise, as the other units, and so6

on.7

Again, by the time the plant goes into8

license renewal we will have seen 10 or 11 years of9

operation, 22 years of lay-up, the power uprate of 2010

percent, and about five or six years of operation of11

the power level. 12

So it will have an operating history that13

is substantially different from units 2 and 3. 14

MR. CROUCH:  Right.15

MEMBER BONACA:  And I think you are16

recognizing the application, and the interaction for17

the SER, when you do have, for example, all those18

evaluations in section 3.1 of the SER, where you are19

addressing, specifically, potential latent effects of20

lay-up through inspections now, and those you are21

committing to inspections later in the licensing22

period, or somewhere -- I have to understand that. 23

So you really are recognizing the24

differences, and you are recognizing the importance of25
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doing those kinds of testing.  Also you are, in some1

areas, the NRC credits the corrective action program2

for whatever is going to be missed, it is going to be3

captured, hopefully, by the corrective action program.4

Again, what troubles me at this stage, of5

the review, is the fact that nowhere in the6

application, or the SER, there is a coherent7

description of this aggregate elements to bring, to8

make the operating experience of units 2 and 39

acceptable for unit 1. 10

Because that is a sticking issue.  I mean,11

simply, you know, if you look at the Statement of12

Consideration of the Rule it speaks very strongly of13

the importance of the 20 years of experience behind14

the plant, and that specific operating experience. 15

I think, again, an effort is being made.16

But, you know, I haven't seen in the application,17

anywhere, a statement that says it will be applicable18

because not only we have similarities, of course, in19

materials and environments, and so on and so forth,20

but also we are doing the following inspections, we21

are doing the following etcetera, etcetera, which will22

plug some of the gaps in the differences. 23

And I don't know if you have a comment on24

that. 25
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MR. CROUCH:  I think my only comment would1

be to Rom, that if this needs to be added in to2

address the issue, then we will work with you to come3

up with an evaluation so that it can be put into4

there. 5

MR. SUBBARATNAM:  Yes, this is Ram6

Subbaratnam, license renewal.  Maybe we have to7

schedule a time to separately discuss that.  The unit8

1 inspection program was an afterthought, meaning9

based on the Staff's deliberation.10

When we wrote the draft SER it was still11

like an open item at the time.  And, finally, TVA said12

we have to have some kind of a system monitoring13

program to have a benchmark and tend to the thing all14

the way into the acceptance period.15

Because this is in development we still16

have the elements of that new program being worked17

out.  You don't see it in the SER.  But in the final18

SER you will have it, full-blown, added up.19

MEMBER BONACA:  Because it seems to me20

that if in the component you do not have an operating21

history you can trust, you can inspect, and that is22

what you are doing.23

MR. SUBBARATNAM:  Fair enough.24

MEMBER BONACA:  But the point is that, you25
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know, it is so ad-hoc, something is here, something is1

there.  I think it is important that you have a2

coherent philosophy that you can express in the SER,3

if not in the application, that says that is why I can4

count on units 2 and 3, because we are supplementing5

that with all these other elements. 6

MR. SUBBARATNAM:  Yes, as a matter of --7

MEMBER BONACA:  When you are taking credit8

for corrective action program you have to explain that9

you are doing it on a limited basis.  Because if you10

have to rely on it extensively it means that you are11

looking for problems, and then you fix them. 12

That is not the way you want to relicense13

the plant.  So, okay, as long as that can be done,14

that would be helpful.15

MR. SUBBARATNAM:  Yes, I think when we16

come down October 5th we will, definitely, be well17

prepared to answer those questions.  We will make a18

distinction between what the restart program is, what19

the one time inspection is, and what is the unit 120

periodic inspection, which staff worked out, after21

deliberations with the licensee. 22

I think that will probably clarify that a23

little bit.24

MEMBER BONACA:  Right now the SER is25
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confusing.1

MR. SUBBARATNAM:  Because that program is2

not there, and we are still writing it up, so --3

MEMBER BONACA:  Well, there is part of it,4

and then there is -- anyway, we will bring that up5

later.6

MR. SUBBARATNAM:  Yes.7

MR. CROUCH:  So, as I said, unit 1 is8

being restarted in a controlled manner, as we talked9

about, where we are trying to make unit 1 operate the10

very same way as units 2 and 3, we are incorporating11

all the lessons learned from units 2 and 3, we are12

incorporating all of the regulatory issues from units13

2 and 3. 14

We have submitted a unit 1, 2, 3 license15

renewal application, it addresses the concurrent16

operation of all three units for an additional 2017

years.18

As part of that overall license renewal19

application, while it is not being specifically20

approved as part of a license renewal application, we21

have addressed the impact of EPU on license renewal.22

We know what it does, and we are going to23

talk about that in a lot more detail during the day24

today.  So that we are confident that when unit 1 is25
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restarted, at the extended power uprate conditions,1

and operate for 20 more years, it will operate2

successfully.3

So any further questions on this opening4

portion of our presentation?5

MEMBER BONACA:  One last comment I would6

like to make, from the perspective of Tennessee Valley7

Authority, I mean, you restart the plant at 20 percent8

higher power level, and then you know that by 2011 you9

have to do a number of tests, inspections, to support10

license renewal. 11

You know, so you will be monitoring this12

operation at the higher power level --13

MR. CROUCH:  That is correct. 14

MEMBER BONACA:  -- and, of course, already15

we have a commitment that you will have to make16

regarding submitting a report, and feeding that17

information into the license renewal program. 18

MR. CROUCH:  And recognize that units 219

and 3 will be going to license renewal just shortly20

after unit 1 does.  So they will be, essentially,21

operating concurrently at EPU conditions.22

MR. LEITCH:  Do you have a time frame in23

mind for when units 2 and 3 are going to have this EPU24

outage?25
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MR. CROUCH:  The current schedule for EPU1

is to start up in the 2007 outage, at EPU.  So just2

shortly after unit 1 comes up unit 2 will also come3

up, and then unit 3 will have its EPU outage in 2008.4

MR. LEITCH:  And they will be like a year5

in length, or --6

MR. CROUCH:  The outage?7

MR. LEITCH:  The outage, yes.8

MR. CROUCH:  Oh, no.  I don't know what9

the official length is but it is 35, 36 days.  Yes,10

when we do outages we plan them and we implement them11

in --12

MR. LEITCH:  And that is replacing the13

feed pumps, the condensate pumps, your pump booster,14

retubing the condenser --15

MEMBER BONACA:  And the turbine.16

MR. CROUCH:  Condensers, that is not part17

of EPU.18

MR. LEITCH:  And transformer?19

MR. CROUCH:  The main transformers is20

already done.21

MR. LEITCH:  It is already done, okay.22

MR. CROUCH:  So it is primarily each cycle23

that --24

MR. LEITCH:  Turbine unit 2 and 3 rotors,25
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and HP turbine --1

MR. CROUCH:  We will be putting in new HP2

turbines on units 2 and 3.3

MR. LEITCH:  How about rotors?  They have4

already been changed?5

MR. CROUCH:  No.  The units 2 and 36

turbines will stay their existing design.  On unit 17

the --8

MR. LEITCH:  You are doing the mono-9

blocks?10

MR. CROUCH:  We are doing the mono-block11

LP rotors, and we will do the high pressure rotor,12

also.13

MR. LEITCH:  Okay.14

MR. CROUCH:  During this interim --15

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  And that equipment is in16

place, right?17

MR. CROUCH:  Beg your pardon?18

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  You have those rotors19

already at the plant, right?20

MR. CROUCH:  For which unit?21

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  For unit 1. 22

MR. CROUCH:  They have not gotten here23

yet.  We had a slight problem with them, they had to24

get sent back, and reworked.  They are scheduled to25
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come in, in December. 1

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  But that is not critical2

to your schedule? 3

MR. CROUCH:  No.4

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Okay.5

MR. LEITCH:  During this interim, when6

unit 1 is operating at EPU, and you are still in the7

EPU outages on units 2 and 3, will there be a8

different set of operating procedures for each unit?9

MR. CROUCH:  Yes.  Each unit has its own10

operating procedures, and the operating procedures for11

a unit will get revised as part of the EPU12

implementation, to address EPU conditions.13

As we will talk later, we are also -- we14

have two simulators now, and so we will make one15

simulator correspond to EPU conditions, and one16

correspond to current conditions, so that the17

operators will be trained for both conditions.18

MR. LEITCH:  Okay.  Were we going to talk,19

a little later, about operator training in some more20

detail?21

MR. CROUCH:  Yes.22

MR. LEITCH:  Okay, thank you. 23

MR. CROUCH:  Any further questions about24

the background on Browns Ferry? 25
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(No response.) 1

MR. CROUCH:  Okay. At this point in time2

I would like to invite Joe Valente to come up.  Joe is3

our unit 1 engineering manager.  As I said, Joe has4

been part of the team, is part of unit 2 recovery, and5

unit 3 recovery, and he is now the unit 1 engineering6

manager. 7

So he brings a strong historical8

perspective to what we are doing here.  And he is9

overseeing the efforts.  As I said, earlier,10

supporting Joe we have with us Bob Moll, who is the11

mechanical engineering manager, as well as the system12

engineering manager; Dave Burrell, who is the13

electrical engineering manager, and Rick Cutsinger,14

who is the civil engineering manager. 15

And as another point of reference, in case16

anybody doesn't remember, I was the former mechanical17

engineering manager for unit 1.  And so if other18

questions come up I can jump in to help Joe, also.19

So at that point we will turn it over to20

Joe.  Joe is going to talk to us about the overall21

philosophy for the unit 1 recovery, about how we've22

scoped out the project to make sure that all three23

units operate the same.24

He is going to talk about the condition of25
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the units, what we saw when we started the recovery1

efforts as far as the conditions after shutdown, and2

the conditions that we expect to see in the plant,3

once we do all the recovery efforts.4

He is also going to talk about the overall5

scope of recovery, what it takes in the way of6

modifications to make the plant operate.7

MEMBER BONACA:  Let me ask you one8

question before Joe starts.  You said that each unit9

had its own operating procedures, units 2 and 3 will10

be different than unit 1, and you are going to talk11

about licensing later, and training of the operators12

later.13

But are the operators licensed for14

individual units, or station license?15

MR. CROUCH:  They have a station license16

and at that point in time they will be trained for17

both EPU conditions and current license thermal power.18

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Okay.  Joe, before you19

begin I'm going to give you a great responsibility.20

You are to speak until 3 p.m.  And during that --21

MR. BARTON:  Do we get a break then?22

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Only some of us.  But23

there is a break, and a lunch period that comes in24

there.  And I think that only you will know best when25
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to take those.1

So if you would keep that in mind as you2

go through your presentation, and when you find, or3

think that it is an appropriate place for us to take4

a break, or to recess for lunch, let me know, and we5

will do so then.6

And I think that will give you a chance to7

make a smoother presentation, that is less disjointed.8

MEMBER BONACA:  You want to put a front9

stop or back stop?  He can make us so uncomfortable --10

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Yes, I was thinking11

about what kind of constraints that I would put on12

this.  And in our ordinary regulatory fashion we have13

insufficient time to develop the restraints, so we14

will use common sense, which will be new, right?15

Go ahead, Joe.16

MR. VALENTE:  I'd like to start off by17

discussing our project objective for restart.  When we18

started the project the main objective was to have19

operational fidelity between the units.20

And we accomplished this by using the same21

processes and procedures, both in design and in our22

modification, maintenance, and other activities.  So23

in the design activities we used the same design24

criteria, we used the same design processes, and we25
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essentially amplified and expanded the existing, what1

we call, the baseline essential calculations.  We will2

talk, a little later, on those.3

So basically we used the same software4

that was in existence on the station, and was just a5

continuation of how the plant was designed. 6

Same thing in the modification area.  We7

used the same procedures, processes, programs, we used8

the same loading program, we have the same control on9

our welding rods, the same work plan, write process,10

so everything was seamless, for what we did consistent11

with the operating unit.12

Now, our scope of the work for restart13

included the same restart programs that we used on14

units 2 and 3.  This is commonly referred to as the15

MPP special programs, and we will talk on those in our16

next sheet here.17

As Bill had mentioned, we also18

incorporated all the upgrades that were performed on19

the operating units, from the time of their restarts20

to the current time.  And we looked at the business21

plan for each unit to identify all the major22

modifications that would be incorporated from the23

start of unit 1 recovery, to the end of May of 2007.24

Now, this included EPU and license25
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renewal.  So when we did our designs we factored in1

the license renewal requirements to ensure plant2

reliability in the extended period.3

And we did all our design work, all the4

analysis work, at a 60 year life, for a 20 year5

license renewal period, and at 120 percent power.  So6

all those calculations were done for 60 years.7

Pipe wall fitting calculations, and so8

forth, were done for 120 percent power.  So that was9

the basis for our scope here.10

Now, when we are done with the recovery11

effort unit 1 will be operationally the same as units12

2 and 3.  Unit 1 will have similar systems, equipment,13

operating procedures, and tech specs, as the other14

units.15

There is only FSAR for the station. Our16

operators are licensed for all three units, and they17

will be fully trained on any unit differences.  The18

unit differences are going to be primarily attributed19

to obsolete equipment replacement.20

Now, the majority of our obsolete21

equipment that we replaced is seamless to the22

operator. It is more in the maintenance space,23

different maintenance procedures.24

But, basically, the classic work that we25
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are seeing here on unit 1, we are changing out the1

control system on the balance of plant side, we are2

using a foxboro control system. 3

Units 2 and 3, as a majority, has some4

foxboro equipment on that control system.  Unit 1 will5

be totally Foxboro.  The classic one that we like to6

talk about, that affects the operator, we've changed7

out some recorders in the control room to a paperless8

recorder, on unit 1. 9

Units 2 and 3 still operate with the paper10

recorders.  So that one is obvious that the AUO has to11

carry up the paper.12

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Do they still make13

those?14

MR. VALENTE:  Yes, they sure do.15

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Okay.16

MR. VALENTE:  The other unit difference17

that we see is in the extended power uprate.  Unit 118

is scheduled to be the lead plant, as you saw in the19

DCN list.20

Units 2 and 3 does not have the precedent21

for these DCNs yet, and unit 1 will be the lead.  We22

do have one condition, right now, on unit 1.  We have23

the lead of the LPCI motor generator sets, based on24

our analysis. 25
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We had the tech spec approved, and unit 11

is doing that.  Now, units 2 and 3 is scheduled to2

remove these in subsequent refueling outages.  Unit 23

will take this out in '07.4

MR. LEITCH:  I don't understand what those5

motor generators set did.  Did they give you variable6

speed on the --7

MR. CROUCH:  They are there for electrical8

isolation.9

MR. LEITCH:  Electrical isolation, okay.10

So without those, then --11

MR. CROUCH:  We went through and12

redistributed the loads on various boards and there is13

a scheme for how the various loads load into the14

boards, in the diesels.  So we don't need the15

isolations provided any more.16

MR. LEITCH:  Okay, I understand. 17

MR. VALENTE:  That work actually18

simplifies some of the electrical system. 19

MR. LEITCH:  Yes.20

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  That is actually a21

complicated way to do it.  A lot of mechanical22

equipment. 23

MR. CROUCH:  There was a lot of mechanical24

equipment that was a maintenance headache, and so25
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eliminating them was one of the real pluses for the1

plant. 2

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Okay.3

MR. VALENTE: Another issue on the LPCI,4

with regards to the question concerning the LPCI loop5

selection logic we eliminated this logic on all three6

units, back in 1977.  That was a question that was7

submitted --8

MR. LEITCH:  Yes, that was my question, I9

thank you. 10

MR. VALENTE:  Okay.  The other portion11

here that gets us into a little unit differences, has12

to do with the outage modification sequencing.  And13

basically what this is, one unit is the lead for a14

change.15

And they are implemented in the outage,16

and then the subsequent units follow.  So there can be17

a time period, if there is a major modification, that18

would be implemented, say, on unit 2, then unit 3 and19

unit 1 would follow that implementation.20

So as Bill was explaining, when we21

implement a modification, our design control process22

requires all procedures to be brought up to speed23

before what we call the design package being closed.24

So that affects maintenance, operating25
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procedures, training procedures.  So the operator is1

brought up to speed by the time it gets into the2

operation aspect of the unit.3

Now, the programs implemented to return4

unit 1 to service have the same rigor, and the5

thoroughness, as those programs that we use for units6

2 and 3 recoveries, there is no difference. 7

The subsequent performance of units 2 and8

3 demonstrated the adequacy of these programs, and we9

are going to talk about it here in a minute.  10

So, John, when unit 1 is restarted it is11

going to be the newest old plant in the country.  And12

we know it is going to be returned to service in a13

better condition than originally licensed, because we14

have added a tremendous operating margin in the plant.15

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Okay.16

MR. VALENTE:  And that is what we are17

trying to tell you here.18

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Okay.19

MR. VALENTE:  We have added margin on this20

recovery, okay? 21

MR. LEITCH:  Would this be an appropriate22

time to talk about PRA, or do you have that later in23

the presentation, or --24

MR. CROUCH:  We can talk about it now.25
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MR. VALENTE:  We can talk to it now.1

MR. CROUCH:  And we are going to address2

these questions to Henry Jones, as part of our unit 13

staff over there.  Henry, if you want to come up in4

this direction?5

MR. JONES:  Yes, sir. 6

MR. LEITCH:  I guess my question,7

basically, was did you redo the PRA based on these8

modifications to unit 1?  In other words, looking the9

way unit 1 will be in May of 2007, is there a PRA10

associated with that? 11

And is there a significant change in core12

damage frequency between unit 1 will be, and units 213

and 3 now, for example?14

MR. JONES:  I'm Henry Jones, Browns Ferry15

nuclear plant.  Yes, sir, we went back and anticipated16

the configuration of unit 1 at restart, and performed17

a full level one PRA, and a limited level two.18

And on the screen now you will see the19

results.  Of course, for unit 1, this is the first20

analysis that we have accomplished for unit 1,21

relative to PRA.22

And there you will see both the core23

damage frequency and the LERF value.  And, again,24

those are values based on a configuration at unit 125
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restart. 1

For unit 2 we have a baseline number which2

is the number presently in place for unit 2, that3

assumes unit 2 is operating at 3958 megawatts thermal.4

And unit 3 is operating simultaneously, also.  Those5

are our baseline numbers. 6

We have evaluated those models in7

anticipation of the configuration for unit 2 and unit8

3 at restart, at EPU conditions.  And accomplished the9

calculations. 10

You will notice, for example, on unit 211

there is a slight decrease in the core damage12

frequency.  At Browns Ferry we take our PRA very13

seriously.14

And the time that we made those changes we15

took the opportunity to also make some additional16

enhancements to our model.  For example we updated the17

reliability numbers, failure rate numbers of the major18

components.19

We also did enhancements to the model.  So20

that is why you will see a slight decrease.  Overall,21

when you go from the baseline model, like on unit 222

the EPU conditions, we have found the major change is23

the fact that for those sequences where you have an24

isolation of the balance of plant, the reactor is high25
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pressure, for units 2 and 3 today, we really have two1

makeup systems in that configuration.2

One being the HPCI system, RCIC, and also3

CRD.  It is a high pressure displacement pump, but4

high pressure into the vessel.  At EPU conditions we5

have found, we went back and did our map runs, that we6

can no longer take credit for CRD.7

So that has provided a little bit of a8

limitation on the number of high pressure makeups at9

isolated conditions.10

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Flow not enough, is that11

the reason --12

MR. JONES:  Flow is not sufficient, that13

is correct. 14

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Okay.15

MR. JONES:  So that is what really has an16

impact to make the core damage frequency slightly17

larger.  But, overall, we had a decrease in our core18

damage frequency.19

MR. LEITCH:  Were there any EPU20

modifications made to unit 1, or planned for units 221

and 3, that were primarily driven by PRA22

considerations?23

I'm thinking about did you find that you24

had to do anything with the standby liquid control25
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system, like add a third pump, or increase boron1

concentration, or anything of that nature?2

MR. JONES:  No, sir.  I don't recall any3

that -- we did increase the SLC system, we did4

increase the volume that we had to inject.  Same flow5

rate still the same pump configuration, but we did6

have to increase the volume in the tank.7

MEMBER DENNING:  Did you do anything with,8

some plants have automatic initiation of standby9

liquid control?10

MR. JONES:  Ours is manual.11

MEMBER DENNING:  Yours is manual.12

MR. JONES:  The PRA did not specifically13

identify anything we had to modify.  As Joe alluded14

to, earlier, in the balance of plant we are going back15

and putting in larger booster pumps, larger condensate16

pumps, and actually gaining margin in our balance of17

plant equipment. 18

And we found that, obviously, the safety19

system had adequate flow rates to meet the various20

safety related requirements. 21

One note, also, on unit 1 that model was22

accomplished using the latest ASME standard, as23

guidance.  Whereas the units 2 and 3 models were done24

a little bit earlier, and they do not include that. 25
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We are putting together a plan to possibly1

do that in the future.  But just that little side2

note, that there is a little bit different criteria3

utilized for the unit 1 models.4

MEMBER DENNING:  What is the difference5

between unit 2 and unit 3 CDF?6

MR. JONES:  The Browns Ferry has the7

benefit of a number of shared systems.  And one that8

is a major additional support, is the RHR system. 9

Unit 2 is physically located between unit10

1 and unit 3.  So in addition to the four RHR pumps11

that unit 1 has dedicated to it, there is also shared12

pumps.13

For example, the unit 1 bravo and delta14

pumps, and the unit 3 alpha and charlie pumps, can15

also support all of the RHR functions on unit 2.  So,16

really, unit 2 has the benefit of eight, not four RHR17

pumps.18

And that is what reflects in the numbers,19

is things like that.  The diesel loading is a little20

bit different, and these things go into making the21

slightly different numbers. 22

MEMBER DENNING:  Are there any plant23

damage states that appear as you go to extended power,24

that aren't important contributors at the baseline?25
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MR. JONES:  I'm not sure I understand your1

question. 2

MEMBER DENNING:  As you go to higher power3

there is some new scenarios that suddenly appear, that4

are significant, that weren't --5

MR. JONES:  No, we did not find anything6

that really came up like that.  You will find some7

slightly different system importances as you go across8

and compare the results.9

But nothing unique, or nothing that we10

didn't expect because of the operation of our shared11

systems. 12

MR. CROUCH:  Henry, you might want to talk13

about CRD, how it was -- how you went to EPUs.14

MR. JONES:  Right, we went through that15

and the fact that it is no longer capable of --16

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Insufficient flow.17

MR. JONES:  That was a major thing,18

because there are a number of initiators that result19

in an isolated vessel at high pressure.20

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  I think what you are21

asking is, are there success paths that are no longer22

successful?23

MEMBER DENNING:  Yes.24

MR. JONES:  I don't recall any that came25
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out that way, no.1

MEMBER KRESS:  As part of the license2

extension, license renewal, are there plans to do a3

level 3 PRA for the --4

MR. JONES:  I'm not aware of any, I can't5

say.  I don't know if the other plants have or not.6

MEMBER KRESS:  It is generally part of the7

environmental impact statement that is required, some8

sort of level 3-like analysis. 9

MR. CROUCH:  We will have to take that as10

a question and get back to you in the next meeting. 11

MEMBER KRESS:  Okay.12

MEMBER DENNING:  How about different13

operating modes, what do you -- this is for the plant14

at full power operation, or do you have --15

MR. JONES:  Those are plants are full16

power operation.  We do not have a shutdown PRA.17

There are aspects, in all of these numbers, that18

represent the adjacent unit in an outage.19

And, obviously, how various outage times,20

as far as diesel generators, and things, is considered21

in the analysis.  But the analysis is already done at22

full power operation for all three units.23

MEMBER DENNING:  And do you have plans for24

that, do you have plans to do PRA for other modes?25
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MR. JONES:  Not to my knowledge, no.  Not1

at this time.2

MEMBER DENNING:  You say you take the PRA3

seriously.4

MR. JONES:  I understand. 5

MEMBER DENNING:  Yes.  And what about fire6

PRA?7

MR. JONES:  Yes, we have done, we have8

accomplished the five method.  We have recently9

accomplished that for unit 1 and found no10

vulnerabilities, and met the various analysis that11

have been completed on unit 1, and been finalized.12

MEMBER DENNING:  Yes, but that is kind of13

a minimal approach.14

MR. JONES:  I understand, it is not a fire15

PRA, it is a bounding screening type of approach.16

MEMBER DENNING:  Do you have online PRA17

monitor that you use for units 2 and 3?  Do you have18

it online and you use it to support operations?19

MR. CROUCH:  Sentinel.20

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Any further questions?21

(No response.) 22

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Thank you very much,23

sir.24

MR. JONES:  You are welcome.25
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MR. VALENTE:  What I would like to do, on1

this slide, is to discuss the major issues that we2

had.  I want to start off with the nuclear performance3

plan.  4

Now, the nuclear performance plan, the5

special programs that we talked about, these represent6

the core of the restart effort.  It is the same that7

it did on units 2 and 3. 8

The programs listed here are very large in9

scope, and consist of various tasks to confirm data10

base and compliance with our design criteria. 11

What I would like to do is essentially12

walk through three of them.  I would like to start off13

talking about the design baseline verification14

program, some fire protection in Appendix R, and then15

talk about intergranular stress corrosion cracking.16

Now, the design verification baseline17

program is a very comprehensive program intended to18

reestablish the data base for the unit.  This was done19

on the other two units, and this is the extension20

coming into unit 1. 21

The scope of these programs are those22

structures, systems and components, that are required23

to mitigate the postulated accidents, transients, and24

special events.25
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The program consists of three major1

elements.  The first element is to determine the2

analytical approach and methods, and then establish3

the procedures to maintain this program. 4

So we definitized how we were going to5

analyze for conditions, we controlled it,6

proceduralized it, so it was consistent, and it was7

maintained.8

The second element here was to establish9

written design criteria, which established the10

requirements for each system.  And then document these11

requirements in a safe shutdown analysis. 12

The safe shutdown analysis defines the13

modes for each systems that are required to mitigate14

the accidents, transients and special events.  Here is15

the third element that we will talk about in the lay-16

up aspect.17

The third element is to do the walkdown of18

the plant.  And this walkdown is to establish the as-19

built configuration.  And then evaluate it against the20

calculation and the analytical basis of the program.21

So we have an as-built condition, and we22

have the analytical condition which definitized all23

the system requirements and we reconciled that.  And24

this reconciliation is what results in the physical25
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hardware changes to the plant, that is the DCNs.1

A simple process here, but very intent2

tests.  There is a significant amount of output,3

besides the hardware DCNs.  We established baseline4

calculations, and established the minimum margins.5

We established the baseline testing6

requirement documents that feed into the restart7

testing program.  Those are the major ones here. So8

when we completed the baseline program, the output9

from this program allowed us to establish and maintain10

both our data base and licensing basis. 11

Any questions on that one?  It is a big12

one.13

MR. LEITCH:  Joe, I'm not specific on that14

bullet, but I'm trying to understand this slide.  It15

says summary of unit 1 major issues.  And you've got16

four things there, the nuclear performance plan being17

the first.18

How were those, is that a complete list of19

the nuclear performance plan, or is that just a20

sampling?21

MR. VALENTE:  No, this is, essentially,22

the special programs contained.23

MR. LEITCH:  How were those arrived at,24

were they issues that were problematic at the time of25
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shutdown?1

MR. VALENTE:  Yes, that is correct.  How2

we arrived at all of this was in negotiation with the3

Staff.  We had specific areas that there were4

concerns, both internally and with the Staff. 5

And we compiled all of these issues into,6

essentially, 13 special programs.  And what you see7

here are the programs.  That is why I say that what8

you see here, a nice little summary, but it is a very9

broad issues. 10

Like when you see electrical issues, it11

carried on and passed voltage drop  short-circuit12

analysis, coordination, protection issues, all13

imbedded in there.  Same with seismic design. 14

We went back and we reconstituted the15

basis for the vessel in the internals with GE.  We16

redid our seismic analysis for all the structures,17

soil structure interactions were brought up.  So they18

are very broad.19

And then imbedded in this seismic design20

is 79.14, and 2 over 1 issues, so they are very broad,21

very broad.22

MR. LEITCH:  Was cable separation an23

issue?  Perhaps that is under electrical? 24

MR. VALENTE:  It is under electrical25
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issues, yes.1

MR. LEITCH:  And what about MPSH on your2

ECCS pumps, do you -- was that an issue, or do you3

take credit for dry well pressure?4

MR. CROUCH:  As far as overall NPSH type5

calculations, that is part of the baseline6

calculations program. 7

MR. LEITCH:  Okay.8

MR. CROUCH:  And then as we went on to do9

the first power uprate for units 2 and 3, and now for10

EPU conditions, we have redone those calculations.11

For units 2 and 3 the first power uprate does take12

credit for containment overpressure.13

We had not done that before that time.14

The EPU application also takes credit for containment15

overpressure.16

MR. LEITCH:  Okay.17

MR. VALENTE:  Basically this slide is18

tying together the scope from the original one, just19

definitizing it down, so you see what built the scope20

for the unit 1 restart, the fidelity going forward.21

MEMBER DENNING:  Pretty narrow question22

related to what we are talking about.  But with23

regards to containment overpressure credit, which you24

have taken, do you evaluate alternatives as to what25
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you could have done as an alternative to taking that1

credit?2

What would have been required, could you3

have done something to the pumps?  And did you4

evaluate that? 5

MR. CROUCH:  Henry?  I don't remember6

doing that, but he may know.7

MR. JONES:  We did look at some8

alternatives, for example, trying to design pumps9

that, obviously, would require less NPSH.  And our10

work that we did, we could not identify another type11

of configuration that would satisfy the needs, as far12

as pump flow rates.13

And, of course, keep in mind that we do14

require, for EPU, is three pounds, both short term and15

long term overpressure.  These calculations, that Bill16

talked about, are extremely conservative.17

We use maximum flow rates, for short term,18

for RHR.  The design flow rates in the long term we19

use our design flow rates.  So they are conservative20

calculations.  But we did look at alternatives and21

could not identify any that were available to us, that22

would replace the need for overpressurization.23

MEMBER DENNING:  So you couldn't find the24

pumps that could reasonably be replaced, at reasonable25
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cost, is that the type of analysis that you did?1

MR. JONES:  That would require extremely2

low NPSH requirement for our application. 3

MEMBER BONACA:  What is short term?4

MR. JONES:  Beg your pardon?5

MEMBER BONACA:  What is short term?6

MR. JONES:  Short term is ten minutes or7

less, wherein ten minutes is long term.  That is how8

we make that distinction in our analysis arena.9

MEMBER DENNING:  And in this case you10

needed it for how long, did you say?11

MR. JONES:  We need three pounds short12

term, and three pounds long term.13

MR. CROUCH:  We also, when we do our14

calculations, we use vendor required NPSH.  We know15

that our pumps will operate at full flow at less than16

vendor required NPSH.  We have demonstrated that17

through tests back in the '70s.18

And so there is margin in there. 19

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Well, that is sort of in20

the eye of the beholder, because the vendor assumes21

some cavitation when he develops the curves himself.22

And so there is a range of suction pressures, where23

cavitation occurs, but the pump is pretty efficient,24

it doesn't damage itself.25
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And then as the suction pressure gets1

lower and lower, you gradually lose some flow, you2

start to get some chugging, you start to get impeller3

damage, excessive vibration.4

So that is sort of in the eye of the5

beholder, to know where you are at, at any given time.6

but I do recall selecting these pumps for new plants,7

back when the plants were new, and I was new, and8

there was a lot of effort going into coming up with9

the optimum impeller design, and for deep draft pumps,10

to figure out how deep they could be, and still not11

get a lot of shaft whip, and things like that. 12

So there may not be too many alternatives13

that are available today that weren't available at the14

time of the original design that a licensee could rely15

on.16

MEMBER DENNING:  But did I understand you17

properly, this is just an EPU issue? 18

MR. CROUCH:  Yes.  When we went to the19

first power uprate we took credit for containment20

overpressure at that time. 21

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Right.22

MEMBER DENNING:  Now, was that when you23

took your --24

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Five percent.25
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MEMBER DENNING:  Just the five percent?1

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Right.2

MEMBER DENNING:  Did that imply that when3

you were at the previous power, that you actually4

didn't need it?5

MR. CROUCH:  That is correct.6

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  That is right. 7

MEMBER DENNING:  Just the five percent was8

enough to put you over the margin where it was no9

longer practical?10

MR. CROUCH:  Right.11

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  One of the interesting12

things, I think, is that there is a lot of margin in13

these plants.  But the higher you make the basic power14

level, some of that margin sort of slips away. 15

And it really doesn't reflect itself in16

the PRA numbers, except through the success criteria.17

You know, there is no evaluation in a PRA that says,18

it will still work, but I don't have the margin I used19

to have.20

And so in a way PRAs mislead us a little21

bit in that respect.  And it could well be that the22

numbers would be even better under those conditions,23

where the margin is not used at all.24

MR. CROUCH:  The other thing to keep in25
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mind, when I say this happened when we went to first1

power uprate, we were also, at that same time,2

resolving the issue of the generic letter 9601 for3

containment blockage.4

And so the new assumptions that went into5

that also impacted.  But at that point in time we put6

in the new larger stack and went to all the new7

utility resolution guideline methodology for how to8

calculate NPSH.9

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  That may have forced you10

into taking credit for containment pressure, even if11

the power uprate wasn't there. 12

MR. CROUCH:  It might have.13

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  You know, I don't know14

the answer, and you may not know it either.  Thank15

you. 16

MR. VALENTE:  This special program that I17

would like to talk about is fire protection in18

Appendix R.19

Unit 1 is performing extensive20

modifications to bring the unit into compliance with21

the NFPA standards and Appendix R requirements.  We22

are installing a new fire detection and suppression23

systems on the unit, fire rated compartmentation is24

also occurring.25
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We are installing water curtains, we are1

sealing wall and floor penetrations, and we are2

installing new fire dampers and doors.  We are3

rerouting cable --4

MR. BARTON:  Joe, let me ask you, while5

you are on fire protection, you didn't mention6

sprinklers.  Have you done anything with sprinklers7

that have been sitting there for 30 something years?8

MR. CROUCH:  We replaced them all. We9

replaced all the piping, as well as the sprinkler10

heads.11

MR. BARTON:  Okay, thank you. 12

MR. VALENTE:  When I said the suppression13

system, the piping and sprinklers.  Everything from14

the deluge valves out to the sprinkler heads have been15

replaced.16

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Let me ask another17

question, since I have been thinking about this for a18

long time now.  When I walked through your plant I saw19

you are putting in a lot of new cable trays, that were20

basically empty.21

But I also saw cable trays that weren't22

empty.23

MR. VALENTE:  That is correct. 24

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Do you plan to abandon25
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circuits in place when you reroute?1

MR. VALENTE:  Yes.2

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  And, if you do, have you3

taken into consideration the  additional combustible4

loading in those compartments that you will have, that5

serve no purpose, other than it is inconvenient to6

take the cables out?7

MR. VALENTE:  Yes, we have.8

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  And to what extent will9

that condition exist, unused, abandoned in place10

cables? 11

MR. VALENTE:  What we had, we had common12

trays on unit 2 that had unit 1 cable in it.13

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Right.14

MR. VALENTE:  We de-energized those cables15

at the time of the recovery. 16

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Right.17

MR. VALENTE:  So our dilemma, on the18

restart, was go back and perform all the analysis for19

ampacity, heat load, everything in the existing trays,20

or run new trays that we could build in the -- not get21

into having to do anything with flamastic, you know,22

to check the quality of the cabling.23

So our decision was to install the new24

tray system, and to do the reroutes.  So that25
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eliminated a lot of analytical time that we would have1

spent.2

And that was a lesson learned from unit 3,3

where we analyzed everything, and then eventually had4

to make hardware changes, anyway.5

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Well, the concern is the6

combustible loading, as opposed to whether you got it7

right in the first place.8

MR. VALENTE:  That was factored in, on the9

unit 2.   The combustible loading is factored into the10

fire hazards analysis, it assumes, it took actual11

profiles of the existing trays.  It assumes the new12

trays will be filled to one hundred percent capacity,13

and establishing what the fire loading would be for14

the various fire zones.15

So that is considered in the analysis.16

And the practicality of removing the abandoned cables17

is problematic since most all of those trays are18

covered with flamastic, as well, the fire retardant19

that we put on after the fire in '75.20

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Actually you probably21

have more than one problem. You probably have some22

trays that have abandoned cables in them and, also,23

currently used cables.  Separating them would be --24

MR. VALENTE:  And that was the problem.25
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CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  -- like eating1

spaghetti.2

MR. VALENTE:  And that is what we got into3

in considering whether to analyze any further,4

particularly in ampacity, if I'm turning on another5

load in that tray, I'm adding heat load to that tray,6

and potentially adversely affecting the operating7

unit.8

So the decision was made to reroute.9

MR. CROUCH:  That is Dave Burrell, our10

electrical engineering manager. 11

MR. BURRELL:  And that decision corrected12

a lot of concerns, not only in the electrical issues,13

but also in Appendix R.14

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  I presume that is a15

matter the Staff will take up when you get ready for16

restart.  But it is an interesting problem that arises17

when you do this kind of a restart activity and plant18

modification. 19

Because I would expect there to be more of20

it, I think every plant you find abandoned cables.21

But I would expect you have more than most.22

MEMBER BONACA:  From this conversation you23

have abandoned cables, but not abandoned trays.  What24

I mean is that some of the cables in those trays would25
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still be used?1

MR. BURRELL:  That is correct. 2

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  That is the way I would3

be --4

MR. BURRELL:  We didn't abandon any tray.5

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Otherwise they would6

tear them up because that would be the simple thing.7

MEMBER BONACA:  No, because this is the8

older, and we have a new cable tray.  So the9

implication was that there is a full replacement.10

That is what I understood.  Now I understand. 11

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  You know, when we were12

down there they told us we are replacing everything,13

but I didn't think that was true then, and I don't14

think it is true now.15

MR. BURRELL:  Keep in mind the electric16

board rooms, we have board rooms on the unit 2 side,17

board rooms on the unit 1 side, and those board rooms18

supply the power for both units 1 and 2.19

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Right.20

MR. BURRELL:  So most of the trays in unit21

1 would also contain, potentially contain unit 222

circuits.23

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Right.  Well, I think24

that you can do what you are doing, it is just that it25
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becomes a tremendously complicated thing.  When you1

consider 30 years of history of playing with cables,2

and replacing things, and having multiple units in3

single trays, it just seems very complicated to me.4

MR. BURRELL:  It is, and we have a very5

detailed account of every cable. 6

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Okay.  That plant was7

built in a time frame where they, sometimes, did not8

have pull tickets that would fit into somebody's9

computer, track where every cable initiates and goes,10

and terminates.11

So I don't know whether you have that12

situation or not.  If you were looking at tags on13

individual cables you can make a lifetime out of that.14

MR. BURRELL:  The main issue is that we15

are related back to recovery of units 2 and 3,16

relative to cable routing, the -- what we found, and17

we sampled a large population of routing cables,18

complied with the design, they were pretty much what19

the design called for them to be.20

The issues that we got into were, in some21

cases, the design didn't adequately recognize some22

separation requirements. 23

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Right.24

MR. BURRELL:  So from the analysis part we25
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had to revisit our separations program. 1

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Well, I expect you to2

get an appendix R inspection from the Staff, someplace3

along the line, and it will be a complex inspection4

because of your situation.  So I would prepare for it5

in advance.6

MR. BURRELL:  Our first inspection is in7

about three weeks.8

MR. VALENTE:  And we are prepared.9

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Okay, that is good.10

MR. VALENTE:  The other thing that we are11

doing, related to cables, is that we are rerouting12

cables, and we are using some thermal lag on two13

conduit to get us the separation for appendix R, and14

the fire rating for --15

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Thermal lag?16

MR. VALENTE:  -- thermal lag, appendix R.17

So we will have cables approximately --18

MR. BURRELL:  There are some short pieces19

of thermal lag that we are wrapping some conduit on,20

that you can't get from point A to B, you can't get21

out of the fire zone without having some --22

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Thermal lag is now good?23

MR. BURRELL:  Yes, we have qualified24

tests, configuration for thermal lag.25
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CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Be careful there. 1

MR. BURRELL:  We have, absolutely.2

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  You may not have the3

rating that you think you have.  And there are a lot4

of stories about thermal lag, but that, too, is an5

issue. 6

MR. BURRELL:  I understand.  But we7

performed separate tests with Sandia Labs, relative to8

thermal lag.  We have test reports that support all of9

our configurations.10

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Well, at least you have11

Wiley close by there, if you need to test some more,12

you can just go across the street.13

MR. VALENTE:  As we alluded to, earlier in14

Bill's presentation, unit 1 required no new exemptions15

for restart for appendix R.  And we do have fire16

resistant exemptions, and they will be applicable to17

one.18

And, Dr. Sieber, you asked what they were.19

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Yes, sir. 20

MR. VALENTE:  The first exemption we took21

was the exemption from no core uncovery.  The22

requirement is that the coolant system, the reactor23

coolant system posses variables within those predicted24

for a wash of normal AC power.25
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Basically there were some time that we1

could have some core uncovery, analytically, and we2

had additional analysis to support the fact that the3

integrity of the clad boundary would remain intact.4

So that exemption --5

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  I don't think you are6

unique in claiming that exemption.7

MR. VALENTE:  Right, it is a very short8

period of core uncovery, and demonstrated no fuel9

factors.10

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  And it is not to a very11

great depth, either.12

MR. CROUCH:  That is correct. 13

MR. VALENTE:  The second exemption was14

from the fixed fire suppression system in the main15

control room.  We don't have the suppression system,16

we have the detection system, and we have operators17

there around the clock --18

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  You have portable19

extinguishers.20

MR. VALENTE:  Portable extinguishers, and21

fully manned, 24 hours, 7 days.22

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Right, okay.  So your23

operators don't need umbrellas in the control room?24

MR. CROUCH:  Precisely.25
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MR. VALENTE:  The third exemption is for1

the RHR pump rooms.  Again, this had to do with some2

separation, the 20 foot separation between the3

redundant circuits coming down the pump there are some4

areas where we don't have that separation.5

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  And so what is your6

compensatory measure?7

MR. CROUCH:  There are fire curtains in8

the area, there is water spray in the area.9

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Fire curtain is a water10

system, right?11

MR. CROUCH:  Right, that is correct.  Fire12

curtain is you basically have a system where it just13

sprays a curtain of water down so that the fire cannot14

go through it.15

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  And the Staff has16

approved that? 17

MR. VALENTE:  Yes, an NFPA approved method18

of separation.19

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Okay.20

MR. VALENTE:  The fourth exemption has to21

do with the intervening combustibles.  Again, this has22

to do with the separation, the 20 foot separations.23

We had some conditions where we didn't meet that. 24

MR. CROUCH:  But in those cases the fire25
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loading in those areas is very low.1

MR. BURRELL:  This goes back to your2

remark, earlier, relative to intervening cable trays3

between required redundant circuits.  And there the4

combustible loading has been determined to be minimal,5

and acceptable.6

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Okay.  You do have a7

full fire hazard analysis? 8

MR. VALENTE:  Absolutely, yes, sir.9

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  That covers all this,10

okay.11

MR. VALENTE:  And the last exemption that12

we have has to do for the fixed suppression, again, up13

in the control bay, the control building. 14

What we have there is there are certain15

rooms that have non-safety equipment in them, they16

don't have permanent suppression. Again, the same17

condition as in the main control room.18

There are adjacent areas that have the19

suppression, the area is manned with personnel, and20

the exemption was granted on those limitations.21

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Could you give me an22

example, or two, of your control building, or control23

tower, or whatever you call it there, where you have24

non-safety equipment that is not manned and still25
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doesn't have detection and suppression, and why.1

MR. VALENTE:  The computer room would be2

one.  It has the detection but not suppression.  And3

this room, it is essentially a concrete --4

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Box, yes.5

MR. VALENTE:  Stairwell, hallway --6

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Well, the computer room7

is not immune from fire.8

MR. BURRELL:  But detection is in.9

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Okay.10

MR. BURRELL:  And the proximity of11

personnel with portable equipment is right there. 12

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Yes.13

MR. VALENTE:  Those are the exemptions.14

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  And your computer, you15

have no digital protection systems, right?16

MR. VALENTE:  No.17

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  That are run from that18

computer, that is just the data acquisition system? 19

MR. VALENTE:  That is just purely data20

acquisition.21

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Okay, thank you. 22

MR. VALENTE:  Now, where we are at on the23

fire protection work, is we essentially have completed24

the fire detection, we are in the process of25
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performing the testing on the system right now.1

On fire suppression we have completed the2

pipe installation on three of the elevations, we are3

working on a fourth elevation, and in the corner4

rooms.  And that is scheduled to complete,5

essentially, in November.  So that is proceeding.6

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Do you use halon in any7

place?8

MR. VALENTE:  No.9

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  CO2?10

MR. VALENTE:  Yes, CO2.11

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Well, halon you can't12

get any more, I think.  But if you use it, it is hard13

to test if you can't get replacement chemical. Going14

back to your fire hazards analysis, I presume the15

calculations that are done in there are done using the16

five methodology? 17

MR. CROUCH:  Yes.18

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Yes?19

MR. CROUCH:  Yes.20

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Okay.  Which is a sort21

of, it will give you a conservative answer?22

MR. CROUCH:  Right, that is correct. 23

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Okay, thank you. 24

MR. VALENTE:  The last program that I will25
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discuss is the one on the intergranular stress1

corrosion cracking.2

MR. BARTON:  Before you skip over -- let3

me ask you, your fuse program is -- I'm not familiar4

with what you are doing here.5

MR. VALENTE:  This program that is listed6

here had to do with, essentially, the existing fuses7

that were in the plant.  This, again, primarily on8

unit 2 time frame. 9

So basically we had to confirm that the10

existing fuses in the plant were consistent with the11

analytical basis.  That was the issue --12

MR. BARTON:  So, in other words, the fuses13

that were in the plant didn't always match the14

drawings? 15

MR. VALENTE:  That is correct. 16

MR. BARTON:  So you are not changing out17

all the fuses in unit 1? 18

MR. VALENTE:  On unit 1 we are.  Remember19

the time frame here, this is what existed on unit 220

back in 1985 time frame, when we negotiated the --21

MR. BARTON:  So you are changing out all22

the fuses for restart on unit 1? 23

MR. VALENTE:  Right.24

MR. BARTON:  Now, are you taking advantage25
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of that time and inspect fuse holders?  I don't know1

what your commitment is, in the LRA, on fuse holders.2

MR. VALENTE:  Yes, yes, we are.  Here is3

what we are doing.  On unit 1 we decided to not4

perform the analytical exercise, go in and make the5

physical change based on the baseline calc6

requirements.  So we are bringing everything down,7

just like -- fuses for sizes and everything, fuse8

holders are getting changed out, all that is getting9

changed out, the coordination curves are all checked,10

it is all standard in the program. 11

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Now, you are changing12

all fuses?  All is a big word.  Usually when they13

change fuses they are changing -- the ones that seem14

to age are the ones that have the springs inside.15

MR. BURRELL:  We are changing all fuses16

that are supporting the recovery of unit 1.  If it is17

currently a fuse supporting common equipment that18

would also involve unit 1, those are not necessarily19

being replaced.20

But all the fuses that support unit 121

recovery are being replaced.22

MR. CROUCH:  So to say it another way, if23

it is a common fuse it means it is already supporting24

units 2 and 3 operation, it is already in the plant25
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program. 1

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  So you know it is a good2

fuse because it is doing its thing?3

MR. CROUCH:  That is correct. 4

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  I will caution, when you5

use the word all --6

MR. BARTON:  Almost all.7

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Well, every time8

somebody says all then I get excited.9

MR. VALENTE:  I understand the guidance.10

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Okay.  So if you think11

it is all, think of exemptions and tell us those.12

MR. CROUCH:  Joe, why don't we take a13

break at this time?14

MR. VALENTE:  That would be fine.  How15

long a break do we want to take?16

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  We usually take 1517

minutes, and I think we should come back at 20 to 11.18

(Whereupon, the above-entitled matter19

went off the record at 10:25 a.m.  and20

went back on the record at 10:40 a.m.)21

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  I think it is time for22

us to resume.  I think, just as a comment, at this23

point in time I think the TVA folks are doing well to24

answer our questions, and I think you are well25
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prepared.1

So I anticipate further good performance2

on your part.3

MEMBER BONACA:  Is that the expectation?4

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  That is an expectation.5

Okay, go ahead.6

MR. VALENTE:  Okay.  I would like to talk7

about the intergranular stress corrosion cracking8

special program here.  This program addressed the9

issue and complied with the guidelines in generic10

letter 88.0111

On unit 1 we replaced all of the IGSCC12

susceptible piping, including the safety aspect, and13

we replaced it with 316 NG stainless steel.  This14

total pipe replacement on unit 1 was a difference from15

the unit 3 precedent, where they only changed out the16

header and some of the candy cane.17

MR. BARTON:  This was all the recirc18

piping?19

MR. VALENTE:  Recirc, RWC, RHR.20

MR. CROUCH:  We also, not with 316 NG, but21

with 333 carbon steel, changed out the core spray22

piping inside the dry well. 23

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  So you've, with all this24

piping replacement, including safety you said?25
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MR. VALENTE:  Yes.1

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  So you've had a lot of2

heat treating going on.  And you have records for all3

of that, right?4

MR. VALENTE:  Yes.  And we have had --5

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  And radiographs of all6

the welds?7

MR. VALENTE:  Yes, sir. And we have had8

multiple inspection on our safe heads from the region9

inspectors, and they are successful.10

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Now, the plant hasn't11

operated since you replaced the piping, and so you12

haven't had a hydro, or anything like that.  And that13

will all occur during the restart.14

MR. CROUCH:  We have not had hydro, but we15

have refilled the vessel, so the major portions of the16

recirc loop do have water in them now.17

MR. BARTON:  So they haven't leaked under18

head pressure?19

MR. CROUCH:  Haven't leaked.20

MR. CROUCH:  Have not leaked.21

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  That is a step in the22

right direction.23

MR. VALENTE:  One question was, why did we24

replace all of the piping?  And the answer was IGSCC,25
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and it also facilitated work in our dry well for other1

ongoing activities.2

Now, for stress improvement we are using3

the mechanical stress improvement process.  That is4

being done.  And for the improvement in the operating5

environment, hydrogen water, chemistry, and noble6

metal injections are --7

MR. BARTON:  You are doing noble metal as8

well. 9

MR. VALENTE:  Noble metals will not be10

done prior to restart, because you have to have the11

operating conditions right --12

MR. BARTON:  But you are going to restart13

with hydrogen --14

MR. VALENTE:  That is right. 15

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Now, I presume you16

refilled the vessel to provide some shielding, right?17

MR. VALENTE:  Yes.18

MR. CROUCH:  We refilled the vessel to19

facilitate the in-vessel work going on, the20

inspection. 21

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Okay.  Which is,22

basically, the same.  Are you circulating water in the23

vessel, or is it just sitting there where you can get24

all kind of hideout, and things like that? 25
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MR. R. G. JONES:  This is R. G. Jones, the1

restart plant manager.  We are currently, right now,2

we do not have direct water cleanup system in service.3

We have tested it, that was one of the systems that we4

completely redid.5

We have it out of service right now, but6

we have three 600 gallon per minute tri-nukes in the7

vessel currently, right now, and we have on 2,6008

gallon per minute tri-nuke, that is currently laying9

there, that is recirculating water to the vessel.10

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Well, you are11

essentially in a wet lab condition and recirculation12

is important under those conditions.13

MR. VALENTE:  Yes.14

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Okay.15

MR. LEITCH:  Now we are talking about16

vessel connections, the CRD return line nozzle, to the17

vessel, has been capped on this unit, is that correct,18

on all three units?19

MR. VALENTE:  Yes.20

MR. LEITCH:  What is the status of --21

MR. VALENTE:  All three.22

MR. LEITCH:  All three, thanks.23

MR. VALENTE:  That was the only items on24

the performance plan I was going to discuss.  And if25
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there are any other questions --1

As I previously mentioned, all of the2

program scopes and criteria were approved by the Staff3

during the unit 2 recovery.  And I have provided you4

a copy of the program synopsis.5

MR. LEITCH:  Now, what is meant by the6

restart test bullet that is there, could you describe7

that a little bit?8

MR. VALENTE:  Yes. This one will describe9

the process for the restart testing, R.G. and Bob Moll10

are going to go through this in detail.  Do you want11

to add anything on that one?12

It took us through the framework on how13

you go through and test all your safe laid aspects of14

the plant. 15

MR. LEITCH:  and we are going to hear more16

about that? 17

MR. CROUCH:  You are going to hear a lot18

more about that later on.19

MR. LEITCH:  Fine, okay.20

MR. VALENTE:  One of the thing that was21

questioned, as far as one of your questions, and we22

will get into this more, a little bit later on, we are23

talking about IGSCC pipe replacement.24

In the question here, along the same line,25
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what have you also done for your RDVCU pumps and heat1

exchangers?  The pumps have been replaced as new, and2

Joe will go over that.  And three of the five heat3

exchangers have been replaced, the three reach-in heat4

exchangers.5

All this was part of the overall scope of6

replacing the IGSCC piping.7

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Okay.8

MR. VALENTE:  And a little further in the9

presentation we are going to get down to some systems,10

we are going to talk about RWCU, is one of the11

systems.  We have some marked up flows and control12

diagrams, so that you can get a feel for the magnitude13

of the replacement on the system. 14

I think the visual will give you a better15

feel.  The other items on this sheet, performance16

upgrades, again, this is the scope that was put on the17

units, post their recoveries. 18

And we incorporated all of that scope up19

and an example, is the digital feed water, got20

incorporated.  Same thing with license renewal and21

power uprate.22

The original design concept was to bring23

back unit 1 for a 60 year life, and an extended power24

uprated conditions.  All the analytical work was done25
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to those parameters, and all the physical hardware1

changes in the plant reflect that. 2

So, basically, this is a little bit more3

detailed from the scope provided on the other page.4

Page 11.  Some other notable programs for recovery5

include the station black-out, the ATWS rule.6

The station blackout was addressed for all7

three units, during the unit 3 recovery.  Now, Browns8

Ferry has a very reliable and diverse electrical9

system.  10

We have seven off-site power lines coming11

into the station, we have eight diesel generators,12

four which support units 1 and 2, with four that would13

support unit 3. 14

The ATWS rule, that was originally15

resolved for all three units back in 1989.  Currently16

unit 1 is implementing the DCNs, the design change17

packages to complete the ATWS requirements.   And this18

includes the alternate rod injection DCN, the recirc19

pump trip, and the boron concentration in the stand-by20

liquid control system. 21

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Jumping back to the22

station blackout, what is the condition of the unit 123

station batteries?24

MR. BURRELL:  The station batteries are25
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common batteries for all three units, and they are --1

so they were replaced, effectively, at the time of2

unit 2 restart.  There have been some material3

condition issues with shutdown boron batteries, and4

those are being, or are planned to be replaced later5

this calendar year.6

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Okay.  So they are,7

what, about 12 or 13 years old?8

MR. VALENTE:  Actually we replaced them on9

the unit 3 recovery, not the unit 2.  We had a very10

large outage after unit 2 came up, and there is now11

100 plus day outage that we replaced the batteries.12

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  But you have a regular13

plan of surveillances, including discharge tests?14

MR. BURRELL:  There is a regular15

surveillance routine for supporting the --16

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  And they have17

continuously been satisfactory?18

MR. BURRELL:  Yes.19

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Okay, thanks.20

MR. VALENTE:  VIP, all three Browns Ferry21

units are committed to the VIP, and unit 1 will22

perform all their prior inspections prior to restart.23

The other items here are the generic24

upgrades required by the NRC, the generic letters, the25
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bulletins, and the TMI items.  Basically we have 241

outstanding generic letter, 14 bulletins, 11 TMI2

items, and 21 tech spec changes for recovery. 3

If you need any specific on those, Mr.4

McCArthy has it in --5

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  What are some of the TMI6

items that are still outstanding?7

MR. MCCARTHY:  Joe McCarthy, licensing.8

Control room design review, the additional review for9

the human performance.  That wasn't done on unit 1, it10

had been done on units 2 and 3. 11

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  That is a pretty12

extensive job.13

MR. MCCARTHY:  Yes, it is.14

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Okay.  Any others that15

come to mind16

MR. BARTON:  Might that not, the results17

of that review might not get into some more design18

changes in the unit 1 control room?19

MR. BURRELL:  All the changes, all the20

human factors, deficiencies, have been identified for21

all three units, early on, and all of those HEDs are22

being resolved.  How the designs are issued to do the23

control room upgrades, and the implementation is in24

process.25
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Other things related to TMI, certain post-1

action monitoring instrumentation is being2

supplemented, or added.  And there is other3

instrumentation changes associated with TMI.4

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  One of the tough ones,5

under REG guide 1.97 was neutron detection to detect6

re-criticality.  I presume -- most people took7

exemption to that.  I presume you did too?8

MR. BURRELL:  We did the same.9

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Okay.10

MR. VALENTE:  Everything we discussed on11

these two sheets, that represented about 2.3 million12

man hours to do the effort, extensive.13

Any questions on this portion? 14

(No response.) 15

MR. VALENTE:  Next thing I would like to16

talk about is our lay-up program.  The lay-up program,17

the purpose of our program was essentially an economic18

asset preservation program. 19

The systems and components that were20

determined to be more economical to lay-up rather than21

to replace in the future were put into the program.22

We did keep some systems in service to support the23

operating units, that was a loop of HR service water,24

and a loop of RHR.25
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We used the EPRI NP-5106, the source book1

is the basis for our guidelines in the program.  We2

used both revs.  And for dry, we used two types of3

lay-up, obviously, wet and dry.4

For dry lay-up the primary method used was5

the circulation of dehumidified air through the6

systems piping and components.7

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  That is heated air?8

MR. VALENTE:  Yes.9

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  You are trying to10

evaporate whatever residual water is in there? 11

MR. VALENTE:  That is correct. 12

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  That has the13

disadvantage of, as you are evaporating the water out,14

the chemical concentration of impurities is going up.15

So you end up with places in your system where it16

hides out.17

And so you have a very aggressive chemical18

environment with a little bit of water and air going19

through there, which some folks think is not good.20

MR. VALENTE:  All right.  We implemented21

the method by connecting portable dehumidifiers at our22

piping systems, and then had the exhaust points at the23

furthest part of the system that we were interested in24

preserving.25
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Now, what we used as the standard for our1

lay-up was that when we made our checks, the relative2

humidity was to be less than 60 percent on the exhaust3

air.  There was no standing water to be identified on4

the low point drains, and we performed some limited5

visual inspections, and we didn't want to see any6

corrosion, adverse corrosion issues. 7

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  You plan any additional8

inspections?  I notice, you told us that you weren't9

taking credit for the lay-up, which implies you are10

going to do some additional inspections. 11

Have you identified the places where you12

feel those inspections are necessary, and what kind13

you will do?14

MR. VALENTE:  Well, what we have been15

doing, we have been replacing so many components and16

valves on these systems, that we have cut into so many17

points, that we have made visual inspections at these18

points.19

And what we found was that when we got20

into them, the original inspections that we did, where21

we did some UT inspections and so forth, we haven't22

found -- additional cuts into the systems. 23

So what I'm going to tell you in a24

subsequent sheet is how many cuts, how many valves we25
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replaced out, and how many inspections we were able to1

make, in addition to what we did from the original2

material condition walk-downs that we performed.3

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Well, visual inspections4

are usually the simplest type that you can do.  And so5

if there are areas of concern where visual doesn't6

really tell you everything, you may have to go to7

something more volumetric, so to speak.8

MEMBER BONACA:  The SER, you know, there9

is a section in the SER which has been added,10

discussing further lay-up issues, and the plans that11

you have for additional inspections, and the12

discussion of separating those which are to establish13

the proper condition of the components, versus the14

ones for license renewal, which are --15

MR. VALENTE:  Yes.16

MEMBER BONACA:  So there is all the17

discussion we will have.  But in that discussion there18

is also documentation that you had some problems with19

the lay-up program.  I mean, in 1987 report, for20

example, from the NRC that establishes that for a21

certain period of time there were moisture concerns22

that were not addressed.23

And another issue, I believe, with loop24

boil environment not being monitored, and things of25
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that kind.  So when you discuss the issue of not1

taking credit for lay-up, let's understand the whole2

logic behind that. 3

I mean, you still take credit for lay-up,4

because you did have components in lay-up, and you are5

not replacing them.  You are supplementing, I believe,6

that credit with the inspections. 7

And I think the central issue becomes,8

then, to what extent those inspections will identify9

possible latent conditions that may not affect the10

condition or the method now, but will affect the rate11

of aging in the future.12

And for those, I believe, the strategy is13

one of having periodic inspections. 14

MR. VALENTE:  Right.15

MEMBER BONACA:  Which to me implies at16

least two, to monitor that.  So if you could address17

those a little bit?18

MR. VALENTE:  Okay.  Let me try this. You19

bring up two very good points.  I'm going to start out20

by talking what we did for restart, and then we will21

come back into the license renewal. 22

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Okay.23

MR. VALENTE:  For restart, when we say we24

didn't take credit for the lay-up, is because we did25
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additional inspections, material condition1

inspections, to determine that what the analytical2

basis required was out there, like on the piping3

system. 4

Did it have the sufficient wall thickness,5

did it have sufficient wall thickness to absorb our6

conditions, our wear rates, and last for a minimum7

period of years?8

And when we get down to some piping I will9

tell you, we looked at some stuff that had a four year10

life, and some that had a 13 year life, existing pipe11

that were in the lay-up program. 12

But we didn't take credit, when we say we13

didn't take credit for the program, we didn't care how14

the inspection was on the lay-up.  We did inspections15

to validate the analytical basis requirements. 16

MEMBER BONACA:  Okay, I understand now17

what you meant by refurbishing, because we are talking18

about refurbishing or base lining when we came to19

Browns Ferry, and that was confusing to me, still,20

what we meant by that.  Okay, I understand. 21

MR. CROUCH:  Basically what it means is we22

didn't have any place out there where we said, we23

don't have to do any inspections on this system24

because it has been in lay-up.  That would have been25
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taking credit for the lay-up.  Instead we keep doing1

those inspections to make sure that we are in good2

condition.3

MR. VALENTE:  And just like the report4

that you were looking at, there, initially when the5

lay-up program was initiated, it obviously went6

through a maturing process.7

The report that I read, the first NRC8

inspection, the program is very immature, there were9

some issues.  Subsequent to that the station got more10

aggressive in monitoring the lay-up program. 11

The AUOs, review this stuff, essentially,12

daily. And then reports were generated monthly.  The13

wet lay-up we circulated the water through the vessel,14

we controlled it to our chemistry instruction, which15

was more conservative and more rigorous than the16

requirements. 17

And that was monitored quarterly.  So we18

did see some excursions on the air, the exhaust air19

being greater than 60 percent.  We did see some20

excursion where it had some water in the drain points.21

But those were corrected on.22

There weren't any excursions, from what I23

could see, on the chemistry, on the water through the24

vessel.  That was pretty tightly controlled.  Now,25
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subsequent, the NRC made an inspection, the NRC1

resident made the inspection on the lay-up program2

right at the time of the start of DCP, which was late3

2001.4

And in that report he didn't find any5

excursions from the requirements.  So, obviously, it6

matured out.  Now, in license renewal, absolutely. We7

are confident that we know that that degradation8

mechanism is based on what we observed on unit 3. 9

Unit 3 was sitting idle for almost ten10

years before we recovered it.  Later in the11

presentation we are going to talk about the RHR12

service water, we had to replace it, based on a lesson13

learned from unit 3. 14

We saw the actual same condition in the15

delamination in the pipe, on how we laid it up, that16

we saw on unit 3.  So ten years, five, ten years, the17

delamination occurred, and it occurred on unit 1. 18

Subsequent to unit 3 coming back, it has19

ten years of operating experience.  And its capacity20

factors were very high.  We haven't seen any21

condition, based on the operational time period, that22

we could attribute to the lay-up conditions.23

So I understand your question, I have an24

example of ten years down, down time, with ten years25
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operating experience, nothing detrimental related to1

aging, or the lay-up period coming out of there. 2

Then I have unit 1 with twice the lay-up3

time, but much more extensive replacements in the4

piping systems.  And I can't give you the definitive5

answer, but I think the definitive answer is I have6

ten years of operating experience here, and I think7

I'm going to see the same thing on unit 1. 8

Because unit 1 is going to be in a better9

position because of all those changes.10

MR. BARTON:  Did unit 3 have a lay-up11

program in place during that ten years, similar to12

unit 1's, or not?13

MR. VALENTE:  Mr. Jones.14

MR. JONES:  Yes, it did.  We established15

the lay-up program just a few years after that they16

were shut down, and we put everything in lay-up, and17

then it stayed in that condition until prior to18

startup, when we came back with recovery. 19

MR. BARTON:  -- programs that you have in20

place on unit 1? 21

MR. JONES:  That is correct, sir.22

MR. BARTON:  Okay.23

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  I think one of the24

interesting things you are going to find, as far as25
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system integrity is concerned, is that once you get1

ready to start up and pressurize, you have about,2

probably, somewhere between 12 and 17,000 valves in3

that plant. 4

And I would bet you that every one of them5

leaks, packing glands.  And that --6

MR. BARTON:  Well, some of them they are7

repacking.8

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Well, that might be too9

early, because packing does dry up.  But, in any10

event, there is this block of work that is out there.11

MR. BARTON:  There are going to be a lot12

of mechanical leaks.13

MR. CROUCH:  Every valve is either being14

replaced, or being refurbished.  So it will get new15

packing.  The operators go out there, turn the valves16

and make sure they work properly.  So that will be17

refurbished before we restart.18

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  I have been through that19

adventure in my lifetime, and it is not a pleasant20

experience, and it does turn into a lot of man hours.21

It is not a particular safety concern, other than22

contamination.23

MEMBER BONACA:  Going back to your24

statement of the ten years of experience on unit 3, I25
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must say that I thought about it myself, but I wasn't1

helped by the documentation almost anywhere.  And2

nobody made that point, in either the application or3

the SER.4

So, therefore, one is left to his own5

instrument to say, you know, they did this for unit 36

and lo, and behold, they restarted that.  And what was7

the result of that?  You know, if there had been a8

discussion on operating experience that said, yes, we9

found this problem, this problem, this problem, we10

fixed it and, clearly, we have therefore some11

experience.  That is the kind of information that12

helps.13

MR. CROUCH:  We can, once again, work to14

put some of that information in the SER.15

MR. SUBBARATNAM:  I would like to find16

out, with respect to the homework you are taking now,17

when you come back could we have two slides on so many18

inspections you are talking about, prior to restart,19

the base line, and you want to talk about inspection.20

You need to clearly define, in the context21

of what you give us, by way of document submittal,22

what you meant by that, which is applicable for23

restart, which is applicable to license renewal. 24

We need to have that clarity clear for the25
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committee, when you come back on October 5th.1

MR. VALENTE:  And then, like you said,2

license renewal had other aspects.  You know, what I3

call the baseline inspection.  And we will do that,4

essentially what we are doing right now, in restart.5

And then we are going to have the periodic6

inspections, again, to validate.7

We don't anticipate any latent defects8

coming up in operation.  And as Rich will probably9

tell you, later, in the presentation, we are going to10

continue those periodic inspections until the data11

shows that there is no concern.12

So it is not going to be a one shot, or a13

two shot. It is going to go out.14

MEMBER BONACA:  So that was a question I15

had in my mind.  So when you say that you will have16

periodic inspection means that if you do, first the17

inspection at, say, two years before you enter in18

license renewal, you would perform at least another19

inspection? 20

MR. VALENTE:  Yes.  And my guess is that21

there would be, at least, a third inspection. 22

MEMBER BONACA:  Because my main concern23

would be that you fall back on a one time inspection.24

We have seen it before, the people say we don't have25
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a problem, and they go the first time, they find no1

problem, and they say we will never do it again.2

MR. VALENTE:  That was not our intent.3

And if I left you with that conclusion --4

MEMBER BONACA:  No, no.5

MR. VALENTE:  -- from the August meeting,6

I didn't present it clear enough.7

MEMBER BONACA:  No, that wasn't from the8

other, just from reading the material it wasn't clear9

to me.10

MR. VALENTE:  Basically on page 13 you can11

see some of the systems that we had in dry lay-up, and12

you can see the systems in the wet lay-up.  We did the13

monitoring results, as I said, the dry systems were14

essentially monitored monthly in the reports, the wet15

system was monitored quarterly.16

The results that we got from the17

monitoring program, except for some excursions on the18

dry, we essentially met the acceptance criteria that19

we were after.20

And, again, no credit was taken for the21

lay-up program in determining the acceptability of the22

structure systems, or components, for unit 1 restart.23

Because we did additional walk-downs to criterias, to24

support the design basis that we were doing.25
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Part of the DDPT program was the element,1

the walk-downs, to reconcile everything up.  And once2

we came through the calculations, after we had that3

walk-down data, what was acceptable was then looked at4

by either our system engineers, or maintenance5

personnel, to determine the actual material condition.6

And if the condition came back from7

visuals that it was extensive problems, we replaced.8

If it came back that it looks good, then we9

refurbished.10

MR. BARTON:  -- assume you included the11

main condensers, and you put dry warm air through12

there? 13

MR. VALENTE:  Yes.  Is that correct, R.G.?14

MR. R. G. JONES:  That is correct. 15

MR. BARTON:  Thank you. 16

MR. CROUCH:  Before we go on, some17

questions have been asked by other people, what was18

the status of the other systems?  Other systems19

besides these that are listed here as dry and wet,20

they were basically just drained.21

They did not have humidity control on22

them, or anything like that, but they were drained,23

and nominally dry.  Another question that came up was24

we've talked some with the license renewal staff about25
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replacing approximately 3,000 feet of raw cooling1

water piping.2

And the question was, why is this being3

replaced?  Well, this system was also drained.4

However, some of the isolation valves leaked through5

and refilled the system, so the system was sitting6

there with stagnant, untreated water in it.7

And so as part of our unit 1 inspections8

we found this condition, and we are replacing the9

piping.10

MR. BARTON:  So the source of that water,11

what is your raw water, river water?12

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  The Tennessee river,13

right.14

MR. LEITCH:  One of the systems that would15

be of concern to me is the turbine, the main turbine16

EHC piping, hydraulic system.  I know that initial17

startup of these plants, that can be very troublesome,18

and minute particles can really play fits with the19

servos, and so forth, and give you all kinds of mis-20

operation.21

And I remember flushing those systems with22

vibrators on the pipe, and everything, trying to get23

just minute specs out of there.  I wonder if you24

considered that kind of a problem associated with lay-25
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up? 1

MR. CROUCH:  RG, a problem?2

MR. MOLL:  My name is Bob Moll, unit 13

system engineering manager mechanical lead.  There are4

plans, with GE, that has most of the turbine flow work5

on the TVA service shop to do extensive EHC system6

fluid flushing, as well as the main turbine system7

flushing, and in a low boil system, because the piping8

is bigger, and parts of the HC system, they are also9

looking at some mechanical cleaning, where that is10

possible. 11

Actually that work is scheduled to happen,12

I believe, later on this fall.13

MR. LEITCH:  It seems to me that is an14

area where you are not replacing and, yet,15

observation, just visual observation may not reveal16

the particles that I'm talking about, which are quite17

small.18

So I think you almost have to think about19

flushing in the same sense as with a brand new unit,20

really.21

MR. MOLL:  That is correct, that is22

basically the plans I have in place, is treating it as23

a brand new unit for both the low boil and the HC.24

MR. LEITCH:  Yes, I think lou boil is25
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certainly important but the EAC can really give you1

fits with very, very small particles.2

MR. VALENTE:  We will go to page 14, then.3

 Continuing on why we didn't take credit for the lay-4

up program, the material condition of the structures,5

the systems, and components, required for unit 16

restart was determined by physical hand-over, hand7

walk-downs, and inspections. 8

The results from these activities provided9

the input into the baseline calculation work.  Once10

that calculation work was completed we were able to11

determine which valves, components, pump motors,12

piping systems, that were acceptable, based on the13

design. 14

Now, when we met in August you asked me15

what criteria did we use to come up with this?  Each16

discipline, mechanical, electrical, INC, structural,17

had specific criteria for the key parameters that they18

needed for their analysis. 19

The obvious ones in the electrical, motor20

size, what it looked like, and so forth.  Mechanical21

was interested in the functional relationship of22

lines, pipe diameters, wall thicknesses, and so forth.23

Civil was after size of members, bolt24

connections, and so forth.  We can tell you more25
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detail if you want to know the criteria.  But there1

was a defining criteria, each discipline, that this2

information came back on.3

When we determined the component was good,4

piping system was good, system engineers, or the5

maintenance personnel went out to do material6

condition inspections. 7

We opened valves, we cut into pipe, we put8

robots in, cameras in, we took UT measurements on 129

systems, we took UT measurements down.  Our heat10

exchanger shells, heat exchangers that were11

acceptable, the shells were also UTd.12

Tube bundles that didn't have a history of13

any leakage, we did eddy current testing on them, one14

hundred percent.  And the ones that we knew were bad15

we just replaced out, and new bundles went in.16

So if we had a component that was17

determined, from the analytical basis, to be18

acceptable, it was looked at either by eddy current,19

UT measurement, visual.20

MR. BARTON:  What did you do about buried21

piping and buried tanks?22

MR. VALENTE:  We only had one segment of23

buried piping that affected unit 1, the CRHS service24

water pipe.25
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MR. BARTON:  You don't have any fire1

protection stuff that is underground?2

MR. VALENTE:  There is fire protection,3

but it is in service.4

MR. BARTON:  It is in service for unit 1?5

MR. VALENTE:  Right.6

MR. BARTON:  What about buried tanks, do7

you have any of those?8

MR. VALENTE:  Not that I'm aware of.9

MR. CROUCH:  Not specific to unit 1.  The10

buried tanks are common to units 2 and 3, and11

currently in operation, such things as the diesel fuel12

oil tanks.13

MEMBER BONACA:  What above-ground tanks,14

did you do any inspection of bottoms, or internals, on15

above-ground tanks that were probably drained?16

MR. R. G. JONES:  They are in service for17

units 2 and 3. 18

MR. VALENTE:  RG.19

MR. BARTON:  Condensate storage, they are20

all common tanks?21

MR. R. G. JONES:  Yes, sir.  They are22

currently in service and we have divers that will be23

going into the condensate storage tanks to do an24

observation and a visual look-through on that before25
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we start-up.1

MR. BARTON:  Do you have a good confined2

space program? 3

MR. R. G. JONES:  Yes, sir. 4

MR. VALENTE:  Yes, sir. 5

MR. CROUCH:  One of the handouts that was6

given to you was the locations where we had performed7

NDE, that is the handout that looks like this.  This8

refers to the piping locations that Joe was talking9

about. 10

And let me give a little explanation on11

how we did these piping locations.  We did not go in12

and just randomly select locations.  Instead we used13

what I call smart engineering.  We went and looked for14

places where it would be susceptible to having had15

water standing, or where you had situations where if16

it was like a steam system, where it would potentially17

be susceptible to back, we applied our engineering18

knowledge, and we would go out and look at the19

locATions where we would be most likely to find20

detrimental type conditions.21

So we went in.  It gives you an idea, on22

this sheet here, how many places we looked at, how23

many feet of pipe, that kind of stuff.  We looked at24

the full circumference of the pipe, all the way25
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around, when we were doing these things.1

In all cases the measurements were2

acceptable in these systems.3

MEMBER BONACA:  So you looked in specific4

crevasses and --5

MR. VALENTE:  What you have there, Dr.6

Bonaca, is this is a summary and a snapshot in time.7

Subsequent to this work here, we had done a lot more8

UT inspection of piping, and we can provide that to9

you, if you are interested.10

But we have done quite a lot of looking.11

MR. BARTON:  You've got the dry well liner12

listed on here, four areas, below the concrete13

interface floor, or were they all above?14

MR. VALENTE:  No, it was right at that15

interface.16

MR. BARTON:  At the interface.17

MR. VALENTE:  The reason that came in was18

that --19

MR. BARTON:  You didn't go down into,20

through the floor, to the bottom of the dry well?21

MR. VALENTE:  The interface was right at22

the --23

MR. BARTON:  Right at the interface?24

MR. VALENTE:  Interface, right.  As you25
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know there is a seal that is in there, that we were1

concerned about trapped water over time.  We pulled2

the seal out, we did the inspection, and no loss.3

And the reason we did that, at this time,4

is we were doing work on dry well coolers and some5

duct work, and we were going to lose accessibility6

when the duct work went back in.7

So we made, we put the new repair in and8

we conducted the IWE at that time.9

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Most of the inspections10

you made were thickness measurements? 11

MR. VALENTE:  Yes.12

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Which presumes a general13

corrosion, erosion kind of mechanism, as opposed to14

pitting and cracking.  The thickness, UT thickness15

gauge won't tell you that.  So is there any16

supplemental methods that you -- I noticed a few exams17

are more definitively volumetric, where you could18

actually characterize flaws, but not a lot of them. 19

MR. CROUCH:  The UT measurements, they20

were gridded of in like a four by four grid.  They21

very slowly and meticulously go over the entire area.22

So even if there is pits they will find pits.23

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Well, you won't find24

cracks that way.  And in four by four is, it may be25
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okay on some things, but not on others, because if you1

are really looking for flow assisted corrosion, on2

small lines, it can be in a very small place, where3

the turbulence is there, and you can miss it with a4

four by four grid.5

MR. CROUCH:  And that is the reason why we6

used our engineering knowledge of where we were seeing7

flow corrosion on units 2 and 3, and we went and8

looked in the same location on unit 1. 9

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Yes, that is a good10

idea.11

MR. VALENTE:  So we had history on this12

plant.  The configuration between the units is purely13

consistent.  So we did have a focused look --14

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Yes.  Well, as much as15

you say the units are identical they probably aren't.16

And, occasionally, there are surprises and good17

engineers aren't surprised very often.  I tried not to18

be.19

MR. VALENTE:  One of the other things that20

we did, when we started doing piping replacement, I21

went to the units 2 and 3 engineer that is responsible22

for the pipe program and asked him, where have you had23

to replace pipe?24

And then, just like you are saying, there25
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are some places where you do the small geometry1

differences, and you have something occurring, but you2

wouldn't have noticed.  Well, I took those and applied3

them, generically, so we had places where you had some4

Ts, where you were shooting out the back side of the5

T, only in certain Ts.6

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Right.7

MR. VALENTE:  Well, I took that and8

applied it to all the Ts like that, so that that kind9

of situation is occurring, I replaced all that piping.10

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Yes, that is a good11

idea. Good, okay, thank you. 12

MR. VALENTE:  The only other point I would13

like to make here is on valves and motor that we14

determined to be acceptable, we had them refurbished15

to the original OEM spec.  16

They were sent off to our vendor, they17

disassembled them, inspected them, made repairs, they18

replaced the consumables, reassembled, tested them,19

and sent them back.  We monitored the testing. 20

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Do you have a pretty big21

warehouse?22

MR. VALENTE:  Yes, sir. 23

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  I imagine.24

MR. VALENTE:  As I was telling you, on the25
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next sheet, we are going to get into some numbers.  We1

did cut out a lot of valves, and components, and we2

performed the additional inspections when we got into3

those pipes.4

They were visual, in the area, and we did5

do some remote inspections on the core spray RHR, pump6

suctions, and the main steam lines.  We sent a robot7

down there with a camera.8

MR. BARTON:  You did three more unit 19

mechanical systems since you put the book together,10

right?11

MR. VALENTE:  Sir?12

MR. BARTON:  Our slide says 39, your slide13

says 42.14

MR. VALENTE:  They didn't fix the slide.15

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  That is since yesterday.16

MR. VALENTE:  Well, it will be a long ride17

home for one of these guys.18

(LaUghter.)19

MR. VALENTE:  On page 15, what I want to20

do here, each individual system, on unit 1, was21

evaluated for its adequacy for restart.  We got some22

subsets here, I want to make sure everybody23

understands. 24

Each system for restart totally reviewed25
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individually, and the interactions.  Now, what this1

slide describes is how the unit 1 restart is captures2

the applicable license renewal systems. 3

Now, we've got the -- I'm going to take4

you out of sequence a little bit.  61 systems for5

restart, we have 47 systems for license renewal,6

mechanical systems for license renewal, okay?7

Restart had physical modification work on8

39 of those 47.  So, obviously, 8 were in service for9

the operating unit, we, being unit 1, we didn't have10

to modify anything, because these systems were11

evaluated at the time unit 3 restart, for unit 312

operation.13

A historical point, unit 3 time, when we14

were recovering, the intent was to finish 3 and then15

roll into 1.  So all that analytical work was done16

upfront, and we were touching it, and then subsequent17

decisions made.18

Obviously all of these systems will have19

some maintenance work on them.  And what I'm talking20

about here is physical changes to the system.  We21

replaced one system, one complete replacement, that is22

the recirculation system. 23

We replaced all the piping, the24

instrumentation, and the electrical cables. 25
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MR. BARTON:  Do you have valves, isolation1

valves in your recirculation piping or not?2

MR. VALENTE:  Yes.3

MR. BARTON:  You do?4

MR. VALENTE:  Yes.5

MR. BARTON:  What did you do with those6

valves? 7

MR. CROUCH:  They were refurbished.8

MR. BARTON:  Refurbished.  You reused the9

packing when you put them back together, disassembled?10

MR. CROUCH:  Yes.11

MR. BARTON:  Everything, same thing?12

MR. CROUCH:  Disassembled, inspected,13

either repaired or determined to be acceptable,14

refurbished.15

MR. BARTON:  Okay.16

MR. CROUCH:  Consumables replaced,17

reassembled, tested, testing witness by our source18

surveillance.  That was our standard, safety related,19

and a lot of non-safety related.20

MR. VALENTE:  Like we said, we refurbished21

the existing valves and motors to original OEM specs.22

Now we get down to some interesting numbers here.23

Thirty three of the license renewal24

systems were partially replaced by design changes or25
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maintenance activities to meet the requirements.1

Design criteria requirements for unit fidelity.  And2

the list of DCNs that you had, what is in there.3

In these 33 systems, 35 percent of the4

large bore piping was replaced.  This represents5

approximately 15,300 feet of replaced pipe, compared6

to a total of approximately 43,000 feet.7

For the small bore we replaced 25 percent8

of this piping.  And that replacement equated to,9

essentially, 19,000, approximately 19,400 feet,10

compared to approximately 77,000 feet in the unit.11

Fifteen percent of the valves were12

replaced.  That is approximately 5,300 valves out of13

a total population of 38,000.  Now, we did a lot of14

cutting.  We cut, we performed visual inspections.15

Our field engineers did, our system engineers did.16

If we had access, we looked.17

MR. BARTON:  When these valves were18

replaced, were they replaced with same type valve that19

was there before, or did you upgrade?  In other words,20

did you change some gate valves because of engineering21

consideration, or operational considerations?22

MR. CROUCH:  There were a few places we23

did that but, for the most part, it was like to like,24

as far as valve type.  Now, you can't always get the25
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same --1

MR. BARTON:  Same vendor or whatever,2

right.  But it was --3

MR. CROUCH:  We also, as part of doing4

this, we did a lot of stellate removal.  We replaced5

a lot of valves.  There was nothing really wrong with6

the valve, but it contained stellate, we would replace7

it for that reason.8

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  How much cobalt do you9

think you have remaining, roughly? Some things you10

can't replace.11

MR. VALENTE:  I don't know, I have no12

idea.13

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Okay.  I was just14

curious.  It is not something you should know.15

MR. VALENTE:  Okay, in the electrical16

arena we replaced approximately 30 percent of the17

cable on the unit.  This represents approximately18

800,000 feet of cable replacement, against an19

estimated total of 2.8 million feet.20

Now, the 30 percent cable replacement, on21

unit 1, represents 80 percent of the safety related22

cable, okay?  For the remaining safety related cable23

that wasn't changed out, visual inspections were24

performed at the available access points.25
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And this inspection was to look for jacket1

degradation, problems, or anything. 2

MR. BARTON:  Do you have buried cable? 3

MR. VALENTE:  Yes.4

MR. BARTON:  Was all that replaced?5

MR. CROUCH:  Dave? I believe all of the6

buried cable was --7

MR. BURRELL:  The only buried cable is8

cable that is supporting common equipment that is9

currently in service.  As a part of having to do some10

modifications on a couple of those circuits, for11

appendix R reasons, we did go in and do ten delta12

tests on them to confirm the integrity of the cables,13

and they tested good.14

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  You may not be able to15

answer this question.  But a lot of times folks16

consider replacing cable because of the EQ envelope.17

And so there is always a question as to whether you18

can reinterpret, or engineer the envelope to show that19

your conditions aren't as harsh as the testing would20

have allowed.21

Or you can just turn around and replace22

the cable.  Or the third thing is you can ignore it23

altogether and wait until you get to the end of the24

period, and then you say, what do I do now?25
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And do you have any cable in that last1

category?2

MR. VALENTE:  Not on unit 1.  We replaced3

the majority of our EQ cable.  There were certain4

cables, supporting unit 1, that were in service.  We5

performed the inspections, confirmed that they were6

adequate for our conditions.7

MR. BURRELL:  And that their life would be8

sufficient to the extended operating period.9

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Okay.  There are, from10

a fire protection standpoint, there is thermoplastic11

and thermosetting cable? 12

MR. BURRELL:  Correct. 13

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  What do you have14

remaining, a little bit of both, or --15

MR. BURRELL:  There is some of both,16

thermoplastic and thermoset.17

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Okay.  That would have18

been a criteria that you could have used, is to19

upgrade for --20

MR. BURRELL:  But like Joe mentioned, most21

all of the safety related cable is getting replaced.22

There would be some places, in appendix R area, that23

they aren't all getting replaced, and some of that24

would still be some thermoset.25
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CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Okay, thanks.1

MR. VALENTE:  Now, the inspection that we2

did on the safety related cable that we did replace,3

we found no indications of degradation.  And you have4

to remember, these cables were de-energized since5

1985.  So what we saw, at the access points, is6

representative for what the cables are.7

The result of this work that we described,8

the replacement work, unit 1 is going to be in a9

better position to operate for the extended period of10

time.  We just handled so much, and changed out so11

much to new.12

As I mentioned, we had eight sections that13

were in service for units 2 and 3, we didn't have to14

perform any modification work on it, diesel15

generators, fuel oil, and so forth.16

The package that we handed out on the17

restart mods, Bill alluded to this earlier, I guess,18

when Graham asked him.  You can look at the first 4419

pages and what you will see in there is a yes out20

there, which means these DCNs, these designs, were21

already incorporated on units 2 and 3.  22

If you look towards the back you will find23

a couple of pages where the answer is no, and those24

are essentially the EPU DCNs.  Those DCNs will be25
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incorporated on the other units, in their EPU window.1

The only true unique DCN that we have on2

unit 1, associated with the turbine.3

MR. CROUCH:  Right now there is no plans4

to go to the monoblock rotors.  So the changeover to5

the monoblock rotors is the only truly unique DCN that6

we have.7

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  But from an operator8

standpoint that makes no difference. 9

MR. CROUCH:  No difference. 10

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  I presume, when you talk11

about fidelity, that is really what you are talking12

about, because the units can't possibly be identical.13

MR. CROUCH:  Right, the units, like we14

were talking about earlier, you cannot still buy15

Hancock model 78 so and so valve.  It would be another16

manufacturer --17

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Ashcroft, or something.18

MR. CROUCH:  It would be a gate valve, it19

would still be a half inch valve, it would still20

function the same way, as far as the operator is21

concerned.22

MR. BARTON:  The operator still turns it23

the same way.24

MR. CROUCH:  That is correct. 25
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MR. BARTON:  Hopefully.1

MR. CROUCH:  We want everything seamless2

for the operator.  Maintenance has different issues,3

procedures are written up, consistent with the design4

packages when they close out, and everything is5

tracked that way.6

And like Joe was talking about, there are7

some small ones that are caused by such things as8

equipment where once again you cannot buy the same9

piece of equipment any more, but those are really10

quite small.11

MR. VALENTE:  I have examples of three12

systems here that we want to show you.  We are going13

to talk about HPCI.  The reason for this system that14

had the minimal amount work done to it, safety related15

minimal amount of work.16

RWCU, extensive amount of work. And then17

the feedwater balance of plant system, affected by18

EPU.  So --19

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  On the reactor water20

cleanup system, the connection point to the reactor21

vessel is a pipe nozzle, right in the bottom of the22

vessel.23

MR. VALENTE:  Yes.24

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  And that is probably the25
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point where you have the highest amount of oxygen, if1

there is oxygen in your system, the highest2

temperature, and the most aggressive conditions.  Have3

you taken any steps on any of the three units to4

examine the area around that connection to the vessel?5

Recognizing that it is very hard to get6

to.  You have, you know, control rod drive mechanisms,7

and instrumentation, and all kinds of stuff up in8

there.  Have you done anything like that. 9

MR. MOLL:  This is Bob Moll.  On unit 110

the access, the bottom head drain connection on the11

vessel, we did take ultrasonic UT readings, and --12

pardon?13

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Through the inside?14

MR. MOLL:  No, from the outside.  This is15

externally from the outside, and saw no degradation.16

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  That is an industry17

concern, and I was just wondering how you folks18

approached it.19

MR. VALENTE:  We had some robotics.20

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Okay.21

MR. VALENTE:  Bob, if you would like to22

get those drawings out?  It would be better to talk23

through this, and you can see we've got the three24

systems.  25
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We will start with the HPCI.1

MR. CROUCH:  And what we have here is we2

have some flow diagrams that have been marked up to3

demonstrate what some of the scope of the recovery is.4

We want to use these drawings here, during the course5

of the discussion today, and we will have these to6

look at during the day, but these will not be part of7

the docketed material.8

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  You want these back?9

MR. CROUCH:  Yes, please.10

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Okay. 11

MEMBER BONACA:  For the HPCI system, this12

is one of the systems that will be periodical13

inspections? 14

MR. CROUCH:  Yes. Completely disassembled15

and refurbished.16

MEMBER BONACA:  We would like to -- the17

SER, there is a statement there regarding the system,18

that it will have a one time inspection performed19

before restart.  Is this the statement that is20

obsolete by now? 21

Once you are committed to periodic22

inspection you may do a startup inspection, but not23

necessarily the license renewal inspection, you don't24

do that any more.  That is more a question for the25
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Staff because the SER is very confusing on that. 1

If you go to this system, the SER --2

MR. SUBBARATNAM:  Yes, I believe we3

haven't still worked out the details with the licensee4

on that one.  But what they are going to attempt is if5

the periodic inspection is going to push the thing6

below the threshold, they said that they would take it7

under the current for 54B, and then they will take the8

corrective action program and replace it completely.9

That is what they had, at least, agreeing10

to do that for us.11

MEMBER BONACA:  My suggestion, if you look12

back at the SER, it is confusing right now, because13

after the inspection, then there is a statement14

specific to this, and other systems like these, that15

says that licensee has agreed to advance a one time16

inspection prior to start-up.17

MR. SUBBARATNAM:  Dr. Bonaca, we are going18

to revisit those areas, and then we will clean up19

after we have the unit 1 inspection later on.20

MEMBER BONACA:  Right.  Because, I mean,21

clearly --22

MR. SUBBARATNAM:  Yes, that will be --23

MEMBER BONACA:  -- understand --24

MR. BARTON:  Okay, I'm sorry, what is your25
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code here, orange versus yellow?1

MR. VALENTE:  What we are going to do,2

John, is Bob and Dave are going to walk through this.3

MR. BARTON:  Okay.4

MR. VALENTE:  The one thing I want to tell5

you, if you look on sheet 16, for HPCI, you will see6

the synopsis of the modifications down there, various7

cable relays, pressure switches, changeouts for EQ8

separation, and other design criteria breakages, 89109

requirements, and refurbish the skip.10

If you look on pages 25 and 26 of this big11

handout you will see the corresponding DCN.  We will12

have Bob walk you through the mechanical portion, and13

the Dave will walk through the electrical and the INC14

portion, to give you a feel for what happened.15

MR. CROUCH:  On page 16 there is a kind of16

a synopsis of what is being done.  And when you look17

on the big drawings, you've got, that is where Bob and18

Dave are going to walk through. 19

MR. MOLL:  Bob Moll.  Let me walk you20

through what you have in your package.  The very front21

sheet you've got is a, that would be a high pressure22

coolant injection.  We call that a mechanical flow23

diagram.24

And, basically, it will show you all the25
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big valves, and the piping, it doesn't necessarily1

contain all the instrumentation functions.  But on2

that cover sheet what we've done is if it is3

highlighted in yellow, that is a mechanical valve, or4

a pipe, that has either been replaced, or cut out.5

So all the yellow for high pressure6

coolant injection indicates valves that have been7

replaced.  So if you look at the upper left-hand8

corner, you will see FCV732, and 733, those are the9

primary containment isolation valves for HPCI.10

We have cut out and totally replaced those11

two large motor operated valves, and operators, on12

unit 1 as part of unit 1 restart. 13

The orange items, on this flow diagram,14

are instrumentations that have been, basically the15

instrumentation has been changed out.  You go to the16

second page, that is a flow diagram of the HPCI oil17

system. 18

And what you see are, within the old19

system we changed out some instruments.  There are20

some thermal welds we changed out.  There are also21

some of those other yellow items that are colored,22

that is a throttle valve, and we have upgraded the23

unit 1 HPCI, similar to what we did on units 2 and 3,24

those throttle valves were replaced with orifices.25
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The next page is what we call a mechanical1

control system.  And this shows all of the2

instrumentation associated with HPCI. And, again if it3

is colored orange that means that instrument is new on4

unit 1 HPCI, and has been changed out.5

So  you can see the type of modifications6

that have been made in the INC area, there, as well as7

in the electrical area. We have replaced cables,8

breakers, fuses, thermal overloads, that is not9

included in what you have in your handout.10

But most of the HPCI INC mods were in the11

INC area were made primarily for environmental12

qualification reasons, or for fidelity issues that had13

been, had cropped up as issues on the operating unit,14

that we picked up in the modifications that we made15

for unit 1. 16

And it goes anywhere from condensate17

header levels, which is to replacing the steam leak18

detection system for HPCI, replacing temperature19

switches, converting differential indicating switches,20

to differential pressure transmitters, the gamut of21

instrumentation that would be involved.22

MR. BARTON:  While you were looking at23

HPCI, you looked at it to make changes based on what24

units 2 and 3 had upgraded, or whatever? 25
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MR. MOLL:  That was the starting point for1

it.2

MR. BARTON:  Is that a criteria?  How3

about industry experience with HPCI --4

MR. MOLL:  All the industry experiences5

would have been previously evaluated as an ongoing6

activity for the operating unit, and those mods would7

have been picked up for the operating units and then8

factored into unit 1. 9

MR. BARTON:  That would have picked them10

up?11

MR. MOLL:  That is correct. 12

MR. BARTON:  Okay.13

MR. MOLL:  Just to give you a feel for14

numbers, the yellow lines on the HPCI cover sheet15

don't look that big.  But those yellow lines, on the16

small bore piping, that actually equates to 1,210 feet17

of small bore piping on HPCI that we are changing out.18

If you looked at the total number of19

valves, we are replacing on HPCI, was 668, is what the20

total count was, that we reached out and touched.21

Some of those valves are getting changed out, other22

ones are -- most of the packing leak-offs on all the23

big valves, they are getting cut out, and those lines24

capped.25
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So that would be counted in that number,1

too, when it is getting cut out and removed.  2

MR. BARTON:  The other valves that aren't3

getting replaced in the system, since they have been4

sitting around so long, are they being repacked with5

fresh packing?6

MR. MOLL:  If you look at all of the, I7

would call them large bore valves, on here, are all8

getting worked on.  Another effort that has been9

ongoing since '03, that operations has recently10

completed, they have gone out and physically cycled11

all small manual valves. 12

And basically identified as part of that13

process, written work requests for maintenance, if14

those valves are hard to operate, or look like they15

need work, then there is a work order written.16

MR. BARTON:  Yes, but that doesn't really,17

it could tell you the condition of the vacuum, but not18

necessarily tell you the condition of the vacuum.  As19

soon as you load the system with water, that is going20

to be part of your test program,  I guess.21

Because the packing on those valves has22

been there for 30 years, and hasn't been wetted in how23

many years?  Since '85?24

MR. VALENTE:  The RWCU, the reactor water25
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clean up, this one had extensive work.1

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  I see you saved the2

reactor vessel.3

MR. MOLL:  If you look at the reactor4

water clean up, the first flow diagram you have, that5

is all of the reactor water cleanup system piping,6

with the exception of the demineralizers.  There is7

two of them that are in it.8

So you can see, on this first sheet, that9

is -- we have just about replaced all of that part of10

the cleanup system, piping and --11

MR. BARTON:  What about the heat12

exchangers?13

MR. MOLL:  Three of the heat exchangers14

were changed out, the other two were not.  If you flip15

to the  next page that shows you the demineralizer16

portion of reactor water cleanup.17

There was very little modification work in18

this area. Again, cleanup was in service, on unit 1,19

up until somewhere in 2001, 2002, when the vessel was20

drained on unit 1. 21

What we have done with the reactor water22

cleanup system, outside of modification, we have done23

extensive maintenance work, and this week just24

recently finished up.25
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We have essentially gone through, and1

cycled, and timed, and checked all of the valves that2

you see on this drawing, that are air operated, or3

electrically operated, that are needed to back wash4

our reactor water clean up demin.5

We changed out all of the time delay6

relays in the logic circuitry, and all of those7

controls, and set all those back up.  And this week we8

are successful, after all of that work, and we call it9

a dummy backwash and precoat. 10

But basically we energize the system, it11

thinks it has gone through a backwash and precoat.  We12

hit the button and verified it cycled through, and13

timed correctly. So there was a lot of maintenance14

work, but no real piping changeout.  The only valves15

we really changed out were some relief valves. 16

And the next page is the instrumentation17

diagram for reactor water cleanup.  Again, it shows18

you the instrumentation changes we made.19

MR. CROUCH:  Once again, that is similar20

to what we did on HPCI, replaced the leak detection,21

pipe break leak detection system, replaced various22

instruments from suction header pressure indication to23

bearing and casing temperature indication, vibration24

monitoring was upgraded.25
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Bump cooling water temperature switch is1

replaced, flow switch is replaced, about 15,000 feet2

of cable was replaced, with RWCU, breakers, fuses.3

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Have you done anything4

on hangers and supports?5

MR. VALENTE:  Yes, sir.  We have6

implemented 7914.7

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Okay.8

MR. VALENTE:  And what we call our long9

term integrity program with hangers.  HPCI systems10

falls in it, RWC falls in it, there is a break for11

class 1 and class 2 systems.  But, yes.  All of these12

systems have had significant hanger upgrades.13

In fact, on this recovery unit we have14

either replaced or modified 85 percent of the hangers.15

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Is there -- that is in16

the normal course of business, you would have had to17

make those changes, under the bulletin?18

MR. VALENTE:  Yes.19

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Whether you were doing20

a restart or not?21

MR. VALENTE:  That is correct. 22

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Is that because of23

methods that were used in original construction, or a24

change in the seismic analysis, or what? 25
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MR. VALENTE:  It was a change in our1

seismic, back on unit 2.  We had to go to Housener.2

Go ahead, Rick. 3

MR. CUTSINGER:  This is Rick Cutsinger,4

I'm the civil engineering manager in unit 1.  On unit5

2 we redesigned, redefined our seismic design criteria6

for this station. 7

That redefinition brought in new methods,8

new practices, and a new response spectra.  The new9

response spectra dramatically changed the input to the10

station, and it caused dramatic mods to all the11

hangers.12

The biggest criteria change probably was13

from the perspective of stiffness.  The original14

hangers were designed from can the hanger take the15

seismic load, versus we now have hangers that are16

designed to make sure that they don't deflect more17

than an eighth of an inch.18

So you see significantly stronger, stiffer19

hangers.  And that is probably the biggest change.20

But the input motion changed, and the reaction has21

changed.  And so it caused dramatic changes to the22

hangers, which then went to the structure, and it23

caused different loads to the platform steel, which we24

had to make mods to, and just follow on down to the25
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building. 1

MR. BARTON:  What about subbers?2

MR. CUTSINGER:  The subbers are all being3

replaced on unit 1.  We have 250 subbers, and they are4

all being refurbished and replaced.5

MR. BARTON:  Did you go through a subber6

reduction program in dry well? 7

MR. CUTSINGER:  No.  Since we had about8

250 snubbers, total, on the unit, we didn't go to the9

sub reduction program. 10

MR. BARTON:  You didn't?11

MR. CUTSINGER:  No.12

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Okay, thank you. 13

MR. MOLL:  The last system we have is a14

feedwater system.  Just looking at almost all of the15

changes you see on this page, from a mechanical16

staNdpoint, are driven by either EPU, or I call them17

lessons learned, operational experience we have gained18

from units 2 and 3. 19

Some of that work is work they have done20

already.  A good example I will give you is we are21

changing out all of the feed pump and inflow valves on22

unit 1, and the piping downstream of those valves. 23

That is really based upon a lessons24

learned.  We are on our second version of min-flow25
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changeouts on either unit 2 or unit 3, trying to stop1

those valves from leaking by. And our design on unit2

1 will be different.  But it is a much better valve.3

It is a little bit more expensive, but4

shouldn't leak by.  The other big ticket item that we5

have completed on unit 1 is the main feedwater header6

check valves, where notorious problems on units 2 and7

3 as far as appendix J testing. 8

We, essentially, get into a major outage9

refurb probably once every three cycles, thereabouts.10

We have changed out all four of those check valves11

with brand new ASME code class appendix J, on unit 1.12

The other big aspect of this is we are13

changing out all three feed pump turbines for power14

uprate, and are changing out all three reactor feed15

pumps for power uprate.16

Each feed pump will be a 50 percent, I'm17

sorry I take that back, each  -- two feed pumps will18

handle one hundred percent EPU power, even though we19

continue to run, we will run three, but each one would20

be 50 percent capacity, compared to now we have about21

a 33 percent, or thereabouts, for each feed pump.22

MR. BARTON:  Are they all steam driven, or23

do you have any electric?24

MR. MOLL:  No, all three feed pumps are25
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steam driven.1

MR. BARTON:  The feed water heaters aren't2

highlighted.  Did you do anything with the tubes, or3

anything in the feedwater heaters?4

MR. MOLL:  Yes.  We haven't done anything5

on the feed water side. On this drawing there is work6

that we have done on the -- we have eddy currented all7

the feed water heaters. 8

We have done some, there are some other9

modifications we have done, internally, to the10

heaters.11

MR. BARTON:  You haven't retubed them,12

though?13

MR. MOLL:  No, no retubing.14

MR. VALENTE:  Eddy current, no problems.15

MR. BARTON:  pardon?16

MR. VALENTE:  We eddy currented.17

MR. BARTON:  Eddy currented, okay.18

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Now, your feedwater19

regulating valves have a constant differential20

pressure across them, and you control flow by21

controlling the steam on most of the turbines?22

MR. MOLL:  Yes, we have no feed water23

regulation valves.  Basically we strictly control flow24

through the feedwater --25
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CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Turbines.1

MR. MOLL:  -- level control system by2

varying turbine speed.3

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Okay.4

?:  And then, once again, on the control5

side, incorporating the major mods that have been made6

on units 2 and 3, we are upgrading the feed water7

control system with a digital upgrade that is8

incorporating redundancy and fall tolerance control9

system. 10

Some of the mods we have -- removing11

mechanical linkage, motor speed changer, and motor12

governor unit, and replaced with a Woodward 50513

digital governor, and final driver.14

Time delay relays were added on for flow15

suction trips to eliminate nuisance spurious pump16

trips that we had had experienced in the past, as well17

as on the lou boll system we put in two hundred18

percent capacity AC pumps, and one hundred percent19

capacity DC pump, with diverse power supplies, to make20

it more fall tolerant, as well as the array of21

individual instruments that have also been replaced in22

upgrading the feed water system. 23

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  You said that you are24

using Woodworth digital governors?25
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MR. MOLL:  Woodward.1

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Woodward, okay.2

MR. VALENTE:  Any other questions on3

systems? 4

MR. CROUCH:  These were just three sets5

that we picked as an example.  Safety system with a6

small amount of modification, a primary non-safety7

related system with an extensive amount of8

modification, then a system that had a large amount of9

modification. 10

This list of modifications that we handed11

out, every system has its own set of modifications,12

and if you have any particular questions on systems we13

can answer them.  But we didn't figure we would want14

to take up your time, because it would take weeks, and15

weeks, probably, to go through all of them at this16

level of detail.17

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  I'm sure that it would.18

MR. BARTON:  Just for information, the19

tubes in the water heaters are what material?20

MR. VALENTE:  I don't know, I don't21

remember.  We can make a call back to the station and22

have that answer for you after lunch.23

MR. CROUCH:  I would recommend, at this24

time, this would be a good stopping point to stop for25
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lunch.1

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Okay.  That is great,2

why don't we come back at 5 minutes to 1.3

(Whereupon, at 12:55 p.m., the above-4

entitled matter was recessed for lunch.)5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25
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A-F-T-E-R-N-O-O-N  S-E-S-S-I-O-N1

1:00 p.m.2

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  We will come back in3

session now.4

MR. VALENTE:  Before we proceed on to page5

19, there was a question that was asked, what was the6

material type on our feed water heaters.  The material7

type is 304 stainless steel.8

So moving on to page 19, we essentially9

completed the design for unit 1 restart in March of10

2005.  The design changes that were issued for unit 111

were driven by our design criteria, given fidelity12

issues, and other restart issues. 13

License renewal did not require any14

modifications on unit 1.  To kind of cover the next15

couple of pages, we will go over some of the passive16

components that we replaced.  I will tell you what we17

did, and the reason that we did it.18

First one we have there is the condenser19

tubes.  We replaced these tubes with stainless steel20

to eliminate the brass and get rid of the copper.  21

Extraction steam piping, it has been22

replaced for FAC.  As Bill mentioned earlier this23

morning, we could have operated with the extraction24

steam pipe that we had.  It wasn't extensive, but we25
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brought it up to unit fidelity to match the units 21

and 3 FAC program. 2

We wanted to keep everything consistent.3

The turbine cross-over/cross-under piping got replaced4

for FAC.  GE supplied us an inadequate material on the5

original contract. 6

MR. CROUCH:  For just unit 1. 7

MR. VALENTE:  For just unit 1.  We had a8

lot of tiger striping and we replaced it.  The reactor9

building closed cooling water heat exchangers, these10

were replaced for economic reasons.11

It was cheaper for us to replace the heat12

exchanger, in its entirety, vis a vis going after the13

two bundles and replacing those.  And that is why we14

replaced them. 15

Dry well structural steel, this was16

changed out to support the design criteria.  As Rick17

told you, we had change in spectra, pipe loads went up18

significantly, and components on the supporting steel,19

we had to essentially change things out.20

Electrical penetrations, these were21

changed out for two reasons.  One was for EQ purposes,22

and the other one was for appendix J.  We had23

penetrations that were excessive.24

Large and small bore piping primarily25
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changed out for FAC, IGSCC, and some nick issues, and1

for minor rerouting.  Reactor pressure vessel, safe2

ends were changed out for IGSCC. 3

And the RHR service water, in the reactor4

building, this was changed out because of material5

condition.  This was a lessons learned we had from6

unit 3.  They had the laminations in there, we also7

had them.  So that is all changed out.8

Going on to the next page, --9

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Before you leave here,10

on the condenser tubes, what kind of biological11

control do you use?12

MR. CROUCH:  Condenser tubes?13

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  It is an open cycle14

plant, right?15

MR. CROUCH:  Right, open cycle plant. 16

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  So do you use -- have17

you had any evidence of microbiological filing18

leakage?19

MR. CROUCH:  If you don't run the ammer20

taps you will have filing.  But we run the ammer taps21

to keep the tubes cleaned out.22

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Okay.  And you've23

already changed your condenser tubes?24

MR. VALENTE:  Yes.25
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MR. CROUCH:  Yes.1

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Okay.  Sometimes2

stainless isn't the optimum choice.  But if you keep3

your system clean you are probably okay.4

MR. CROUCH:  And we have already changed5

the condenser tubes out on units 2 and 3, stainless6

steel also, so we are familiar with the operation of7

them. 8

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Well, it is not safety9

related, anyway.10

MR. CROUCH:  That is right. 11

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  But some plants have not12

had the world's best experience.  And the key is13

keeping the system clean.14

MR. VALENTE:  Page 20, if there is not15

other questions on that page, the dry well coolers16

were changed out, primarily, for reliability and17

reduction in maintenance time during the outages.18

Our cable tray and conduit, and the19

associated supports, again, some electrical issues.20

We eliminated the ampacity issues by routing new trays21

and conduits.  We got our separations for Appendix R.22

And basically that was it. Pipe hanger23

installations were changed out.  Design criteria 79-1424

primary driver there.  The GE in-vessel inspections,25
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we did the inspections, placed the access hole covers,1

inspections are essentially ongoing.2

We did complete the shroud inspections,3

good results on the shrouds.4

MR. BARTON:  Any indications on the5

shroud?6

MR. VALENTE:  Yes, we had indications.  No7

through-wall indications.  Rick, do you want to8

expand?9

MR. CUTSINGER:  The shroud inspection, it10

was actually pretty good.  I just got the data, but if11

you go through it, each one had 83 percent inspected,12

with no flaw.  H-G weld had 81 percent with .4 percent13

of the inspected area having a flaw.14

The H-3 weld had 88 percent inspection15

with no flaws, the H-4 had 90 percent inspection had16

20 percent flaw.  The 20 percent, the majority of the17

flaws were less than 10 percent, so they were pretty18

nominal flaws.19

H-5 had 91 percent with 1.2 percent flaw.20

H-6 had 91 percent with no flaws. H-7 weld had 9121

percent with 12 percent flaw.  Once again, they are22

pretty small, they are like less than ten percent in23

range.24

The Hotel-8 was a visual inspection, we25
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couldn't do the UT on that, and no detectable flaws on1

that one.  And Hotel-9, which we had 19 percent2

inspection of the weldment, and no flaws identified3

there, either.4

MR. BARTON:  So what corrective action5

does that tell me I have to take, anything? 6

MR. CUTSINGER:  No, it does not put into7

any corrective action form at this time.8

MR. VALENTE:  Torus coatings, torus was9

used to support the operating units with the water.10

We drained it during recovery.  When we drained it we11

found some delaminations on the coatings below the12

water line.13

We sandblasted all of that below the water14

line, bare metal, recoated with a qualified coating.15

So we had some damaged areas above the water line, we16

made isolated repairs on torus, so no problem with17

that one.18

Cables, again, our cables were changed out19

primarily on the nuclear performance plan programs, EQ20

separation passed the voltage drop, short-circuit21

analysis.  All these programs, and design criteria. 22

So, basically, that is what we had here.23

Nothing here, on these two sheets, was driven by24

license renewal. 25
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MR. BARTON:  How about the coatings on the1

containment itself?2

MR. VALENTE:  We have done some3

preliminary inspections.  There are some areas that4

need to be repaired.  Overall we are in excellent5

condition.6

And as we complete out in the dry well we7

will close out on that aspect, and we will be recoated8

in the damaged areas.9

MR. CROUCH:  The real purpose of these10

last two slides has been, what Joe has been saying,11

these modifications were not driven by license12

renewal, but they are things that will be new13

components that are out there.  14

So they obviously support continued15

operation of the plant for an extended period of time.16

They are big passive components that will be new.17

MR. LEITCH:  With cables, you have talked18

quite a bit about instrument and control cables.  What19

about medium voltage cables?  I'm talking about maybe20

4KV cable. 21

MR. CUTSINGER:  The course break cables22

are being replaced.  All we have is RHR and core23

spray, and then board feeders.  Board feeders is24

already in service supporting the units 2 and 325
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operation.1

The RHR pump motor cables are being2

spliced and rerouted for Appendix R reasons, a portion3

of those are being retained.  Obviously those will be4

tested before we do any splicing to those, to confirm5

the condition that they are in.6

So that is really all that will be in7

scope for the medium voltage.8

MR. BARTON:  You are not replacing the9

whole cable, you are splicing the 4KV cables? 10

MR. CUTSINGER:  Right.11

MR. BARTON:  Well, why don't you pull all12

new cable? 13

MR. CUTSINGER:  We found it to be, the14

cables that we've got in there is perfectly adequate15

cables.  And that  having to be replacing, changing16

those out, we would get into other issues relating to17

conduit fail, and those sort of issues. 18

And since that is an imbedded conduit we19

did not want to risk the potential of damage on a20

larger sized cable, trying to fit it into that --21

MR. BARTON:  Isn't a splice a weak point22

that is subject to water, and moisture, and all that23

kind of stuff?24

MR. CUTSINGER:  No, sir, this is going to25
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be a fully qualified 50.49 splice that we are putting1

in.  And we are talking about where the splice is2

going to be located, it is going to be located up in3

the ceiling of the reactor building, 565 elevation.4

So there will be no exposure to any moisture.5

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Well, there are6

qualified splices out there that you can buy.7

MR. CUTSINGER:  Yes.8

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  On the other hand they9

are sort of technic-dependent.  So whether they10

exhibit all the environmental and electrical qualities11

that you want is dependent on the expertise and the12

care of the workman who installs it.13

MR. CUTSINGER:  Like I said, we took the14

medium voltage splice kits through a full15

qualification program. 16

MR. LEITCH:  Some of these, some plants17

have experienced problems with medium voltage cables.18

The breakdown of the insulation with phenomena called19

treeing.20

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Right.21

MR. LEITCH:  Have you experienced any of22

that in these cables? 23

MR. CUTSINGER:  No, we have not24

experienced any of that.  And that is more of a25
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phenomena when it is exposed to moisture.1

MR. LEITCH:  Moisture.2

MR. CUTSINGER:  And these are all in the3

reactor building, so that they are not exposed to that4

kind of environment.5

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  So they don't go through6

trenches, or --7

MR. CUTSINGER:  They don't go outside the8

building. 9

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  -- manholes, or anything10

like that? 11

MR. CUTSINGER:  That is right.  Like I12

mentioned before, we do have some that are supporting13

common equipment, going down to the pumping station14

for service water.  And those we did do some testing15

on, and verified that they were in good condition.16

MR. LEITCH:  But the routing from the, say17

for example, the diesels to the safeguard busses, and18

so forth, those kinds of cables are not below grade?19

MR. CUTSINGER:  That is affirmative, yes.20

They are not below grade.21

MR. LEITCH:  Thank you. 22

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Okay.23

MR. VALENTE:  Page 21 we have some other24

modifications refurbishments that we performed.  The25
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first one up there is the control room design review1

modifications. 2

Again, this is primarily driven from3

regulatory TMI item.  The recirc pump variable4

frequency drives, we replaced them on unit 1, again,5

for reliability and fidelity with the operating units.6

And that is the same with the digital7

electro-hydraulic control system, again reliability8

and fidelity.  The main generator rewind was9

associated with EPU.  And, obviously, the rotor10

balance is just prudency.11

The close in-fault protection of the12

switchyard, this was due to unit 3 operation coming13

in.  And then the common accident signal, we had14

reinstalled the accident signal for unit 1, it was15

disabled when unit 1 was in lay-up. 16

MR. BARTON:  What is that? 17

MR. CROUCH:  In-plant, as Joe was talking18

about, we have -- it is a three unit plant.  Unit 119

and 2 share four diesels.  And so the way, and they20

have, each unit has like four RHR pumps, four core21

spray pumps.22

And so since they come from the same23

electrical boards you have to, originally it was set24

up so that there is a potential where if accident25
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signals occurred in multiple units, the unit had to1

decide where the real accident was, and it would load2

the boards. 3

Well, we disabled that signal as part of4

unit 1 shutdown, to get unit 2 back and running. We5

have now gone and redone the circuitry and the logic6

so that it can properly handle a real accident signal7

in one unit, and a spurious accident signal in the8

other unit, without overloading the boards. 9

MR. BARTON:  I understand, thank you. 10

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  With all these changes11

you are going to have to do a lot of testing prior to12

start-up, in your power escalation phase.13

MR. VALENTE:  Yes.14

MR. CROUCH:  That is correct. 15

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  I mean, it is going to16

be like a new plant. 17

MR. CROUCH:  That is, essentially, what it18

is like.19

MR. VALENTE:  The remaining items, here,20

the reactor core isolation turbine reassembly and21

upgrade, and refueling bridge, crane modifications,22

these were driven by reliability and fidelity with the23

other two units.24

Then the pumps and motor refurbishment25
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design criteria requirements for restart, same with1

the valves replacement/refurbishment.  Again, nothing2

here was driven by license renewal. 3

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  I presume that your4

switchyard circuit breakers have all been sized to5

reflect the additional power, and the change in6

reluctance that the system presents to the plant? 7

MR. VALENTE:  Yes, there was an extensive8

switchyard off grid study performed prior to the9

restart. 10

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Does the plant control11

the switchyard, or does some off-site entity control12

it, or don't you know? 13

MR. VALENTE:  Well, we hear that the14

switchyard, didn't we Dave?15

MR. BURRELL:  The plant owns the16

switchyard.17

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  The whole thing?18

MR. BURRELL:  From the main banks, high19

side main banks in is station, make the transition on,20

I think for the switchyard as well, to the plant, as21

far as maintenance of the -- I stand corrected.22

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Maybe you should just23

step to the microphone so that we can hear you.24

MR. R. G. JONES:  Again, the plant has got25
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the responsibility for the transformer from the high1

side in.  It belongs to the plant from the high side,2

from the transformer out, it belongs to TPS3

organization. 4

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Okay.5

MR. VALENTE:  And a detailed switchyard6

study, detailed switchyard study, and grid study was7

performed, and there was outfall from that, that we8

had to make modifications to.9

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Okay.10

MR. BARTON:  Do you do work in the11

switchyard without clearance of the control room?  How12

do you guys control the work done out there? 13

MR. R. G. JONES:  Again, this is R.G.14

Jones.  The work is controlled, sir, by -- the TPS15

organization calls in and requests --16

MR. BARTON:  Who is the TPS organization?17

MR. R. G. JONES:  The TPS, I'm sorry,18

transmission power supply organization, they are also19

a Tennessee Valley Authority organization.  They20

control the lines going out of the switchyard, as far21

as that. 22

And the other breaker, at the other end of23

the transmission line, is what belongs to those.  So24

then, so if there is a maintenance request, if there25
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is maintenance to be worked on, they coordinate that1

through the on-shift operations group, and they2

coordinate the times that that is out.3

MR. BARTON:  Does the station engineering4

staff get to review any mods, or engineering work that5

the transmission people want to do in the yard?  Do6

you get to review and approve it?7

MR. R. G. JONES:  Yes. All the work that8

is done in the switchyard is done to the station9

process and procedures, and they are all reviewed by10

the site engineering organization, as well as plant11

organizations. 12

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  All these big circuit13

breakers are controlled by batteries, the control14

system and trip coils, and so forth.  Do you have15

procedures equivalent to station procedures for the16

maintenance of DC control systems on circuit breakers?17

MR. R. G. JONES:  There are similar18

controls that are in place for permanent plant19

equipment. 20

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Okay.21

MR. VALENTE:  On page 22 here, for22

extended power uprate, actually there are 4023

modifications that will be affected here, and we will24

discuss those a little later in the afternoon, here.25
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License renewal, I would like to1

reiterate, we factored in license renewal in the2

original design activities.  And we had no3

modifications resulting from any license renewal4

issue. 5

Any questions on my discussions? 6

MR. LEITCH:  Joe, earlier you indicated7

that there were 21, I think, was the number of tech8

spec changes.  Where does that stand in the interface9

with the NRC, have those requests been made?10

MR. VALENTE:  Yes.11

MR. LEITCH:  And are they scheduled? 12

MR. MCCARTHY:  That is correct, there are13

21 tech spec changes total, that includes EPU, as one14

of those changes.  Sixteen have currently been15

submitted, we have five approved, we have a couple we16

are still working on, or awaiting for a generic Safety17

Evaluation Report from the Staff. 18

That also includes our COLA, which one of19

those is also.20

MR. LEITCH:  Okay, thank you. 21

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  One quick question.22

There are requirements regarding lifting heavy loads23

with cranes.  And when you look at license renewal24

many applicants evaluate the cranes as far as how many25
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loads has it lifted, how many times has it flexed, you1

know, what is the remaining life in the crane, what is2

the remaining life in the hook.3

Have you done that kind of work?4

MR. VALENTE:  Yes, the reactor refueling5

zone crane was upgraded for dry cask work.  And that6

evaluation was performed.7

MR. BARTON:  Is that a single failure8

crane now?9

MR. VALENTE:  Yes, it is.  Same with our10

turbine building crane.  We had made some heavy lifts,11

and we evaluated each one of those lifts, and12

performed the inspections. 13

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Some of the cranes are14

only good for a certain number of lifts, you know, 4015

lifts, or 100 lifts, or something like that.  Have you16

looked at that? 17

MR. VALENTE:  Ken is our project manager18

for license renewal. 19

MR. BRUNE:  Ken Brune, license renewal20

project manager.  Yes, we looked at those, that is21

TLLA, or the crane lifts, and went ahead and estimated22

the number of lifts we had, and the number of lifts we23

expected to have, made sure we ensured that they were24

under the crane manufacturer's limits.25
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CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  And who is the crane1

manufacturer for the turbine building, and your2

reactor --3

MR. BRUNE:  Actually I'm talking about the4

CMA guidelines.  They can answer to the manufacturer5

itself, but we looked at the fatigue, and the number6

of lifts, and made sure they were well under the7

limits.8

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Okay.  I asked the9

question of who the manufacturer is because there is10

one manufacturer that has had some kind of a problem,11

that they had to file a Part 21 report, I think. 12

MR. CROUCH:  Our cranes are Edever.13

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Okay, that is not the14

one, okay. Thank you. 15

MR. CROUCH:  So what Joe has talked about,16

during this time, is the fact that we started the unit17

1 recovery we were going to make sure we were going to18

use the same programs, processes, everything that was19

used for units 2 and 3 we've used the same methods for20

unit 1. 21

We tried to make unit 1 operationally22

identical to units 2 and 3 by installing all the same23

modifications, doing all the same upgrades as what had24

been done, either for restart, or for post-restart, up25
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until now.1

It is a very large scope of modifications2

to do, as shown by this 40-something page of DCNs.  It3

is a very well known scope, though, because we have4

already done it two times, this is the third time.  So5

it is a well known scope.6

There has been very little scope addition7

as we have gone through the course of unit 1 recovery.8

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Well, we don't expect9

the scope to be lock solid and firm at this point in10

time because stuff comes up.11

MR. CROUCH:  That is right. 12

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  On the other hand, the13

impression that I had, up until today, was that the14

scope was pretty fluid.  So that would be tough for15

the Staff to evaluate as far as life extension is16

concerned.17

But I think that the material you18

presented today sort of dispels my concern, to some19

extent, in that area.  It does look like you have20

quite a bit of detail in what it is that you plan to21

do over the next two years.22

MR. CROUCH:  These upgrades and23

improvements, and basic DCNs that we are doing, they24

are being done to improve operational reliability and25
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to meet regulatory requirements. 1

They are also being done in order to2

implement extended power uprate.  And, once again as3

we said, none of the DCNs, none of the design changes,4

were driven by license renewal.  5

But several of them by virtue of the fact6

that you are replacing large major components that7

have potential degradation, aging type degradation to8

them.  Since they will be brand new they will support9

extended life for the plant. 10

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Yes, but I'm sure you11

realize that once you replace it you have no operating12

history on the components you just installed which,13

you know, in the simplest form, in order to figure out14

how long a component will last, like a piece of pipe,15

you have to have its installed thickness, and you have16

to have another point, someplace along the line, so17

you can extrapolate out to a point in time where you18

need to do something about it.19

And, to me, that is what so-called20

operating experience is, which we rely on for license21

renewal. So you are going to have programs, in place,22

probably more extensive than standardized programs to23

generate that kind of operating experience. 24

Even though the plants are functionally25
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identical, from a material standpoint they are not,1

from an aging standpoint they are not.2

MR. CROUCH:  Well, many of these material3

replacements had already been performed on units 2 and4

3.  So we are already getting operating experience on5

these particular materials, in this particular6

environment.7

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Okay.  There are some8

exemptions to that of course, you know, flow9

accelerated corrosion, for example, is specific to the10

configuration of the pipe as well as the fluid11

conditions, and velocities, and so forth, in there. 12

So you can't just apply that across the13

board. 14

MR. CROUCH:  That is right. 15

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  But, anyway, that has16

been a concern of ours in the past because these units17

have been, unit 1 at least, has been shut down for a18

long time, you are going to make a lot of changes, and19

you don't have this history on which you can predict20

the condition at the end of life.21

MR. CROUCH:  Any other questions for Joe?22

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  I think you did a good23

job, and appreciate the fact that you not only are24

recovering the plant, but also recovered our schedule.25
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MR. CROUCH:  Thank you.  At this point in1

time I would like to invite R.G. Jones to come up.2

R.G. is our unit 1 restart plant manager. R.G. has3

been with the plant since, essentially, day one.  He4

was an operator on the plant, back when unit 1 was5

started up.  6

So he has been around here for many years,7

and knows the intimate details of everything in the8

plant.  He is going to talk to us a little bit about9

what we are going to do in order to return this plant10

to service, once we get it all modified, how we are11

going to make sure that everything is done before we12

turn it over to the operational side of the plant. 13

He is also going to talk to us a little14

bit about the restart test programs, how we are going15

to go through and test the plant.  As you pointed out,16

this is a very large testing program, and he is going17

to talk to us about how we are going to scope it out,18

and how we will conduct it.19

He is also going to talk about how we are20

then going to do the power extension testing, going21

from a shutdown reactor, all the way up to one hundred22

percent power.23

One of the things that he is basing his24

discussion on, and you will hear him talk to the25
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various modes of operation.  This is not referring to1

shutdown mode, startup mode, run mode.  This is a2

baseline terminology, a design based on verification3

terminology that we use at Browns Ferry. 4

As we started through the baseline program5

for Browns Ferry, we have a document that is referred6

to as the Safe Shutdown Analysis.  What this document7

did was it started back from the FSAR, and went and8

looked through, and found all the various events that9

Browns Ferry has to respond to, accidents, transients,10

and special events, it lists them all out.11

It then went through, on a system by12

system basis, and determined what each system has to13

do, in order to respond to this particular type of14

event.15

So, for instance, for a big event you16

needed to isolate your reactor, maintain a reactor17

coolant pressure, we listed as an event, closed the18

valve.  If you needed an actuation of a system to19

inject water, that would be a mode of operation.20

So what this Safe Shutdown analysis does,21

it goes through, for each system, and comes up with22

the modes.  It also goes through and says, in order23

for this system to do its mode, it needs support from24

these other modes.25
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It may need electrical power, it may need1

air, it may need a signal from another system,2

whatever.  So this document tells us how the plant3

talks back and forth to each other, from a mode to4

mode standpoint.5

By doing it this way we are very confident6

that we know what to go test in the plant, so that we7

test the full progression, from the very basic8

functions up to the true safety related functions, to9

make sure that everything is tested.10

So as RG talks about these, and when he11

starts talking about the modes of operation, that is12

what he is talking about, this Safe Shutdown analysis13

modes.14

So with that I will turn it over to RG.15

MR. R. G. JONES:  Good afternoon.  I would16

like to talk to you first on page 23, we will talk17

about the system return to service process.18

And the process that we are going to look19

at ensures that all the tasks, everything we have been20

talking about up to this point in time, all the21

physical work that has to be done, all the engineering22

work that has to be done, that all of it has been23

completed prior to returning to service.24

The piece of equipment, or the system that25
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we are going to be discussing, and talking about.  The1

first thing is the engineering portion, maintenance is2

involved in that, modifications is involved in it,3

also operations and licensing. 4

What we will do, as we turn the page and5

look at it, we will see some of -- we will go into6

each one of these organizations, on what they do, and7

what their process is, and how they look at the system8

return service process.9

One thing we need to note, before we do10

that, is that this same process that we are using to11

start this up, unit 1 up, was the same process we used12

on unit 2.  We took those, with some lessons learned,13

and some enhancements that we saw from unit 2, applied14

it to unit 3, saw the results we got there, and that15

is the process we are using now for unit 1. 16

So it is the same process, we have used it17

on two successive times, both of them has been18

successful on doing that.  And as of today we returned19

six systems to operation, using this process.20

We did that as an upfront check for21

ourselves, to make sure that the process, and the22

individuals that we had working with the process, that23

they were familiar with it, because as we picked the24

piece up, as the bulk work draws to an end, and the25
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startup testing begins, at the latter part of the1

year, then we will start increasing the amount of2

testing, and we wanted to make sure that we had all3

the bugs worked out of the scope, and that everybody4

understood what the system, and what the process was.5

So with that, we will turn to page 24. I6

think the last time that I talked to you all, I think7

I pulled out a drawing that was a little busy, and it8

looked something like this.  I think you remember9

seeing that. 10

And I could tell, by the look on you all's11

faces, that I didn't spend anywhere near enough time12

on that to do justice that it needed.  So what I tried13

to do is tried to simplify it just a little bit, still14

giving us time to talk about it, and we will talk15

about each one of the sections as we go through it.16

But I think it better lays out how the17

return to service process works.  And we will start up18

in the top left-hand corner, in what we call the19

system plant acceptance evaluation, or we call it the20

SPAE process, is our terminology that we use for it.21

This is the design engineering input.  So22

you've heard us just talk about the different modes of23

operations.  What we do is we take each system and we24

say, okay, here is the system that we want to return25
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to service, this is the system that we want to SPOC.1

And then we look at all the supporting2

systems that has to be there with it. If it is power,3

if it has air operated valves, that requires4

controlled air to be there, if it is coolant, raw5

coolant water, so all those supporting systems, and6

components. 7

Also we have to get ready, at the same8

time, that we get ready to run this system.  So we9

have to have it in service to do that.  So that is one10

of the things that this system plant acceptance11

evaluation does.12

It looks at all of the systems, it looks13

at the components.  And what it does, at the end of14

it, it gives us, in operations, a testable system that15

we can actually functionally test when we get through.16

MR. BARTON:  Sounds like we used to call17

a prerequisite list.18

MR. R.G. JONES: In a sense, yes.  That is19

exactly right.20

So once we go through that, but it21

includes everything else.  It includes all the22

modifications that is done, and with all the paperwork23

complete, it looks at all the couch, all the couch are24

drawn up, and any UVAs are looked at, and they are25
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taken care of at that point in time. 1

Either that, or they are excepted, and2

then exemptions are laid out there for us to be able3

to look at, so we will know what the exemptions are as4

we go through. 5

The drawings then are looked at and also6

any corrective action that has to do with that system7

will be included in the SPAE package.  So we will know8

what the full scope of the work is, that is required,9

for this system to return into service.10

The two bullets underneath that, then talk11

about what the two different functions that we have,12

as far as repairing, or refurbishing the system.  The13

first one is a maintenance organization. 14

The maintenance organization, they do the15

like for like replacements.  If we are going to take16

a globe valve out, and put a globe valve back in, and17

it is a like for like replacement, then the18

maintenance organization does that. 19

If we are going to modify the system, if20

we are going to take something that is there, and do21

something different with it, than what we had before,22

then it goes to the modifications organization,23

because they are used to working that type of work.24

If we are going to reroute pipe, and run25
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it to a different place, if we are doing pipe1

replacement, a lot of times that could be done by2

maintenance, if it s a small group.3

The large bulk work modifications, though,4

is mostly done --5

MR. BARTON:  Who are the craft people in6

the modifications box?7

MR. R.G. JONES: They are the same, but we8

have a group, we have two groups under the maintenance9

mod supervisor.  We have a maintenance mods10

superintendent. We have a TVA individual that works as11

a maintenance manager, and we have a TVA individual12

who works as a mods manager. 13

Under those individuals are contractors.14

We have Stone & Webster contractor under the15

maintenance organization, and we have Stone & Webster16

contractors under the mods organization. 17

For the maintenance --18

MR. BARTON:  Things that are in the -- the19

contractors under maintenance are qualified to do your20

plant maintenance?  How are you sure that they are21

qualified?22

MR. R.G. JONES:  The biggest majority of23

the maintenance individuals that we have, that are in24

the supervision line for this right here, even though25
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they are contractors, were ex-TVA people that is1

retired.2

So they had all the qualifications when3

they retired.  Some of them were retired on Friday,4

came back to work on Monday as a contractor --5

MR. BARTON:  As a Stone & Webster --6

MR. R.G. JONES: As a contractor by Stone7

& Webster, that is correct.  But the qualifications8

are there. 9

MR. BARTON:  But they are working to your10

procedures?11

MR. R.G. JONES: That is correct, they are.12

So the maintenance organization takes care if any13

break or refurbishments that go on, they take care of14

that.  So they are doing the break and refurbishments.15

Whenever we get through with the motors we16

bring them back and the motors get one of two things.17

You have already heard Joe talk about it.  We either18

refurbished, or we rewound all of our 4KV motors in19

the line, or replaced them, one of the three.20

So they have all been taken off, sent to21

the power service shop and looked at, and brought22

back, and with the exception of the two that we had in23

service already, that was supporting unit 2 operations24

in the RHR pumps.25
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So all the valve motors have been taken1

off.  They are back. And as they come back, these are2

reinstalled, and they are stroked.  And just to make3

sure that the valves work, and everything works right4

on those, we go through that process of doing it, as5

we do that. 6

The maintenance also then, we do flushes,7

we are in the process of doing flushes.  The reactor8

clean up system, which we will talk about a little bit9

later, but I will go ahead and bring up one of these10

now, to show you, essentially what we did with the11

flush.12

MR. BARTON:  Who does the flushing?13

MR. R.G. JONES: It is done by unit 114

operations, and the systems engineering organization15

for unit 1.  We have, and this is Mr. Moll's16

organization that helps us with that.  But we just17

finished up doing the flushing on the reactor water18

cleanup system, all new piping.19

So we took off one of the strainers, right20

there at the inlet, and we hooked up a two inch line,21

and flushed a lot of water through there to make sure22

everything was cleaned out before we put the pumps in23

service, had them in service, had to stop the pumps24

after initial start, twice, in order to clean that25
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filter out.1

We had a pretty fine mesh strainer on the2

inlet coming into the strainer.3

MR. BARTON:  So all equipment that is4

operated by operations with maintenance support?5

MR. R.G. JONES: That is correct, sir.6

MR. BARTON:  During flushing?7

MR. R.G. JONES: That is right.  Unit 1 ops8

is also a group of individuals that are currently9

licensed.  I have 14 currently licensed SROs that work10

for me on unit 1 recovery.  So 12 of them, out of the11

14, were ex-shift managers. 12

So they understand the systems and they13

work closely with the operations group on-shift.  If14

it is a system that affects anything in an operations15

unit, then we get those, we go through, and work our16

way through their organization, to make sure that they17

fully understand it.18

If it is totally outside of those, like19

the reactor water cleanup system is, then we20

coordinate it through the control room, because the21

unit operators, in the control room, do work for the22

shift manager, who is on shift.23

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  When you accept a system24

who is the final person who signs off?  Some operating25
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supervisor? 1

MR. R.G. JONES: The individual that signs2

off, we have two phases that we go through, Mr.3

Sieber.  The first one is a SPOC one sign off, and all4

that is saying is that we got the systems done and5

ready for testing. 6

SPOC two is the final sign-off, and it has7

a checklist on it.  And that has the operations side,8

the operations organization, and the system9

engineering organization from unit 1 side says we have10

everything done, and then I think Rich is the final11

sign-off from the plant, for acceptance of the12

systems. 13

MR. LEITCH:  So as you come out of SPOC14

phase 1, as you come out of that block, all the15

physical work should have been done?16

MR. R.G. JONES: Yes, sir.  And that is17

what this SPOC one does.  The SPOC one is physically18

a checklist, is what it really is.  And you work up to19

this checklist, is what you are working.20

And what you are doing is you are saying21

all the design work that I said I was going to do,22

mods has completed all the design, and they either did23

a static, or some kind of dynamic testing, to verify24

that, therefore, that the design works like it should.25
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One of them that we will talk about, that1

we just sort of lived this, is we did, in this common2

access logic, where we had gone in, we actually went3

to unit 1 and dropped out all of unit 1's wires.4

We lifted the wires from unit 1's aux5

extension room.  Well, we were still hot from unit 1,6

and back to unit 2.  So if we had gotten into7

something in the unit 1, and shorted out some wires,8

we could have actually done some tripping on unit 2.9

So during unit 2's previous outage, that10

they just went through, we went in and disabled all11

the wires on the unit 2 side, came back, did all the12

testing to make sure that what we did on the wire lift13

didn't affect anything that they did.14

So we now are separated, completely, from15

unit 2, and it allows us, it turns us loose now to do16

our logic, and get it lined back up.  And that is one17

of the things that we did on this past outage.18

So we have looked at everything, unit 2's19

outage, this past one was, could very well be the last20

one that we will be able to do, that would require21

them to shut down.  So we looked at everything that we22

had, as far as design space, to make sure that there23

was nothing, no other designs that we had, that would24

require us to have unit 2 off-line in order to be able25
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to do those.1

And we completed those in this past outage2

at unit 2, that was just done.3

MR. LEITCH:  So when you come out of phase4

1, SPOC phase 1, the wiring has been all wrung out?5

I mean, we know that the wires go where they are6

supposed to go? 7

MR. R.G. JONES:  That is correct.8

MR. LEITCH:  And that type of, what I9

would call, static testing, or checking out the10

circuits is all done?11

MR. R.G. JONES: If there is any12

instrumentation that was replaced, all the instruments13

have been checked out, they have been calibrated, and14

we know that they function like they should. 15

All the valves have been stroked, so if we16

changed a motor operated valve, we stroked it, timed17

it, and made sure the timing and the stroke on it was18

okay.19

All the corrective actions done, all the20

drawings are complete.  So what we said we designed it21

to, and what we go through, they are done, and all the22

primary criticals are then in the control room, they23

are done, so it is ready.24

And all the procedures, for that system,25
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are complete.  And that is operating instructions, all1

the surveillances, all the tests that has to be run.2

If there is any special test that we are going to run,3

as we go towards SPOC 2, or phase 2 of this right4

here, that is also ready at that point in time, too.5

MR. LEITCH:  So now who accepts the system6

as you come out of phase 1, there, who?  There has to7

be some signatures there, who is that? 8

MR. R.G. JONES: The signatures are mostly9

in the unit 1 organization.  They belong to Bob Moll10

in the engineering portion of it, system engineering,11

I'm the final signatory, as far as phase 1 SPOC, along12

with the running operations manager, also signs off13

with the shift manager. 14

But all that says is we are now ready to15

test the system.  We have all the mod work done, we16

have all the maintenance work done, and we are now17

ready to test the system.  And we have all the18

procedures --19

MR. LEITCH:  And you have already tested20

it, what I would call static testing? 21

MR. R.G. JONES: Some static tests, that is22

correct. 23

MR. LEITCH:  Okay.24

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  What happens if it25
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flunks the operational test?1

MR. R.G. JONES: We just go back, for2

reactor cleanup system we will stop, see where we are,3

see where the fault occurred, go back and replan, if4

we have to do some additional mods.  Because since we5

missed, we haven't done this yet, we haven't run6

across that issue. 7

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  I'm thinking about what8

the process is, you know, some plants have a joint9

test group that evaluates the test, decides whether it10

is a pass or a failure.11

MR. R.G. JONES: We call it a restart test12

group, is what we have.13

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Okay.14

MR. R.G. JONES: We do that once we get15

through with, in other words, when we get through with16

the testing, we will have a joint test group that17

stops and looks at all the testing, make sure all the18

data we have, everything meets --19

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Well, you have to be20

doing this as you go along, because each subsequent21

test relies on the ability of the system to do the22

previous test.23

MR. R.G. JONES: That is correct. 24

MR. MOLL:  Bob Moll here. Phase 2 SPOC25
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checklist, and RG will describe it later.  But there1

is certain testing we are doing between phase 1 and2

phase 2, it falls underneath the restart test program.3

And one of the sign-offs is, is that once4

that test is completed, that procedure, and the5

results of that test, is brought back to the joint6

test group for, who has already approved that testing7

for that system. 8

The results for that testing have to come9

back to the joint test group who review that and says,10

yes, the acceptance criteria was met, and we close out11

the restart, Bill will sign that off for that system.12

And that is, really, how that process is13

handled.  The only other exemption to that is some of14

the restart testing for a system can very well be a15

power to power extension testing. 16

For instance, the high pressure coolant17

injection system, one of the restart tests is a cold18

quick start from standby conditions, to verify it19

comes up to 5,000 gallons a minute.20

That testing can only be done during power21

extension.  So that would be deferred to a later date,22

and carried in the schedule. 23

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Do you use your24

regulation corrective action system to identify and25
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track test failures?1

MR. MOLL:  That is correct. 2

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  And so there will be a3

huge amount of discrepancies that show up in the4

system, because of the large amount of testing that5

you are doing?  Huge is a relative word.6

MR. MOLL:  Well, I will tell you that we7

will have some test efficiencies.  I'm expecting those8

to be minimal, as long as we design it, and install it9

correctly, then when I go run these tests I should10

have minimal issues. 11

But any problems that do come up, that is12

what we call test efficiency, it is documented in the13

corrective action program and that drives the solution14

to that.  And we do track those from the joint test15

group.16

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  And the system doesn't17

get signed off until those are cleared?18

MR. MOLL:  That is correct. 19

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Somebody sit down and20

say that doesn't make any difference? 21

MR. MOLL:  No, that has to be reviewed by22

the joint test group, to agree with that, and that is23

a sign-off in the SPOC process, also.24

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Okay, thanks.25
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MR. BARTON:  Could you proceed from phase1

1 to phase 2 if the labeling wasn't complete?2

MR. MOLL:  Our goal would be to have one3

hundred percent labeling done.  That is an ops sign-4

off.  As long as ops can -- as long as the labeling is5

adequate for us to continue on with testing, it could6

go without labeling being one hundred percent7

complete, that is correct. 8

MR. BARTON:  But would it then have to9

have a temporary tag, or some temporary label?10

MR. MOLL:  That is correct. 11

MR. BARTON:  But permanent labeling could12

be a deficiency carried on until some time later?13

MR. MOLL:  If we didn't have the permanent14

labeling done, we would have a temporary label out15

there, in place of that permanent label.16

MR. BARTON:  You would have a deficiency?17

MR. MOLL:  Right, at phase 2 SPOC sign-off18

all permanent plant labeling would have to be one19

hundred percent complete.20

MR. BARTON:  Got you, okay.21

MR. R.G. JONES: The statement says,22

labeling reviewed and dispositioned.  That is what Bob23

was saying, that is the terminology.  When you go look24

at the phase 2 SPOC sign-off, phase 2 SPOC doesn't25
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give you that option, it says it has to be done.1

MR. BARTON:  It is complete?2

MR. R.G. JONES: Yes, sir. 3

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  So I can assume, from4

that, that there are, every label that is required on5

units 2 and 3 is in place?6

MR. R.G. JONES: Time for another site7

visit?8

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Yes, give me a year.9

MR. R.G. JONES: I want to answer that with10

an affirmative, that is correct.  And we are in the11

process, we have a process, we are looking through12

right now, in fact, we have a pretty elaborate system13

for it, for doing the labeling. 14

So I wouldn't be surprised --15

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Yes, that is usually a16

lifetime job for a couple of people.  It never ends.17

MR. R.G. JONES: The restarts give you a18

whole different perspective on being able to label the19

plant than you would have if you had a plant that was20

operating all the time, and running.  When you have21

been shut down you can pretty well go through that. 22

So we take it system by system, and it23

goes right through the system. 24

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Okay, thanks.25
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MR. BARTON:  At what point in this1

process, and how, does quality assurance, or whatever2

you call that function become involved?3

MR. R.G. JONES: Quality assurance, quality4

control is in the process, depending upon the5

complexity of the work order, or the modification, and6

there are certain hold points in our QC hold points,7

based on what the requirements are for that. 8

So that is built into the system.  We also9

do quality assurance on this, and they come up, they10

have looked at the six systems that we just completed,11

just recently.12

And with some findings out of this, we13

asked them to do an assessment based on our going14

through the first six systems, to make sure that they15

were in agreement with the process, how the process16

was laid out, and what we did was okay.17

And I know that we had no findings for18

that. 19

MR. BARTON:  So they have reviewed the20

process?21

MR. R.G. JONES: The process, yes, they22

did.23

MR. BARTON:  Okay.24

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Do you have an25
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engineering assurance function in your organization?1

Somebody that goes over calcs to make sure that there2

is no mistakes?3

MR. R.G. JONES: That is done in-line by4

the final organizations. 5

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Do you mean the6

supervisor checks the worker?7

MR. R.G. JONES: No.8

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Okay.9

MR. R.G. JONES: The worker is checked by10

another qualified worker that has all the proper11

qualifications. 12

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Another engineer? 13

MR. R.G. JONES: Another engineer.  A14

supervisor does a review for approval, but it is not15

for a QA check.16

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Okay.17

MR. R.G. JONES: There are QA surveillances18

on calcs.19

Also for the system pre-operability phase20

one checklists, one of the things that we look at21

there, like I said, it is after the completion of all22

items that are required for system testing. 23

So we say that we got all the system24

testing, we got all the items walked-up.  So the last25
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thing that we do, we do a complete walk-down of the1

system at phase 1.  2

And with that we are looking at the3

physical condition of the system itself, and to make4

sure that since we have been working on it, and since5

it has been out in the plant, that there has not any6

damage been done to it, where you've got instruments,7

instrumentation lines, whatever. 8

Anything like that has been taken care of.9

That gets looked at in this right here.  Those are10

written down, and then they get dispositions, along11

through the processes, as we go  through the process12

for that, before the sign-off.13

MR. BARTON:  But you are doing a lot of,14

what was I going to say here?  With system mods you15

are doing a lot of inspection on those mods, as you16

are putting the systems in service, you are doing a17

lot of system flushing.18

Are you doing any pressure tests, or are19

your pressure tests going to be at operational, while20

the system is operating, or operational leak tests?21

What are you doing to verify integrity of the system,22

what kind of testing are you doing there?  What are23

you doing for pressure integrity?24

MR. MOLL:  Some of these modifications we25
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do would require a hydrostatic test, fire protection1

header is one, so that gets a hydrostatic test.  The2

large majority of our leak tests will be in-service3

leak tests.4

MR. BARTON:  The operational leak test?5

MR. MOLL:  Right, with the system in6

service.  Either the pump running and we walk it down7

and do a leak test, those kinds of test.8

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Well, you do have some9

things that have to be hydrated.10

MR. MOLL:  That is correct. 11

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Well, that is pretty12

standard. 13

MR. R.G. JONES: And all the valves that we14

are putting back in, that requires local leak rate15

testing, we have done an unofficial local leak rate16

test on those to verify that they do meet the17

requirements as we go through. 18

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  And your testing will19

test every function the system is supposed to perform?20

MR. R.G. JONES: That is correct. 21

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Okay.22

MR. R.G. JONES: So once we get the23

walkdown of the condition of the system, then we are24

ready to start in the testing portion of it, and that25
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is what phase 2 SPOC does.1

Phase 2 SPOC then takes the surveillance2

test, it takes the restart test program, it looks at3

each one of the different functions that we said that4

each one of the systems is supposed to perform.5

And we will go through, do all of the6

tests.  At this point in time there is, we get7

configuration control of the system, for testing, not8

the final configuration control, I'm sorry, status9

control is what -- as far as operations is concerned.10

We get status control of the system so we11

know where we are going to be putting water, or air,12

depending upon what it is, and where it is going.  And13

at this point in time then we start the testing14

program, and we go through tests.15

At the end of that, we will stop and we16

get a system engineering recommendation for17

operability, because we will see, and we in unit 118

will recommend to the plant, that this system is now19

ready for operability to be declared.  That is a shift20

manager's responsibility, when he gets ready to do21

that. 22

And we will be able to go to work control,23

and they will be able to say that all the PMs are in24

periodicity, that all the surveillances have now been25
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completed for that system to prove it is operable.1

Even though we might not declare it2

operable at this time, and we will also put those3

surveillances in periodicity at that point.4

MR. BARTON:  Who are your test engineers?5

MR. R.G. JONES: Our test engineers,6

currently right now work for Bob Moll. They are all7

contract personnel.  A lot of those individuals worked8

on unit 2 recovery, and also on unit 3 recovery. 9

MR. BARTON:  But it is a contractor? 10

MR. R.G. JONES: Yes, they are.11

MR. BARTON:  Reporting to who, who do they12

report to, in house?13

MR. MOLL:  They report to me, it is14

Bechtel Engineering.  The other thing we have done is15

all of the system engineers, restart test engineers,16

that work for me, have the appropriate ANSI17

qualifications, and they have all completed the Browns18

Ferry, Tennessee Valley Authority system engineering19

ESP training program. 20

MR. BARTON:  Thank you. 21

MR. MOLL:  The ESP training is the INPO22

accredited training program for engineering on-site,23

basically a systems training, some simulator training,24

and a regular classroom training that a permanent TVA25
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engineer, system engineer would go through. 1

MR. BARTON:  So one of your contract test2

engineers does not have to go through that portion,3

right?4

MR. MOLL:  No, they have been all through5

that training, and have all those qualification cards6

signed off, just like the permanent TVA staff. 7

MR. BARTON:  Okay, thank you. 8

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  I think you said that9

you may accept the system with temporary labels?10

MR. MOLL:  That is correct. 11

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Would you accept a12

system that doesn't have all the installation13

installed? Or all the coatings applied?14

MR. MOLL:  Let me tell you, with the15

insulation, we might not put the insulation on at the16

current time.  Some of it that requires hydrostatic17

testing.  If you put the insulation on you have to18

wait four hours versus a very short period of time if19

you have no insulation on them.20

But we are --21

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  But after the hydro22

would you wait a year before you put it on?23

MR. MOLL:  No, sir.24

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Okay.  I'm trying to25
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figure out what acceptance really means.  And how1

complete must the system really be.  There are a lot2

of finishing touches that --3

MR. R.G. JONES: Let me tell you what that4

entails.  I have been a plant manager twice, and I5

know what it is to have a nice running clean plant.6

And that is what we are going to give them back.7

If you look at, I think we had let you see8

the fuel coating system, which was the first system we9

returned back to service to the plant.  And one of the10

requirements, in the checklist, is that the area is11

painted, all equipment is painted, and it is back to12

the original specs.13

We didn't paint it the first time, so it14

looks a lot better than it did.  With the color coding15

in there, of the system.  The floors, and everything,16

will be the last thing we do.  We are going to wait17

until the last to get that. 18

But all of the equipment in the area,19

right there, will be cleaned up, painted, insulation20

on before it is turned baCK over.21

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Okay.  I noticed you had22

a lot of star glaze around, which I think is on your23

floors, which I think is a great idea in a BWR, in any24

kind of a plant.  That certainly helps radiological25
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condition situations.  So that is good.1

MR. R.G. JONES: On page 25 of the restart2

test program, again, reiterating what Bill said, the3

reason why, and our purpose is to verify that the4

systems are capable of performing their safe shutdown5

analysis and our safe shutdown requirements for each6

one.7

And that they do operate within what our8

licensing basis is.  So our commitment to NRC is to9

test the safety related mode to the systems.  And that10

is what we will be doing with the restart test11

program. 12

Our non-safety shutdown functions, we do13

that through our post-modes testing, and also our14

component testing that we have.  And, again, it is15

just like the restart test program we had for units 216

and 3. 17

We do have a lot of oversight in the18

testing program, that we have had, and with current19

work that we currently have in place right now.20

Nuclear assurance does look and do assessments of our21

systems. 22

In our return to service they look at the23

work that we are doing.  We have a restart test group24

that will be looking at the tests, as the individual25
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tests start coming in.  They will be reviewing the1

tests.2

You heard Bob talk about that already.3

Also the plant operations review committee, which is4

or plant organization that sets, that has the plant5

manager as the head, will be the group that will be6

looking at that from the plant operation review7

committee, or the operations manager, the plant's8

manager is the last signature.9

And then the nuclear safety review board,10

of which is also overlooking that.  And we do have,11

now, have set up a separate unit 1 subcommittee for12

the nuclear safety review board to be able to also13

look at some of our activities that we are doing14

currently.15

MR. BARTON:  Are they going to be on-site,16

is this a group that meets periodically, or --17

MR. R.G. JONES: They are going to be18

meeting periodically with us, on a quarterly basis19

right now.20

And we also, like we said earlier, we have21

two NRC full time, two NRC resident inspectors on-22

site, that are assigned to unit 1. 23

MR. LEITCH:  I assume the testing proceeds24

in accordance with a procedure, with pre-prescribed25
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acceptance criteria? 1

MR. R.G. JONES: Yes, sir.  All the2

surveillances, our surveillance tests are just like3

what you would have from tech specs, where it says4

here is the criteria, we have acceptance criteria in5

the test and it is either a go or no-go, when you get6

to that point.7

MR. LEITCH:  Yes, for surveillance tests.8

But I would assume in this restart test program you9

are doing tests in addition to the normal surveillance10

tests?11

MR. CROUCH:  Why don't we let Bob describe12

the restart test matrix.13

MR. MOLL:  The restart testing, I guess if14

you look at a sequence, the design guys define what15

needs to be tested, and what the acceptance criteria16

is.17

My guys job is to take and translate that,18

and they develop a document that identifies what the19

testing mode is, what the acceptance criteria is, and20

the procedure that is going to be used to go test21

that. 22

Now, those procedures are either a23

surveillance instruction, that I a permanent plant24

document, that we will go do.  It is either a25
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surveillance requirement, again, which is a permanent1

unit 1 plant document that implements the tech spec2

requirements. 3

If there is testing that we can't do4

within one of those two procedures then generally if5

there is a post-mode test, I've already written, that6

captures those requirements, I will use that, or we7

are developing, we call them TIs, or technical8

procedures, that basically it is in the same format as9

the surveillance instruction.10

It has the defined acceptance criteria,11

sign-offs, completed step by step that would direct12

that testing. 13

MR. LEITCH:  Okay, thank you. 14

MR. R.G. JONES: Page 26.  What we did15

here, was we took the same three systems that we16

talked about, that Joe Valente talked about earlier,17

and we are going to show you what the testing is, and18

what the requirements are in the system modes that you19

see down there at the bottom.20

We will go through those very quickly.21

This is ECCS, this is the one that, remember, it had22

the minimal amount of work done to it.  The post-mod23

testing and calibration and surveillance is included24

in the valve stroking and timing.25
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The local leak rate test, did all the leak1

tests on that, the component calibrations, any2

calibrations that had to be done for instruments,3

whether they were put in new, or whether they were4

there, and existing.5

Then we will do a cold quick start.  This6

cold quick start will come as a result, and after we7

have reached rated pressure and temperature on the8

reactor vessel.9

And it will also, after some point in10

time, between 55 to 75 percent power, also do a vessel11

injection.  And this allows us to do the tuning on the12

HPCI system. 13

So it gets, so to start off with we will14

have an aux boiler run. So we have the ability to take15

an auxiliary boiler, and we will have the HPCI system16

operable, prior to startup.17

So we will be able to test it up to 15018

pounds.  And then we are required, when we get to 15019

pounds to test it. And then, again, at rated pressure20

and temp, we will run it again at rated pressure and21

temp.22

Then once we get through with that, then23

we will set it up, let it cool down for 24 hours, and24

then we will run a cold quick start, which verifies25
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that it meets the minimum time that it can come up to1

speed, and that it runs.2

So that is the testing that is done with3

that.  That tells you, down here, the system modes,4

one of the first system modes that initiates on low5

water level.  This sets that up.6

And the second one talks about the flow7

rate that it gets within the time period that it is8

supposed to get it.  You want to make sure that the9

minimum bypass valve functions as it should. 10

And then when they get an isolation signal11

on the steam, that the steam signal is isolated, as it12

should.  So all of those functions will be tested.13

And we can do that, we do that through surveillance14

testing. 15

And that will complete the testing on the16

HPCI.  Any questions about that? 17

(No response.) 18

MR. R.G. JONES: Page 27, reactor water19

cleanup system.  This is the one that we complete20

redid.  The functional testing on it is the same.  We21

have pump interlocks that looks at valve interlock for22

suction protection.23

We will also be stroking and timing of the24

valves.  We will do local leak rate testing on the25
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valves, because they are primary containment isolation1

valves that we replaced, that has already been taken2

care of.3

We have already done the unofficial local4

leak rate test on those, and we will also do component5

calibrations.  The system modes on this one are6

strictly isolations, that is what it looks at, when7

you look at it.8

Where you get a primary containment9

isolation, where you get an isolation of the standby10

liquid control initiation, or where you get a high11

area temperature that would cause the cleanup system12

to isolate.  That is the functions that that serves.13

MR. CROUCH:  One of the questions that14

came up, from one of the members, was what tests15

normal operational functions?  Like on a system like16

this, reactor water cleanup, if you look down there at17

the bottom, the three functions calls out, it has18

nothing to do with filtering water.19

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  That is true.20

MR. CROUCH:  So that function of the21

system is tested by the other component testing that22

we will do, separate and apart from the restart test23

program. From the restart test program, we are just24

testing the safety modes, the non-safety related modes25
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are tested as part of the component testing. 1

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  It would be nice if it2

filtered water.3

MR. LEITCH:  Is there an isolation on the4

differential flow?5

MR. CROUCH:  No.6

MR. LEITCH:  No?7

MR. CROUCH:  Some plants use that, but we8

do not.9

MR. R.G. JONES: On page 28 we took the10

feedwater system and the surveillances on the11

feedwater system, that we will be talking about, this12

right here, when you look at it, you would think13

feedwater system, you think the water going into the14

reactor vessel.15

This also is the one that supplies all of16

our control instrumentation to the three element17

control, as far as water level control.  And this is18

where this is taken care of.19

So we are talking about, we do functional20

testing on the feedwater control system.  We will21

discuss that a little bit later, when we get over into22

the sequence.23

And I will show you where that occurs.24

This is the place where we do zinc passivation on the25
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system.  We use the delta P across the feed pumps in1

order to place the zinc in the system. 2

And we will also do component calibrations3

in, again, the system leak testing.  The system modes,4

as you can see down here, is to verify that on the low5

water level, that it sends the signal to do a lot of6

things.7

One is to start your emergency core8

coolant system; one is the primary containment9

isolation system, isolation, and it also gets the main10

steam line closed on low water level. 11

MR. BARTON:  What is the zinc passivation12

system? I didn't think you had that. 13

MR. R.G. JONES: We do.  Yes, sir.  We do14

have it on units 2 and 3 and we will be placing that,15

in service, on unit 1 when it goes into operation.16

MR. BARTON:  I thought all you were doing17

was hydrogen water chemistry during startup.  I didn't18

know you were doing zinc injection.19

MR. CROUCH:  We are also doing zinc20

injection, use depleted zinc oxide.21

MR. R.G. JONES: On page 29 --22

MR. LEITCH:  Just one thing.  What are you23

talking about here?  For example, just to go back to24

reactor water cleanup for a moment.  This whole25
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section here we are discussing what you call the1

restart test program, right?2

MR. R.G. JONES: Right.3

MR. LEITCH:  So, now, as I understand it,4

in reactor water cleanup, you've got totally new5

pumps, and they are cold pumps now, rather than hot6

pumps, totally different location in the system. 7

MR. R.G. JONES: Same as units 2 and 3 has.8

MR. LEITCH:  Yes.  Where do you verify9

that those pumps run and pump water?  Is that part of10

this reactor water, is that part of the --11

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  It is not a safety --12

MR. R.G. JONES: -- talking about, that is13

part of the non-safety related functions that you will14

test through component testing.  15

MR. LEITCH:  And where does, in this flow16

diagram that we discussed earlier, about SPOC and so17

forth, where does that occur?18

MR. R.G. JONES: That occurs after phase 119

SPOC, and prior to phase 2 SPOC sign-off.  See, phase20

1 SPOC says that we have all the maintenance21

performed, I have all the procedures ready, and I'm22

ready to test.23

That is really what phase 1 SPOC says, I'm24

ready to test.  Then the testing begins, and the phase25
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2, at the end of phase 2 SPOC you will say I'm tested,1

I have everything tested, and I'm ready to declare the2

system operable.3

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  From a safety4

standpoint?5

MR. R.G. JONES: From a safety standpoint,6

correct. 7

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  But it doesn't need to8

filter water.9

MR. R.G. JONES: Well, with the filtering10

water part comes, what we call the PMTI, it is a post-11

maintenance test instruction.12

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Right.13

MR. R.G. JONES: And we just finished up14

with the reactor water cleanup system, verifying what15

-- we ran with new motors, and new pumps.  The first16

thing we did we ran them uncoupled, we ran them17

uncoupled for a while to make sure that everything was18

okay, the vibration is all right, and everything.19

Then we coupled them up and then we ran20

them for a period of time coupled up, to make sure21

that the flows and everything were okay with them.22

And we shut them back down.23

So we currently have them shut down.24

MR. LEITCH:  Now, that is what you call a25
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functional test.1

MR. R.G. JONES: That is correct. 2

MR. LEITCH:  Now, take me back to slide 243

and show me where that functional test occurs.  Is4

that in this final --5

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  It is not in any of6

those blocks.7

MR. CROUCH:  It doesn't say functional8

test, RG has just described it for you, where it9

occurs.10

MR. LEITCH:  And that is between phase 111

and phase 2?12

MR. R.G. JONES: Yes, sir.  Phase 1 says,13

again, I'm ready to test.  At the end of phase 2,14

phase 2, this SPOC, what we call phase 2 SPOC, we15

don't say that we are in phase 2 SPOCing a system. 16

What we say is we are finished up with17

phase 1 SPOC.  So we can call it a completion, it is18

a milestone, we have a date for this.  So let's say it19

was today, we will say we are done with that. 20

We are now beginning to test.  And we say21

we are going to complete, we are going to do complete22

phase 2 at this date here, which means between this23

and the phase 2 date, that we are doing nothing but24

testing. 25
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And that is going to -- where all the1

tests are required to be tested, whether it is2

surveillance test, or whether it is in our restart3

test program, which is where this one would show up.4

Then this is where we would do this.  And5

that is where we find out whether or not it is going6

to filter water in this part of it right here.7

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  When you give this8

presentation, again, you will have to come up with a9

third chart.10

MR. LEITCH:  Okay.  But this says, in11

phase 2, it says restart testing.  And if we are12

applying this diagram to reactor water cleanup system,13

this slide 27 describes the restart test program for14

the reactor water cleanup system, right?15

MR. R.G. JONES: That is true. 16

MR. LEITCH:  But, once again, that doesn't17

assure me, I'm just trying to make sure I have this18

straight.  That doesn't assure me that the pump pumps,19

that the pump turns, it just assures me that the20

safety interlocks are satisfied?21

MR. R.G. JONES: That is right. 22

MR. LEITCH:  Okay.  So we could get all23

through that without the pump, you know, with the pump24

bound up.  I'm not saying we would like that, I'm25
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saying, I'm just trying to understand the process.1

MR. MOLL:  RG, let me take a shot at this.2

The restart test program, that is the I've committed3

to the NRC to do the testing in that program, and that4

is a very small piece of testing that has to happen at5

Browns Ferry for recovery. 6

Now, between phase 1 and phase 2 SPOC7

there is a big box.  And any testing that has to be8

done, on that system, is completed between phase 1 and9

phase 2 SPOC. 10

The only exemption would be if I can't do11

it because of plant conditions, and I need power12

extension testing, and I have scheduled it out.  So13

within phase 1 and phase 2 SPOC, one piece of testing14

we have to have done at phase 2 is the restart test15

program. 16

And in all honesty that is the big, that17

is a very small piece of testing.  The testing you are18

talking about, to make sure that those pumps pump19

water, these pumps were brand new, put in under a20

modification. 21

The post-mod testing, and the testing that22

we have done to verify the pumps pump water, that has23

already been completed, and that was a post-mod test24

we ran.25
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There is also a post-maintenance testing1

that might be done, if it is a maintenance item, but2

again, that is generally using a current plant3

procedure that exists, that may be electric cycling of4

a valve, that kind of stuff.5

But any of that testing is completed6

between phase 1 and phase 2 SPOC.  Restart test7

program, that we are describing in this presentation,8

is really the testing that has been committed to the9

NRC to do, to recover Browns Ferry unit.10

And that is a very small piece of the11

testing that any of these systems will undergo.12

MR. LEITCH:  Okay, I understand. 13

MR. DELONG:  Also, Rich DeLong, site14

engineering manager for the operating units.  The15

other piece is, before we sign off, as the operating16

unit engineering organization, we already have17

reviewed, and buy into the scope of the testing18

program, for any given system. 19

And then, also, sign off acceptance of the20

test results, and the condition of the system, at the21

end of the SPOC phase 2, our signature is required22

prior to operations and plant manager's signatures.23

MR. LEITCH:  Thank you. 24

MR. R.G. JONES: I will do a third attempt25
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on that. 1

(Laughter.)2

MR. R.G. JONES: Page 29 phase 1 testing.3

What we have done is we have got the testing of the4

power extension program, and it starts from the open5

vessel testing all the way up to one hundred percent6

power.7

And we have it in four phases.  And the8

reason why we put it in four phases was to allow us to9

stop and have management hold points at each one of10

the phases.  And they have some rhyme and reason to11

why we have them there. 12

And we will talk a little bit about what13

is included in that phase 1 testing, and then they14

will all have this bottom part down here that says15

that there will be a management assessment of the test16

results, and the plant operations review committee,17

and the plant manager approval, prior to proceeding.18

So we've got a procedure that is lined up19

for that, some technical instructions that will work20

through this right here, to make sure that all this21

gets done, and it will have signature sign-offs on22

that, and the plant manager will approve.23

And once he approves this, then we will go24

from phase 1 into phase 2.  So the first part of the25
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testing is what I would call sort of open vessel1

testing, to start with.2

And then we start closing the vessel up,3

because we do SRM, RM, range monitors, to make sure4

you have your range monitoring systems available for5

you.6

And then we do control rod drive  testing,7

which is nothing other than just a friction test,8

prior to setting the head, to make sure that when we9

load fuel, and prior to setting the head, that we have10

no bundles that are misoriented, anything is taken11

care of, and then we haven't set something down and12

got it to where it is in a bind.13

So we do friction testing on all the CRDs.14

One that is completed, and we will go ahead and button15

up the reactor vessel.  We do two things, we do a16

reactor vessel hydrostat test, and that will be done.17

At this time we do leak checks, and we do18

hydrostat testing, for this time one would do a19

hydrostat test, and take it up all the way to 1120.20

And then we will also do a containment integrated leak21

rate test, also at this point in time. 22

And that is the big test, that is the 5023

pound, approximately 50 pound test that we run on the24

containment, that we will be running, also, during25
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phase 1 testing. 1

We also run HPCI, our high pressure2

injection, and our RCIC, which is our low volume, it3

is  still high pressure, but it is lower volume, it is4

660 GPM versus 5,000 GPM for HPCI.5

We will run that on the auxiliary boilers6

to make sure we have that ready prior to startup. And7

also the backup control panel testing.  All the8

components on the backup control panel will be tested9

and fully functional prior to coming out of phase 110

testing. 11

Go through the management assessment --12

yes, sir?13

MR. LEITCH:  How long would you expect14

that phase 1 test to last, like a month? I mean, are15

we talking days or weeks?  I mean, just --16

MR. R.G. JONES: Right now I think we have17

about three weeks set aside for this portion right18

here.19

MR. BARTON:  There are a couple of biggies20

in there, containment integrated and reactor vessel21

pressure -- 22

MR. R.G. JONES: We have a lot of23

experience on running these things.24

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  You have nine days right25
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there. 1

MR. R.G. JONES: We have about three weeks,2

right now, currently set in --3

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  So the answer to the4

question is yes.5

MR. R.G. JONES: Yes. Okay, phase 26

testing, we will go to page 30.  This takes us up from7

startup to 55 percent power.  We picked 55 percent8

power because that is the point that we will have all9

the balance of plant equipment in service.10

So everything will be in service at 5511

percent power.  So there is no pumps on standby, up12

until this point in time you are waiting to get the13

third condensate booster, and feed pump in service.14

This puts them all in service, so15

everything now is ready and there.   So we will go16

through our initial criticality and shutdown margin17

testing.  SRMs, I won't read all of these.18

The ones that are of interest, down19

through here, will be the thermal expansion walkdowns.20

That takes place inside the dry well.  What this is,21

is around 150 pounds pressure, and as we start22

pressurizing, and the temperatures starts coming up on23

the reactor vessel, we will make sure that everything24

is going like it should.25
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And we went through this on units 2 and 3,1

and we will have the same, as we go through it on unit2

1. 3

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  You expect no surprises?4

MR. R.G. JONES: We expect no surprises.5

Based on what we have seen, based on -- we were pretty6

good on unit 3, as far as what we had.  Unit 2 we7

learned some stuff on the way, unit 3 we had a pretty8

good handle on it, from the -- and we expect that we9

will take the lessons learned that we had off of unit10

3. 11

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  How are you going to do12

that, you are going to measure things, or --13

MR. R.G. JONES: We measure, the biggest14

part was the opening in the gratings, and things that15

we had.  But some of it moved a little bit in a16

different direction than what we thought, initially.17

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Yes, okay.  Well, the18

important thing there is to  make sure that all the19

supports are installed in the right direction, then20

represent an untoward constraint, you aren't breaking21

snubber shafts, and things like that, which could22

occur if it is not done properly.23

MR. R.G. JONES: Our reactor feedwater24

overspeed testing, and balancing, also takes place25
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during this part of the startup.  We are not able to1

run our feed pumps prior to startup.2

However, we don't need our feed pumps3

until we get to around, to ready pressure and temp.4

We are able to use the CRD system to do that.  And so5

at that point in time. 6

So this gives us the ability, then, to go7

ahead and do the overspeed testing, and the vibration8

and balancing of the HPCI, I'm sorry, of our RCIC,9

reactor feedwater pumps, as we come up in pressure, as10

we start up.11

We do the same thing with our high12

pressure coolant in our RCIC testing.  That is also13

done at ready pressure and temp.  And we also then do14

the relief valves.  All 13 relief valves, we will15

cycle those through one cycle, and we will do that16

ready pressure and temp.17

And then the other testing down through18

here is the EHC testing, and tuning.  And we do a lot19

of tuning, we do testing, we do control valves, and20

stop valve testing, and then tune it.21

And we will do that constantly as we are22

coming up in power.  Because what you are looking for23

is the best place, sort of a sweet spot, if you want24

to find one, that the unit tends to take the control25
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valves going closed, or a stop valve going closed,1

without doing a perturbation, very much.2

You can have, sometimes you can go at a3

higher power level, and it is less than what it is at4

lower power level.  So right now we do it around 855

percent power on units 2 and 3, and we are looking for6

that same area, right there, to be where we will test7

the valves on unit 1, also.8

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Prior to even heating up9

the unit you will test your main steam isolation10

valves? 11

MR. R.G. JONES: Yes, sir. 12

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Did you change the13

valves from the ones that were there, prior to this14

outage?15

MR. R.G. JONES: We will have new -- those16

valves will be completely rebuilt. 17

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  But it is the same18

design? 19

MR. R.G. JONES: Same design, yes, sir it20

is.21

MR. CROUCH:  Same body, different22

internals.23

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Yes, right.  So this is,24

there is nothing unique about this, from what you have25
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been doing in the past?1

MR. R.G. JONES: No.2

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Okay.3

MR. R.G. JONES: And for unit 1, since we4

are doing the EPU, which will have the 30 PSI pressure5

increase, the valves will be set at the new pressure6

set point.7

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Yes, but that is, you8

know, three-tenths of a percent?9

MR. R.G. JONES: That is right, very small.10

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Okay.11

MR. R.G. JONES: Scram time testing will be12

done, also, during this plateau prior to getting 5513

percent power. And we currently have in our schedule,14

right now, to do a reactor scram at right around 5515

percent power.16

Following that we will do a management17

assessment of the test results, and our plant18

operations review committee, again, to proceed on.19

Once we are given the okay to proceed on, we will go20

to phase 3 testing, that is on page 31.21

That power level is from --22

MR. LEITCH:  I assume, though it is not23

mentioned, but I assume that at phase 2 you would do24

a main turbine overspeed test?25
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MR. R.G. JONES: Yes, sir. We do that when1

we first tie it on.  We will run it about 1802

megawatts electrical for about three hours, and then3

we will actually do an overspeed test on that. 4

MR. LEITCH:  Yes.5

MR. R.G. JONES: Yes, sir. Phase 3 testing6

is 55 percent power, up to 83 percent power.  During7

this time what we are doing here, these tests right8

here, since you have all the balance of equipment in9

service, and what we are doing is tuning.10

A lot of this right here is tuning, and we11

are also doing some testing, feed pumps, we will do12

water level perturbations, up to three inches, water13

level perturbations, and we are looking for integrated14

plant response to see how the EAC system, how the feed15

pump, how the three water, three element control, and16

how it takes care of that. 17

And we've also got the variable frequency18

drive.  This is the same variable frequency drives19

that units 2 and 3 currently have. We will be having,20

we have those currently on unit 1 also.21

And the new HC system is the same EAC22

system that is on units 2 and 3 that is currently in23

operation.  And all those testing, and tunings, will24

be done during this plateau between 55 to 83 percent25
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power.1

At this point in time, also, between 552

and 83 percent, we will do a HPCI injection.  The3

reason we do this, is we found out, through operating4

experience, that the controllers don't necessarily5

work the same whenever you are going through the test6

line back to the condensate storage tanks.7

And you get a little different operation8

out of them from that.  So we will actually do an9

injection to the vessel at this point in time, with10

both HPCI and RCIC, in order to get the tuning set up11

and make sure that is working fine.12

We will also do a recirc pump variable13

frequency run back test to ensure that they will run14

back at the different plateaus we have set up.  At15

that point in time, then, we will have another16

management assessment. 17

And from there we go into phase 4 testing.18

MEMBER DENNING:  Now, 83 is the old full19

power?20

MR. R.G. JONES: That is correct. 21

MEMBER DENNING:  I was wondering, here, I22

mean we expect at this point that the reactor would23

respond pretty much like it did, originally, or are24

there reasons why there really are differences? 25
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I mean, as far as looking at the plant1

performance, and determining are things really2

happening the way we expect, this is probably the best3

period?  I mean, this is the time when we really get4

the feeling that yes, there is nothing unexpected?5

MR. R.G. JONES: That is right.  And we've6

got a lot of monitoring that we are going to be doing,7

on the way up, as we look at this.  We have a lot of8

things we look at.  And we will show you, on the next9

page, sort of what they are, when we get into the next10

plateau.11

MEMBER DENNING:  Yes.12

MR. R.G. JONES: But we are, also,13

monitoring these things during our normal, as we come14

up into power.15

MEMBER DENNING:  Other than with regards16

to the moving from 55 percent to 83 percent, is there17

anything that really looks at the transient18

performance at this point?19

Is there any value in dropping down in20

power and seeing whether it performs the way you would21

expect as you did a power setback, or is there nothing22

like that in value?23

MR. BARTON:  -- on loss of feed, or24

something like that, is that what you are getting at?25
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MEMBER DENNING:  Yes, that is what I'm1

getting at.2

MR. R.G. JONES: We will base it upon what3

we get out of our testing that we do on the feed pump.4

We are not planning on tripping a feed pump, right5

now, to make sure the others -- but what we do is we6

set, we have three set up.7

Two will be in automatic, and one will be8

in manual, and we will run it, and we will ramp it9

back to see how the other two respond to it to make10

sure that they do.11

So the tuning is not just looking at them12

and making sure that they are sort of doing that, so13

you ramp one back and the other two, and we will do14

that through all three of them, we will go through all15

three of them to make sure that they respond in a way16

that they should. 17

MEMBER DENNING:  You have --18

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  But that is not large19

transient testing? 20

MR. R.G. JONES: That is correct, that is21

not large transient --22

MR. BARTON:  Turbine trip in power,23

anything like that here?24

MR. R.G. JONES: It is 55 percent.25
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MR. BARTON:  Turbine trip at 55?1

MR. R.G. JONES: The one at 55 percent2

power, the reactor, the reactor SCRAM will give us a3

turbine trip.4

MR. BARTON:  Yes, okay. 5

MEMBER DENNING:  Do you have a6

thermohydraulic model that has been tested against the7

plant performance and it can reliably predict behavior8

in this regime, then?  9

Is that what you are -- when you say you10

will check it and see if it behaves the way you11

expect, does that mean that you do prior projections12

of how you think it will behave with a thermohydraulic13

model?14

Or how do you judge whether it is behaving15

the way you expect it to behave?16

MR. MOLL:  Let me answer this.  In this17

testing, this phase 3 testing, and the tuning that RG18

is talking about, we will collect lots of plant data.19

The goal of this is to make sure the control system is20

stable and then basically with damping less than one,21

as part of the data we collect in that test.22

We monitor other parameters, other than23

just the tuning, but water level power, so on and so24

forth. The model that we would use to know what we25
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expect on this testing is going to be the simulator1

that has been set up to model the plant, which right2

now is a units 2 and 3 simulator, but the one that is3

set up for EPU conditions is what -- one of the things4

we do is we use it, and the operators put it through5

all its testing as part of their training. 6

And a large part of what we do with the7

simulator at Browns Ferry is to make sure the8

simulator, that really is our best model for how the9

plant would respond.  And it would, basically, what we10

would be using now in a simulator is making sure it11

responds.12

Based upon the transients we've seen on13

unit 2 and 3 we feed that information back into the14

simulator to make sure it accurately responds, as well15

as there are criteria out there, by the NRC, for  how16

accurate it has to be to the simulator.17

MEMBER DENNING:  And then how long would18

you expect to be in this phase 3 period of testing? 19

MR. R.G. JONES: We have a month, right20

now, set up for this period of time right here.  Our21

total time, from startup, right now from startup until22

we get through, it is approximately 70 days, total,23

period of time when you look at the total time we24

currently have right now.25
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CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Maybe just to clarify1

something.  All the testing that you've described, so2

far, including the tuning testing, is basically steady3

state testing.  You aren't doing big transients,4

reactor trips, and turbine trips, and things like5

that. 6

And so the kind of thermohydraulic7

modeling that you would do, you could do by hand.  I8

mean, it doesn't take some fancy code to do a steady9

state calculation as to what things would be.10

And even in the neutronics area, those11

codes are pretty well developed, and so you can look12

at what your flux distribution is, compared to the13

power output, and say, yes, this is pretty good.14

But as far as the response to a turbine15

trip, or reactor trip, you know --16

MEMBER DENNING:  You are saying other than17

the one at 55 percent?18

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Yes, it is just not in19

this test program. 20

MEMBER DENNING:  Well, it was at 5521

percent. 22

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Yes, but that really23

doesn't tell me too much.  For example, if you are at24

full power, and you obey your tech specs, so that25
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means that you are at no more than 102 percent power,1

and you have a plant trip, a lot of things happen in2

the plant. 3

Almost everything changes position, and if4

you have been in the plant when it tripped, the whole5

plant moves.  The piping moves, the hangers and6

supports moves --7

MEMBER DENNING:  The lights go out in the8

plant manager's office, some times.9

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  But, in any event, that10

is when you find supports that were inadequate,11

snubbers that are bent.  And if  you don't test at one12

hundred percent power, you will never get that. 13

Now, most plants that go into EPU14

conditions, the argument is always, it is tough on the15

plant to have a transient like that, we don't want to16

do it, we aren't going to learn anything. 17

And what you may learn is that you have a18

hanger installed backwards, or something like that. 19

MR. LAMB:  We are just going to spend a20

lot of time on slide 33, when we get there. 21

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Well, I'm already there.22

(Laughter.)23

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  But, in any event, that24

is where the situation that you are in.  Now, the25
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question always becomes a judgement call as to whether1

you think you built the plant and designed all the2

piping and supports, and everything, strong enough to3

be able to take the jolt of a trip from full power.4

And I'm not sure I know the answer to5

that.  I have also seen hilties pulled out of the wall6

and snubbers bent, too, and other little things that7

seem to happen.8

So go ahead, why don't you move right to9

slide 33, since we -- 32, all right. 10

MR. R.G. JONES: Thirty-two, real quick11

then I will let Bill finish up.  I could go to, what12

I would love to do is take you to 34 and let Bill come13

back and finish up with 33, when we get through that,14

then I could be out of here.15

So phase 4 testing is our final, it is16

from 83 percent power to one hundred percent power,17

which is 3952 megawatts thermal. And our intention18

right now is to do at 100 megawatt thermal increments.19

That will get you somewhere between 2 to20

2 and a half to 3 percent power increase at a time.21

Stop every time, and do a management assessment at22

each plateau.  23

So we will go through, what we are looking24

at are those things that we have under the last25
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bullet, when you look at those.  That is those areas1

right there we are looking for, and we will be2

monitoring.3

This is the same thing we did, whenever we4

took the plant on units 2 and 3 up from one hundred5

percent up to 105 percent power.  This is the things6

that we looked at, right here, to make sure that we7

are okay, and that everything was going.8

So we are pretty comfortable with where9

this stands, and how this works.  It has worked for us10

before, and we look and see if there is anything we11

need to add to this, right here, that we would be12

missing when we look at it.13

It is pretty comprehensive on what it14

looks at.  And it says, here is where we are, here is15

-- and are we where we thought we should be?  And if16

we are not then we stop, back down to the point that17

we were before, that we were okay at, and then figure18

out why it changed.19

MEMBER DENNING:  Do you have predefined20

error bars on this, that if I'm within such an amount21

then I think I'm okay, or is it more intuitive than22

that? 23

MR. R.G. JONES: We don't happen to define24

bars on that, currently.25
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MEMBER DENNING:  You don't?1

MR. R.G. JONES: No.2

MEMBER DENNING:  Is there any reason why3

you wouldn't put some predefined bars on these things,4

before you go there?  I mean, it would give me more5

comfort if you did, that it wasn't a more seat-of-the-6

-pants kind of assessment of, yes, things look about7

okay.8

MR. MOLL:  Some of the areas we are9

looking at I agree, we can -- we haven't defined what10

those bars are, and I think we can define what those11

bars are.12

Some of the other testing we will be13

doing, parameters we are looking at, I'm not sure if14

we can set a predefined bar.  But our intention is,15

for instance, if we are looking at vibration of large16

piping we expect to have acceptance criteria at which17

that vibration has to be below, for us to continue on.18

Off-site release rates, yes, we can set19

numbers on those, RAD levels, chemistry samples, yes,20

we have limits on those. Some of the other areas, just21

about all of them, dry well atmosphere cooling we know22

what our limit is on that, it is driven by tech specs.23

Yes, we can place bars on that. 24

Some of these parameters we may not be25
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able to do that.  But where we can, and know what they1

should be, yes we can, and we will.2

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  How much vibration3

monitoring do you plan to do during a power ascension?4

MR. MOLL:  Right now we have installed5

designs out to install large, or vibration monitoring6

on a large bore piping, primarily main steam recirc7

inside a dry well and feedwater outside.8

There is other components, and other9

points we will be monitoring via vibration, either by10

an installed detector, some of it may be visual11

observation.12

We are still in the process of defining13

those.  Most of those points are going to be driven by14

the, what I will call, the Owners Group Document, that15

came out on EPU and extended condition, based upon16

their recommendations, and also GE did a review for17

the Browns Ferry units 1, 2, and 3.18

And identified specific components and19

other items we need to be monitoring.  And they will20

all basically be in that package, also.21

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Okay.  It has been my22

experience that plants sometimes run better at one23

hundred percent power than they do at 80 or 90,24

because of vibration, and the fact that they have some25
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valves that are throttled, and so forth.1

And maybe that is subjective, but it is a2

good thing for an operator to know where his plant3

runs the best, so that you can avoid situations where4

you have turbine resonance, or a valve flutter, or5

something like that. 6

MR. R.G. JONES: And that is exactly what7

we look at on our control valve testing, because you8

have that knee, or curve.9

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  That is right. 10

MR. R.G. JONES: And if you don't watch out11

you will get the valve testing done right at that12

point.13

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  And it is going like14

this. 15

MR. R.G. JONES: That is right.  And that16

is what we are looking at.  So every time we do a two17

percent, we are going to do valve testing, and we are18

going to check the control valves, look at them and19

see how they do.20

So we will do at least one valve to see21

how it does, see how the rest of the system reacts22

while we are going up in that power.23

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  I guess my gesture24

doesn't show up on the transcript very well.  But it25
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was a shaking gesture.  We want to do 33.1

(Laughter.)2

MR. CROUCH:  When we started this morning3

someone mentioned that they were concerned that we4

weren't doing any transient testing.  As we describe5

here, as RG goes through the testing, RG and Bob, we6

will be doing transient testing, we will be putting in7

step changes to controllers, and stuff like that. 8

So there is some small transients like9

that put in.  The large scale transient testing is10

discussed here, is what is referred to in the GE's11

extended licensing topical report, as a large scale12

transient testing being an MSIV closure at full power,13

or turbine control valve for a stop valve closure --14

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  MSIV is even more large15

than a turbine trip.16

MR. CROUCH:  So I wanted to make sure what17

we were talking about when we said large scale18

transient testing.  The reason we do not feel that19

large scale transient testing would be of significant20

benefit to Browns Ferry is that as we talked about,21

through the morning, with both Joe's presentation, and22

RG's, is that all the system functions and actuations23

will have been designed the same as what they were on24

units 2 and 3. 25
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And then we will go through and test all1

the system functions and actuations through the test2

program.  So that if you have a system such as HPCI,3

that is supposed to operate based upon a low reactor4

pressure vessel water level, or on a high pressure5

signal, we will have put in those types of signals,6

and demonstrated that those systems operate, when the7

signals are present.8

So all the system interactions that occur,9

resulting from these large scale transient testings,10

the fact that the system gets the proper signal, and11

does its proper actuation, would have already been12

tested as part of the preliminary testing that we have13

already described.14

We've already got through, for units 2 and15

3, and installed all these various modifications, like16

Joe talked about, for visual feedwater controls,17

digital EHC controls, etcetera, etcetera. 18

And as part of putting those in, they were19

tested as part of their modification, and then through20

the course of the last few years, we have had large21

part transients occur.22

We have closed turbine stop valves, we23

have had plant trips.  We have demonstrated that the24

response of the systems to these large transients. And25
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doing so, in all cases, the system controllers1

responded as expected, all the proper actuations2

happened, as expected.3

When we go over to unit 1, we will have4

installed the same modifications, done the same, used5

the same control settings, control programs, those6

kinds of things. So the operating experience for units7

2 and 3 will apply over to unit 1. 8

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  I agree with you that9

all of these functional tests determine whether set10

points are actuated or not actuated in the large11

transient test that moves the plant around it is not12

necessary to shut the pressure switches, and flow13

switches, and pump start and stop.14

To me you can demonstrate that in other15

ways.  You have never, at Browns Ferry, run a large16

transient test, accidentally, or on purpose, above 8317

percent of the power that you expect to go to here.18

And if you do a large transient test, like19

a main steam isolation valve closure, or turbine trip,20

or something like that, the question is, is the plant21

physically strong enough to withstand that, without22

damaging -- some damage to the equipment, or surprises23

to the operator, or something like that. 24

So sooner or later you are going to do25
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one.  If you run at that power level it is going to1

happen.2

MR. BARTON:  It is better to do it early3

so everybody knows what is going to happen.  The4

operators will feel better about it, too.  And by the5

time you get through with this test program you are6

going to have a bunch of deficiencies, anyhow.7

You may even have to shut down and go fix8

them, so why not SCRAM for one hundred percent, or9

turbine trip, go fix them, restart, go online, and10

everybody is happy.11

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  So that is sort of the12

argument to have large transient tests.  But it is not13

to show that this pump starts, or that pump doesn't14

start, or these valves change position. You can do15

that one hundred different ways.16

MR. LEITCH:  One of the things that I17

think is interesting is the closure of the MSIVs.18

There is a prescribed number in the tech specs that19

says the closing time for the MSIVs, it can't be too20

fast, it can't be too slow.21

MR. CROUCH:  That is right, 3 and 522

seconds.23

MR. LEITCH:  So how do we know that at the24

new one hundred percent power, that these MSIVs are25
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going to close within that prescribed time?1

MR. CROUCH:  They do stroke testing on2

those.3

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Yes, they are4

constrained.5

MR. LEITCH:  But, I mean, with this new6

higher flow going through them I expect that will7

impact the stroke time in any way?8

MR. MOLL:  I don't know, to the best of my9

recollection the higher flow is not going to affect10

the stroke time, and the timing and set up we will do11

on these valves is typical of what we do now for the12

units.13

We don't stroke those valves at one14

hundred percent power now, and we have guidance, in15

the procedure, on how to set them up and time them to16

ensure that 3 to 5 seconds is met, at hot standby, and17

it would still be met at the full flow conditions.18

MR. CROUCH:  These valves have enough19

adjustability on them you could adjust them to be less20

than three seconds, you could adjust them to be more21

than five.22

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Right.23

MR. CROUCH:  Three to five is well within24

their capability of control.25
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CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Right.1

MR. LEITCH:  I'm just not sure that we2

know that for sure with the higher flow rate going3

through the valves. 4

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  I think Graham is right.5

The flow rate will determine, to some extent, how fast6

the valve closes.7

MR. CROUCH:  And realize on this that when8

Browns Ferry goes to EPU conditions, our steam flow9

rate, not in terms of mass flow rate, but in terms of10

velocity, will still be significantly below what other11

plants are running.12

Our steam lines are so large that we won't13

have the velocities as high as what other plants have.14

So we are still well within the industry-wide15

experience on what these valves are capable of doing.16

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Yes, but it is the mass17

flow rate that makes the difference, right? I have to18

think about that a little bit, then after I think19

about it then --20

MEMBER BONACA:  The issue will come up21

when we review the power uprate.22

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Yes, maybe we shouldn't23

be worried about it right now.  Okay, why don't we24

move to slide 34?25
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MR. R.G. JONES: Just before we leave that1

point --2

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  No, we decided it is an3

EPU issue, it is not a restart -- well, right now we4

are doing license renewal. 5

MR. LEITCH:  I thought we were doing a mix6

of the two today.7

MR. CROUCH:  The only reason this slide8

was in here because we recognized that you guys were9

interested in talking about it.  It is really like10

what you are saying.  This is really an EPU question.11

MR. LEITCH:  I agree.  But as far as EPU12

I guess I would like to know how we can justify saying13

that the MSIVs close within the tech spec prescribed14

time, three to five seconds, without dynamically15

testing those valves. 16

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Well, part of that17

depends on the valve. 18

MR. LEITCH:  Maybe it can't be justified,19

maybe there is experience that says that that is okay.20

I just don't know, frankly.21

MR. CROUCH:  We will take that as an issue22

and get back with you.  Shall we move on to page 34,23

then?24

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Yes, I think so.  In25
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fact we covered this in August, to some extent.  So1

you can be very brief.2

MR. R.G. JONES: Very brief?  I can do3

that.  Three unit staffing, one of the numbers that we4

are going to increase the plant staffing, currently5

right now, is 126 people, total.6

Out of the 126 people, 51 of them are in7

the operations organization.  And that handles the8

SROs, the reactor operators, and the assistant unit9

operators.  There will be additional individuals that10

have to be assigned to unit 1. 11

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Okay.12

MR. R.G. JONES: We will add five each in13

training, chemistry, and outages, and three system14

engineers to the organization.  That will increase,15

out of the 51, that we currently have, there would be16

21 senior reactor operator licenses, and 10 reactor17

operator licenses.18

This is the same license.  The way our19

current rotation, now, we currently have a licensed20

individual on unit 1.  Our current rotation, now, for21

licensing is that we will work an individual on, they22

work a six group, they work a six week rotation,23

before they go through a training cycle, and back on.24

So they will work through six weeks, work25
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on the same unit. And when they go to training, if1

there is any changes in the core mix, in the training,2

then they do the changes then, so the guys will work3

together, a little bit, in training.4

Then when they come back they rotate to5

the next unit, and they will stay on the next unit for6

six weeks.  So when unit 1 falls in, they will do the7

same thing on unit 1, they will work six weeks on unit8

1, six weeks on unit 2, six weeks on unit 3, and they9

will go right down the line in that organization. 10

MR. BARTON:  Is it 8 hour shifts, or are11

you on 12s, or --12

MR. R.G. JONES: It is 12 hour shifts.  The13

only thing that we will change, any way at all, in14

that organization in that mix, is whenever we get15

within about the last six months of testing, we have16

a lot of testing going on, on unit 1, we will freeze,17

at least one of the operators, not all of them, but18

one of them, in that group, and rotate the other guys19

through, so you will have some consistency in what the20

guys do.21

We do that with the SROs also. And we have22

done it before, and that worked very well for us, in23

going through that.  The simulator, I think we showed24

you the two simulators.25
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The new one, it will look like unit 3, and1

it will match the units 2 and 3 configuration, and we2

will take the old one, prior to unit 1 startup, and we3

will be able to take the individuals and go through4

it, and we will uprate it, so it will look like the5

uprated plant, and they will be able to look at those,6

also.7

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Okay.8

MR. R.G. JONES: I think another question9

you had was on the EPGs.  Our emergency procedures10

are, when we startup unit 1, we will be under REV 2.11

And we use an EPG SAG REV-2, is what we will be under12

on that. 13

Each one of those are plant specific, or14

unit specific, when you look at our EPGs right now.15

So unit 2's is a little different than what unit 3's16

is, and it is really based upon, again we talked17

earlier about the RHR, and the unit 2's ability to18

cross-tie, back and forth.19

That makes some of the set points a little20

different, because you have a little bit more21

flexibility in those that you wouldn't have if you are22

on unit 1 or unit 3, on the outside unit.  So unit 323

is going to look a lot like what unit 1 does.24

But as far as the format, and everything,25
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it will be the same.  So when an operator is looking1

at it, and he has the EOIs laid out in front of him,2

going down through them, the only thing that will3

trigger him to do a response, is where the set point4

is, and it could be different on unit 1 than it is on5

unit 2, and unit 3, based on where we are.6

But they don't go to that, they go through7

the procedure part of it, so they follow that right8

down through it.9

MEMBER BONACA:  You were saying something10

before, you are going to mix the crews?  I mean, that11

is what I thought.12

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Rotate them. 13

MR. R.G. JONES: And let me tell you one14

thing, we have a large training class, we have large15

training classes currently in progress, right now, in16

order to meet the numbers that we are going to need to17

go to this right here.18

We've got the SRO candidates in process19

now. We have a lot of assistant unit operators.  And20

we are bringing them back, we do not put all the new21

guys together on one crew.  They are separated22

throughout the crew.23

So that you have experienced people with24

the new guys at the same time. And we make sure, when25
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that goes through, that that happens, also.1

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Is that it?2

MR. R.G. JONES: That is it.3

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Okay.4

MR. CROUCH:  So RG has gone through and5

talked to us about the thought process, how he is6

going to make sure everything gets done, before we7

turn it over to the plant. 8

As we go through the testing, these9

functional tests, like he talked about, and make sure10

that the systems really will pump water around, that11

they will do every filtering, processing, whatever12

they are supposed to do.13

Then we have the restart test program, to14

make sure that the safety related functions will15

function as designed, and as required by our licensing16

basis. 17

We will be testing all the way from open18

vessel, zero percent, all the way up to one hundred19

percent power.  And we are prepared to operate three20

units, as he talked about.  We are adding staffing as21

required, we are adding simulators as required, we are22

doing the training as required.23

So we, as a site, will be ready to operate24

all three units concurrently.25
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CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  So not only is it1

required to filter water, but it is supposed to get2

hot too, right?3

MR. CROUCH:  Why don't we take a break for4

a few moments?5

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Okay, I think that will6

be good. 7

MR. BARTON:  Those guys run a meeting8

pretty good.9

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Yes, they do.  See what10

happens when you -- Why don't we come back at 311

o'clock? 12

(Whereupon, the above-entitled matter13

went off the record at 2:45 p.m.  and14

went back on the record at 3:00 p.m.)15

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  It is about time for us16

to resume.17

MR. CROUCH:  The next section we are going18

to talk about is the actual license renewal19

application.  We are going to have Rich DeLong, who is20

our Browns Ferry site engineering manager, talk about21

that to us.22

During this he is going to talk about the23

actual license renewal application that was made at24

the current licensed thermal power, as we've talked25
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about, it is a progression type series.1

So what he is going to talk about is at2

the current licensed thermal power.  He is going to3

talk about the application, the aging management4

programs that go along with it.  Due to the fact that5

unit 1 is being restarted, and brought up to the same6

licensing basis as units 2 and 3, there are some unit7

1 specifics that he is going to talk about there, in8

terms of the effect of monitoring that we are doing,9

among other things, to bring the units together.10

And then, finally, the issue that exists11

of why is it appropriate to apply for a license12

renewal for a unit that only operated for ten years.13

So with that I will turn it over to Rich.14

MR. DELONG:  Good afternoon.  The license15

renewal application for units 1, 2, and 3, was16

submitted in December  31st, 2003.17

The license renewal application for Browns18

Ferry is done, assuming current licensed thermal19

power.  It is consistent with the generic aging20

lessons learned, or what is known as GALL.21

And, also, our license renewal application22

results in the existence of 39 aging management23

programs. 24

MR. CROUCH:  Let me interject one thing,25
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and correct one thing that I got told earlier.  You1

asked, earlier, were we using GALL REV-0, REV-1, or2

whatever.   And I told you REV-1.3

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Right.4

MR. CROUCH:  We have now confirmed that it5

is REV-0, and Ken will speak to this. 6

MR. BRUNE:  Yes, it is REV-0, what was7

issued around 2001.  We misspoke earlier.8

MEMBER BONACA:  Although you have9

addressed the ISGs?10

MR. BRUNE:  Yes, we have addressed the11

ISGs, that should be in the SER, also.12

MEMBER BONACA:  In the application, yes.13

MR. BRUNE:  In the application. 14

MR. LEITCH:  Just one question I had,15

Rich, about this 1, 2, and 3.  I thought I heard,16

earlier, that 2 and 3 were first considered, and then17

1 was added later.  But that was all done prior to the18

submittal, is that correct? 19

MR. BRUNE:  Let me speak to that a little20

bit.21

MR. LEITCH:  Sure.22

MR. BRUNE:  Yes, units, we initially23

started the license renewal applications for units 224

and 3 only, and then unit 1 was, as we decided to25
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restart the plant, it was added on to the license1

renewal application, and then in development of the2

application we looked at it, at all times, with3

respect to a three unit application, after, you know,4

once they put unit 1 in.5

We tried to get all the material and6

environments, and everything, as unit 1 would be at7

its final configuration.8

MR. LEITCH:  But my question, basically,9

is was it submitted to the NRC as just units 2 and 3?10

MR. BRUNE:  No, it was submitted as a11

three unit application. 12

MR. LEITCH:  Okay.  So the earlier13

thinking was all prior to the submittal? 14

MR. BRUNE:  Yes, it was.15

MR. LEITCH:  Okay, thank you. 16

MR. DELONG:  Going on to slide 36, again17

the application was submitted in December of 2003.  We18

received a total of 230 requests for additional19

information, of which 30 were unit 1 specific.20

The draft SER, with open items, was issued21

on August 9th of this year.  And the two open items22

are related to, firstly, the dry well shell corrosion.23

And we are in the process of evaluating what will be24

required to do additional inspections on the dry well25
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shell.1

The second is stress relaxation of core2

plate hold-down bolting.  We submitted a response to3

that open item, and there are some additional4

questions that the Staff has, and we are preparing our5

responses to those additional questions. 6

Slide 37 7

MR. BARTON:  Dry well corrosion question,8

the light bulb portion or what?  Because you inspected9

above the floor, at the floor interface level?  What10

is going on in the sand bed area?11

MR. DELONG:  It is also, I guess, in our12

case we do not have an issue with, for instance, felt13

liners, or felt overlays, or those kinds of things14

that some utilities have had difficulty with.15

But we do have the, I guess, a similar16

design in terms of sand bed.  As I mentioned before,17

on slide 37, we have 39 aging management programs, a18

total of 38 are common to all three units, and one of19

which is a unit 1 specific program, we have alluded to20

it and mentioned it a few times today, we will talk21

more about it here in a few slides.22

Twelve of our existing aging management23

programs require no enhancements, since in their24

existing state they were consistent with GALL.  Ten of25
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our existing aging management programs required1

enhancement for all units in order to make them comply2

with GALL.3

Eleven of our existing aging management4

programs were revised to include unit 1. They were5

already consistent with the generic aging lessons6

learned, but because of when those requirements came7

about, in the course of time, unit 1 was shut down8

during that period, and had not been included in those9

programs, and needed to be added.10

And there are six new aging management11

programs.  On slide 38 is a listing of those programs12

that require no enhancement.  Slide 39 is a listing of13

programs that required enhancement to comply with14

GALL.15

MR. BRUNE:  Rich, let me -- just going16

over this list again, I think we may have one17

correction on it.  The vessel internals program --18

MR. BARTON:  Which page are you on?19

MR. BRUNE:  On page 39. You might want to20

look at the vessel internals program.  The only21

enhancements that we put on that was for unit 1.  So22

I think we may need to move to the next slide.23

MR. DELONG:  On the GALL compliance list?24

I see what you are saying.25
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MEMBER BONACA:  This is the enhancement to1

bring it in line with the --2

MR. DELONG:  We already complied.  What he3

is saying is that that one actually belongs on the4

next slide, which is adding unit 1 to our existing5

vessel internals program, which is fully compliant.6

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  What did you do to the7

masonry wall program?  You know, that has been an8

issue that has been around for a long time.9

MR. BRUNE:  Let me address that.  The10

biggest part is we made sure we updated our procedures11

to include everything.  Give me a second and I will12

tell you.13

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Okay.14

(Pause.)15

MR. BRUNE:  The enhancement is -- we are16

going to be enhancing procedures for the maintenance17

rule to identify all structures and components that18

are in scope for license renewal.  It is not that we19

are really -- we are just going to make sure all the20

procedures cover everything properly.21

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  That doesn't sound like22

it is related to masonry walls.23

MR. BRUNE:  I'm sorry, let me read again.24

Essentially procedures will be revised so that25
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structures with masonry walls, within a scope of1

license renewal, are clearly identified in the2

qualification requirements for personnel who perform3

masonry wall walkdowns, within the scope of license4

renewal, is clarified.5

So it is personnel requirements, and to6

make sure that all of the procedures are in place.7

MR. CROUCH:  So it doesn't sound like8

there are any real technical changes.  What we were9

doing to masonry wall was simply a matter of making10

sure that all the masonry walls were included, and11

that all the requirements for people performing those12

inspections are clearly delineated.13

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  And to me that14

represents no change, because you are already supposed15

to do that.  That goes way back to the 1980s.16

MR. BRUNE:  This goes back to, probably,17

we may have been better off not having it as an18

enhancement, but that is the way the application was19

submitted.20

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Okay, thanks.21

MR. DELONG:  On slide 40, these are the22

existing aging management programs that require23

revision to incorporate unit 1 in their scope, where24

it was not previously recorded, or required.25
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CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Okay.1

MR. DELONG:  On slide 41, these are the2

new aging management programs created for all three3

units.  And the bottom there, of the unit 1 only4

program will have a follow-on slide, to talk more5

specifically about the periodic inspection program for6

unit 1. 7

MEMBER BONACA:  Just one comment we made8

this morning.  We got into the one time inspection9

program, at least in the SER, but also I believe in10

the application there is a mention of a one time11

inspection prior to startup.12

And to the degree to which we13

differentiate it is good to maintain of one inspection14

only associated with license renewal.  Because it15

confuses.16

MR. DELONG:  Yes, there is the one time17

inspections that are, that is the program that all18

applicants for license renewal are dealing with.19

MEMBER BONACA:  That is the one in GALL,20

that is right. 21

MR. DELONG:  Then there is the unit 122

periodic inspection program that includes a baseline23

inspection prior to startup.  You are saying there are24

some issues where --25
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MEMBER BONACA:  No, there are some1

locations, specially in the SER, where the actual2

inspections prior to startup are called one time3

inspections.  And that is confusing.4

Because if it is interrelated to license5

renewal, it should be separated.  It simply is good to6

keep them separate, otherwise there is the confusion7

of what the purpose of the inspection is.8

For example, you may have an inspection9

that you do on a piece of piping to determine that10

your lay-up was acceptable.  And, you know, if you do11

it just for the purpose, and not for license renewal,12

you should not call it a one time inspection, because13

this is just a question of nomenclature for the14

purpose of clarity in the SER.15

MR. KUO:  Dr. Bonaca, I think we16

understand your comment, we are going to go back to17

the SER to look for --18

MEMBER BONACA:  Yes, I made it generally19

now, because I know that you understood that, and I20

want to make sure -- I think the application also had21

some use of words like that. 22

MR. KUO:  We will clarify it.23

MEMBER BONACA:  Okay.24

MR. DELONG:  That was something that we25
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recognized, that we confused the terms occasionally.1

We used one, should we use the other one?2

MEMBER BONACA:  Yes, and what happened is3

that when I read one time inspection for startup4

verification, I'm thinking, wait a minute, are they5

doing the license renewal inspection now, so what are6

they doing later?  So that was the confusion.7

MR. DELONG:  With respect to the unit 18

periodic inspection program, which is the program we9

said that is unique, and for unit 1 only, this program10

is directed at making sure, as we proceed, or approach11

the renewal period, and then proceed into the renewal12

period, that we have a way of understanding, or in13

fact refuting, whether there is any effect on that14

unit regarding our 20 year ideal period, which would15

otherwise be understood and detected through the other16

aging management programs. 17

MEMBER BONACA:  So you are looking at18

aging degradation rate, you want to measure that? 19

MR. DELONG:  That is right. 20

MEMBER BONACA:  I mean, you want to know21

if there is a rate of degradation that is beyond what22

you expected?23

MR. DELONG:  That is, somehow, related to24

this extended idle period for the systems that --25
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MEMBER BONACA:  Now, the bullet there says1

that will be performed prior to plant would be2

started, prior to the period.3

MR. DELONG:  Yes, there are really a4

couple of phases here.  One is, of course, a set of5

baseline inspections which is occurring as we go6

through this recovery period for the unit. 7

Those will be followed by a first8

inspection.  The first inspection is done prior to9

startup, or really, prior to the renewal period.10

Prior to the period of extended operation.11

MEMBER BONACA:  Okay, so --12

MR. DELONG:  Not necessarily prior to13

startup, but prior to the period of extended14

operation.  And then that sets the stage for15

determining what the frequency of those inspections16

ought to be, as we proceed into the renewal period.17

MEMBER BONACA:  So I would expect to see18

at least one verification during the renewal period?19

If you do the base lining, say two years before you20

get into renewal, okay, then you would want to verify21

the rate of degradation, if there is any, and so you,22

say, we will do another inspection in ten years, or23

five years, whatever you decide to propose.24

After that then you make a determination.25
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If there is no degradation taking place, you have two1

points.  You can make a case for not performing2

additional inspection, but you have done one during3

the period of extended operation.4

If you have degradation occurring then you5

would make it more, I mean, that is the way I view a6

periodic inspection. 7

MR. DELONG:  I think that is correct.8

Enough data must be compiled, depending on what type9

of inspection program, to make a judgement about,10

number one, is degradation occurring, how fast is it11

occurring, and on what frequency do I need to make12

follow-on inspections. 13

It is conceivable that we may have cases14

where we don't see any degradation, and make choices15

to suspend inspections in some areas.16

MEMBER BONACA:  That is the periodic17

inspection only?18

MR. DELONG:  No, you can't create a line19

with one dot.20

MEMBER BONACA:  Well, the point I'm trying21

to make, however, we have discussed this for other22

applications, the importance of having the baseline23

happening close enough to operation, two years before,24

three years before, not immediately at startup.25
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Because otherwise you are not measuring1

the effect of operation at full power, you are2

measuring the effectiveness of the lay-up. 3

MR. BRUNE:  Let me address it a little4

bit.  The inspections we are going to do at startup,5

I guess we are now referring as restart inspections.6

And those will be, I guess, you will call them7

baselines.  But where we will start from our initial8

set of data. 9

And then we will do one more set, as you10

pointed out.  Rich said prior to the period of11

extended operation we will do another set of12

inspections.  And then I guess, you know, we are13

looking at doing another set after we get into the14

extended period of operation to determine what15

frequency, to asses where we are at.16

MEMBER BONACA:  Well, that is fine, in17

fact.18

MR. BRUNE:  And that is going to be, some19

of the details we will be working out with the Staff20

on better defining what one time inspections are, what21

restart inspections are, and what periodic inspection22

is.23

MEMBER BONACA:  That was a good24

clarification.  Because, I mean, when I read the SER25
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there is a good discussion there, that I understand1

that you have been reviewing with the Staff, where the2

distinction is made between an inspection that you do3

at startup that, really, asses impact of the lay-up,4

if you have any concerns with that, versus the ones5

you make to monitor the rate of degradation, due to6

aging at full power.7

So you want to have, at least, a couple8

four years between restart and the time you make that9

inspection, there, to give it time to see what the10

effects of operation at full power will be.11

I think we have an understanding of --12

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Okay.13

MR. DELONG:  On slide 42, which is really14

a lot of what we just talked about, and --15

MEMBER BONACA:  -- would be initiated16

prior to operation?17

MR. DELONG:  Right.  I'm sorry, I missed18

the question. 19

MEMBER BONACA:  On the third bullet it20

says, the periodic inspections will be performed prior21

to the period of extended operation.22

MR. DELONG:  You are talking about the23

first set.24

MEMBER BONACA:  Will be started.25
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CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Initiated.1

MR. DELONG:  Initiated, yes.  It would2

have been a better thing to say the first set, or3

would be initiated, yes.4

Slide 43, Appendix F, in the application,5

is related to the unit 1 differences.  This is back to6

the issue related to the fact that at the time  of7

application the licensing basis for unit 1 was8

physically different than the licensing basis for9

units 2 and 3. 10

This appendix, it delineates what those11

differences are in licensing basis.  Again, our intent12

to start these units up, and run these units13

operationally identical.  That doesn't mean they are14

physically identical, but they are operationally15

identical.16

To meet this principle unit 1 current17

licensing basis at restart has to be the same as it is18

for the current licensing basis for units 2 and 3.19

And these differences that we have currently, and that20

we had at the time of application, will be eliminated21

prior to unit 1 restart, through some of the tech spec22

changes we have already, and licensing actions that we23

have already discussed, and modifications must24

accompany those, that are modification related.25
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MR. CROUCH:  And recognize, too, that when1

we say that the unit 1 licensing basis will be same as2

for units 2 and 3, like we talked about earlier, unit3

2 is moving towards EPU at virtually the same time as4

unit 1. 5

The unit 2 EPU outage will occur just6

shortly after unit 1 restart.  So at unit 1 restart we7

will be slightly ahead by a period of just weeks, or8

so.  But at the end of that short period we will have9

the same licensing basis as unit 2, and then unit 310

for the next outage, when it occurs.11

We are considering that to be the same,12

since we are all moving at the same spot, as we talked13

about, with the outage modification sequence.14

MR. KUO:  Excuse me, if I may ask a15

question?  The current licensing basis that you are16

talking about, right now, is that at the power level17

one hundred percent, or one hundred and twenty18

percent?19

Are we mixing the uprate with license20

renewal now?21

MR. CROUCH:  The license renewal22

application addresses the current license power for23

unit 1, which is the 3291 megawatts.  Obviously when24

we restart we will be at the 3952 megawatts.25
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And when we get to restart we will1

actually be at the same 3952 megawatts that unit 22

will be at, just weeks later.3

MR. DELONG:  However, appendix F is4

intended to show the differences at the time of5

application and not related to differences that will6

occur later in time, when we are working through7

extended power uprate implementation.8

MR. CROUCH:  Said another way, if we had9

restarted unit 1 at the very same power level as what10

units 2 and 3 are at right now, the items that are in11

appendix F would have had to have been resolved to12

make the licensing basis the same.13

These do not have anything to do with the14

changes due to EPU.15

MR. DELONG:  Slide 44, I think that is16

what we are on, shows what those differences are, that17

are reflected in appendix F of the application. 18

MR. CROUCH:  Primarily these are for19

modifications.  There are a couple of program type20

things in there, like we have to implement maintenance21

rule for unit 1, but the rest of the stuff up there is22

BWRVIP.23

But the rest of this is, primarily, just24

modifications that have to be made to make the plants25
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operationally the same.  They are all within our1

scope, they were within our scope even before license2

renewal was started.3

And with that I will turn it over to Joe4

McCarthy, to talk a little bit about operating5

expense.6

MR. MCCARTHY:  You've asked us to address7

the Statements of Consideration and the license8

renewal rule and operating experience. 9

In the Rule it says that an Applicant10

can't submit a request for license renewal until11

earlier than 20 years before the expiration of the12

current operating license.13

Unit 1's operating license expires in 201314

and, therefore, we met the specific requirements of15

the Rule.  From the Statement of Consideration, the16

basis for the 20 years, was to ensure a substantial17

amount of operating experience had been accumulated18

before the application was submitted, such that19

specific concerns regarding aging would be disclosed.20

However, we need to note that operating21

experience is not limited to what the license renewal22

applicant has, it is based on the industry experience.23

And that was also discussed in the Statement of24

Consideration.25
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From the 1991 to the 1995, and to today,1

there has been a significant amount of regulatory2

history that demonstrates that 20 years of plant3

specific operating experience has not been required by4

the NRC. 5

Page 46 --6

MEMBER BONACA:  Wait, wait a minute. I7

know that it is getting late, but first of all,8

clearly the 20 years is something we do not have any9

particular hangup on.  I mean, we have already a10

couple of cases where there were 19 years of operation11

and we have accepted it, that is not the issue. 12

Your definition of operating experience,13

however, has been only generic experience.  I don't14

think that is the way that we have interpreted that.15

I mean, clearly the Statement of Consideration speaks16

of 20 years experience, or thereabouts, because at17

times units operate differently, historically, in part18

because of different environmental conditions, from19

unit 1, 2, or 3.20

Or because of different materials in21

certain systems, between the three units. Or because22

maybe lay-up conditions, or whatever.  Putting aside23

those other things, the outcome would be different. 24

In fact we have had with you a lot of25
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discussion on the issue of lay-up, and how you1

compensate for that, and the replacement pipes, and2

all those kinds of things have to do with compensating3

for the fact that you do not have operating experience4

specific to unit 1. 5

You don't have the same argumentation6

about lay-up conditions for unit 3. Why?  Because you7

have enough operating experience to say that is behind8

us, we don't have to think about lay-up. 9

So it seems to me that, you know, that is10

not as clear-cut as you presented it.11

MR. DELONG:  I wasn't trying to present it12

as clear-cut.  What I was trying to do is define what13

has happened in the Statement of Consideration, the14

five exemptions that the NRC has requested, and15

approved, and then go from there and try and discuss16

Browns Ferry, specifically, on the next slide.17

MEMBER BONACA:  Okay. 18

MR. DELONG:  There has been five scheduled19

exemptions allowed by the NRC to date.  Specifically20

Catawba, St. Lucy, Beaver Valley, Nine Mile, and21

Millstone III.22

For Nine Mile 1 and 2, for example, the23

exemption was allowed based on common operation and24

maintenance, use of industry operating experience, and25
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the environment, even though they are two different1

BWR designs, a BWR2 and a BWR4 at Nine Mile.2

During the public comment period the NRC3

specifically asked for comment on 20 years.  DOE noted4

that  in general aging effects are apparent after only5

a few years of operation and they further said that6

they didn't foresee any environmental or safety7

effects that would be allowed by renewing a license8

less than 20 years.9

MEMBER BONACA:  But in fact in a few had10

come with a license renewal application say, three or11

four years after restart.  I don't think we would12

raise this issue. 13

MR. DELONG:  Three or four years after14

restart we would be outside the window to apply.  The15

statements require --16

MEMBER BONACA:  No, but I'm only saying --17

MR. DELONG:  -- less than 20, or less than18

5.19

MEMBER BONACA:  I understand.  I'm only20

saying on an issue of performance, okay?  I don't21

think you need 20 years.  I agree with DOE's22

perspective, that you do not need that long,23

particularly because you have the other units, too,24

that give you information. 25
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So it would have been a different story.1

Right now this plant is not even complete yet, that is2

why the issue came up.  But, anyway --3

MR. DELONG:  Well, I think also two4

considerations need to be aired here.  I think the5

first one is related to the existing systems that are6

not replaced, and the ability for us to use unit 2,7

particularly unit 2 experience in aging, since it has8

run longest, to understand how the systems in unit 1,9

that have not yet been, or are not replaced, and will10

not be replaced, will perform.11

And I think there is a strong correlation12

between our experience in unit 2 and, certainly, in13

unit 3 for those systems that experienced a ten year14

lay-up. 15

The combination of that experience gives16

us reasonable assurance that we will understand how17

unit 1 will age for those systems, and how well they18

will do over time as we proceed through the renewal19

period.20

Now, let's talk, for a minute, about the21

replaced systems, for a moment.  These are new piping22

systems, new components, etcetera.  I see those23

aligned, those align very well with our ability to run24

an originally licensed plant, if you will, a newly25
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licensed plant.1

And we will have experience with those2

systems operationally that we will deal with.  You3

know, we talked about that.  At Browns Ferry there4

will be times, there will be things that we experience5

with new components. 6

But from a piping system point of view, of7

materials point of view, those kinds of things, I see8

it no differently than, if you will, licensing a new9

plant, in those cases.10

MR. CROUCH:  When we did those11

replacements we used the same materials as what was in12

units 2 and 3.  So that the experience that we have13

had in units 2 and 3 will, should be directly14

applicable, material-wise, over into unit 1. 15

MEMBER BONACA:  Well, I have no problems16

with the new systems.  You know, you have -- I raised17

this issue this morning because in the application, in18

the SER, there is nowhere that is being addressed this19

issue, okay?20

MR. DELONG:  I understand. 21

MEMBER BONACA:  And yet through all the22

SER there are many considerations of all these issues23

here.  For example, we are going to do this, we are24

going to inspect the systems, which really are25
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complimenting what we don't know about this plant from1

operating experience. 2

For example, the periodic testing is done,3

exactly, because we don't know exactly what is going4

to happen because of the lay-up.  So we have periodic5

inspection that would allow to gather information and6

complement, or supplement what you get from operating7

experience. 8

So the point I made is somewhere there has9

to be an explanation of why the position taken is10

acceptable.  And I think it is a question of11

documentation, probably, it is a question of pulling12

it together.13

You have a number of arguments here, we14

discussed this morning.  And I think it is important,15

from a perspective of public acceptance, you know,16

there has to be a document that is scrutable.17

MR. DELONG:  I appreciate that. 18

MR. CROUCH:  And we will work with the19

Staff to get that information into the SER.20

MEMBER BONACA:  And a number of these21

issues, absolutely, I recognized them this morning as22

being important and useful.23

MR. DELONG:  I think the final slide24

summarizes some of your issues.  The unit 3 was shut25
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down for ten years.  We had extensive lay-up1

experience which we believe is directly applicable to2

unit 1. 3

We have no, when we started up unit 3 in4

1995, and to date we have no post lay-up aging effects5

from that ten year period.  We also used some of the6

lay-up experience, directly, to determine replacements7

that we should do on unit 1 that made prudent sense.8

And we found, indeed, the degradation was9

there, and that was like the RHR service water pumps,10

RHR service water piping in the reactor building, that11

we mentioned, and some additional small bore piping.12

And then there is the consideration that13

our unit 1 design, or configuration, or operating14

procedures, the technical specifications, and the one15

FSAR are all applicable to all units.16

Appendix F ensures that the licensing17

basis will be the same for all units at restart.  And18

we also have the periodic inspection program that we19

discussed at some length, where we get our baseline as20

a subset of restart, and prior to the period of21

extended operation we would do our first series of22

inspections, and determine when the next one should be23

done.24

Do you have any questions on this section?25
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(No response.) 1

MR. DELONG:  So here we talk about the2

fact that our license renewal application was3

prepared, submitted, consistent with the GALL, the4

aging management programs, and has been prepared5

consistent with the GALL, with the exemptions as we6

noted, there are a few places where we are actually7

using later documents than what the GALL suggests.8

Those aging management programs have been9

prepared, they are all existing documents now. As a10

matter of fact, during this week, the region 2 is at11

our site doing an oversight inspection of those aging12

management programs. 13

The unit 1 uniqueness aspects have been14

addressed through both the fact that we have this15

license renewal application, that calls it out16

specifically.  We have our unit 1 inspections that17

will be going on, that will be specific because of the18

fact that unit 1 has been shut down.19

And we are addressing the differences20

between units as part of our recovery process. We21

talked about we think the operating experience we have22

from units 2 and 3, both true operations, as well as23

shutdown followed by operation, is directly applicable24

to unit 1. 25
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And we will work with the Staff to make1

sure that that is properly documented in the SER.  So2

overall, with the program documented the way it is,3

and with all the work that we are doing on unit 1, the4

condition of unit 1, and the condition of units 2 and5

3, the license renewal program meets the requirements6

of 54.17.7

So we think it is a sound program.  Any8

further questions on the license renewal application,9

per se?10

MEMBER BONACA:  As I said, I think that11

some of these elements can be pooled together, as it12

is done in this slide, that we haven't seen before.13

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Okay, move on to the --14

MR. CROUCH:  The last part of our15

presentation, today, as we've talked about the meeting16

here, the reason we are meeting here is to actually17

talk about license renewal. 18

But when this subject comes up, the issue19

of extended power uprate has a way of figuring into20

this because, obviously, EPU does have some effect on21

the ability of the systems, the aging of the systems.22

And so what we want to do today is to talk23

about what that impact is on license renewal, but24

recognize the fact that when we discuss license25
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renewal, and ACRS hopefully puts together their1

recommendation, or their approval for license renewal,2

you are really only approving license renewal at that3

time.4

The official approval of EPU, and its5

direct effects on license renewal, actually occurs as6

part of the EPU application, which will be early next7

year.8

So we want to make sure, we touched it9

now, since you were comfortable with it, and you10

understood how we see the impact of EPU on license11

renewal. 12

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Let me address that.  I13

think you can rest assured that we will address14

license renewal and we will hold in abeyance EPU15

questions until it is time to address those.16

MR. COUCH:  Right.17

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Okay.18

MR. COUCH:  That is my understanding. 19

MEMBER BONACA:  I think that the20

importance of looking at EPU, in the context of21

license renewal, has to do with operating experience.22

You can't ask the ACRS, you know, we have a task, and23

a mission, which is a little different than the one on24

the NRC. 25
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We are an independent committee, and we1

follow the rules, but we raise questions.  And the day2

in which you will march into license renewal for this3

plant, this plant will be operating at 20 percent4

power higher than what is the evaluation done here.5

So we are looking at all these aspects.6

Somewhere they have to be addressed. Now, again, we7

discussed the report that you are supposed to do prior8

to entering license renewal, the EPU, and that may be9

sufficient.10

But from a perspective of thinking about11

operating experience, you have to think about this12

plant, that operated for ten years, sat down for 22 in13

lay-up, restarted, went up, and then it goes up 2014

percent above the power level, it runs for four years,15

or five, before you get into the license renewal16

period.17

That is the operating history that this18

plant will have by the time it marches into license19

renewal.   So we are thinking about it that way.  Now20

then you can ask us to box it in different licensing21

actions.22

But I think we want to think about the23

issue and the safety issues associated with this24

operating history.  So -- and that is the way that I25
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think most of the ACRS will think.1

MR. COUCH:  I understand. 2

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Okay.3

MR. COUCH:  So our EPU submittal was made4

consistent with GE's licensing topical reports, the5

ELTR1 and ELTR2 that gives the overall process for how6

to do a license uprate, anywhere from your original7

one hundred percent power, up to as much as one8

hundred and twenty percent.9

We utilized this for both unit 1 and units10

2 and 3.  We also submitted the information requested11

in the review standard for power uprates, dated12

December 2003. And that is, basically, a comparison of13

the various criteria related to EPUs, and show how you14

meet those criteria. 15

We've also included, as I mentioned this16

morning, the fact that when we did our EPU17

application, we went out and found the RAIs from all18

the other plants that have already made EPU19

applications, whether approved or not approved,20

included that information on the RAIs into our21

submittal. 22

One difference between the two plants is23

that unit 1 will be started up with GE-14 fuel.  Units24

2 and 3 is in the process of transitioning to the25
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Framatone A-10 fuel. 1

Page 49.  This is a side by side type of2

comparison of unit 1 versus units 2 and 3, starting3

out the original thermal power, you can see was the4

very same for all three units.5

The current thermal power for unit 1 is6

still the same as it was, because we have not done any7

power uprates.  But we have uprated units 2 and 3 by8

five percent.  We are going to request a thermal power9

of 3952, which represents a 20 percent increase over10

the original licensed thermal power, which will be11

approximately 15 percent increase for units 2 and 312

right now.13

When we did the power uprate for units 214

and 3, the first five percent, we increased the15

reactor pressure 30 PSI.  Even though GE has now16

decided that you do not have to raise the pressure in17

order to be able to get to EPU conditions, we are18

going to go ahead on unit 1 and raise the pressure up,19

so that we have the same operating condition on unit20

1, as what we have on units 2 and 3.21

Once again going back to the operationally22

similar, make sure that the operators see the same23

thing day in and day out, from one unit to the next.24

Page 50.  And this is basically the same25
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slide as what we showed you when you were at our site.1

There has been several modifications made to the plant2

in order to achieve the extended power uprate3

application. 4

I'm going to start with the reactor over5

on the red.  The reactor itself did not require any6

modifications, except the recirc pump was required to7

be rerated.  While you are not really pumping much8

additionally flow around, it requires some additional9

horse power due to the added pressure drop through the10

core.11

So we had to uprate the motor on the12

recirc pump.  The steam drier modifications that are13

coming out of the issues that --14

MR. BARTON:  Was that any change to those15

motors, or was that just penciled -- how did you16

rewrite them? 17

MR. DELONG:  It was just a calculational18

rewrite.19

MEMBER BONACA:  Calculational rewrite?20

MR. DELONG:  That is correct. 21

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  The motor will run a22

little hotter now.23

MR. COUCH:  The steam drier modifications24

coming out of the issues, we're actively pursuing25
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that.  And participating in various activities with1

GE, those modifications have not been completely2

finalized yet, but we will respond to the overall3

issue of the steam drier degradation, as it has been4

occurring.5

Moving on down the steam lines, the main6

steam relief valves, that aren't shown here, they will7

be reset, and the set point increased 30 PSI, to8

accommodate the increased pressure.9

High pressure turbine, we are replacing10

the high pressure turbine rotors to get the extra11

steam flow through the high pressure turbine.  Next12

down the line is a moisture separators.13

We are going in and upgrading the moisture14

separator internals to go into the new double-hooked15

veins, internals.  The original moisture separators16

had about an 80 to 85 percent efficiency.  When we go17

to the new more separator internals, it will go up to18

around 95  percent efficiency, that will help19

eliminate a lot of the moisture going down the steam20

lines and, hence, going to the turbine.21

As a result of doing that not only will we22

get increased power because we are doing a power23

uprate, we will also pick up about seven megawatts24

because of just getting the extra moisture out of the25
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low pressure turbines.1

The low pressure turbines, we will be2

replacing the rotors in them.  That is not being done3

due to EPU, but it is just a big mod that is going on,4

that is compatible with the EPU.5

The main generator has been rewound.  We6

have replaced the fans on the ISO-phased buss duct7

cooling.  Originally there is, or currently there is8

a single fan.  We will be aging to dual fans.9

We have upped the flow rate enough so that10

we make sure that there is adequate flow rate through11

the ducts.  We have replaced the main bank and spare12

transformers out in the yard. 13

And there is also a substantial amount of14

substation upgrades off the site.  Following the15

condensate path coming out of the condenser, the16

condensate pump itself, we are replacing the pump17

impeller, and the pump motor.18

When you guys were there we took you down19

there and showed you the pumps.  These are the pumps20

that are down imbedded in the concrete, and it was not21

feasible to replace those pump bowls.  But we are22

replacing the impellers and the motors on them. 23

The next thing down the line will be the24

condensate demineralizers.  In order to pass adequate25
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flow, and maintain adequate filtering of the water1

going back to the reactor, we are adding a tenth2

demin, in all the associated pumps and controls, and3

everything that is required to run those.4

The condensate booster pump, in this case,5

we are replacing the entire pump, motor, everything.6

The next thing that we are doing major work on is the7

reactor feed pump turbine.  And the pump in the8

turbine itself, we are replacing the pump and the9

turbine.10

Now, when we replace the feed pump, and11

the condensate booster pump, we increased the size on12

them, enough, that we will be able to run with less13

pumps, if we have to, than what we currently do.14

Right now you essentially have to run with15

three condensate pumps, three booster pumps, and three16

feed pumps.  If you lose any one of the three, you've17

got to take the power down in order to keep up with18

the power.19

With these new higher flow rate pumps, we20

will be able to run in a configuration with two feed21

pumps, two booster pumps, and three condensate pumps.22

So it provided extra margin to the plant, extra23

flexibility to accommodate plant transients. 24

Then on down to the feedwater heaters.25
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The number three feedwater heaters we're making1

substantial modifications to them.  They are having2

steam impingement plates put in.3

The steam duct going into the heaters is4

being moved, physically, down from the top to the5

middle, to make it a better thermal location for the6

heaters.7

So lots of things going on in the plant8

that are all geared towards accommodating the steam9

flow, but also adding margin in, to get the power,10

accommodating the steam flow to get the power out, and11

adding margin to get the plant to run better.12

And as we talked about earlier all these13

mods, as well as a lot of other mods that I haven't14

talked about, are included on the last four pages of15

your handout, for the list of modifications. 16

Turning over to page 51, if you start17

thinking about what does power uprate really do to18

your plant, what I try to show here was that when I go19

to the power uprate, where I'm going to raise the flow20

rates of the plant, and I'm going to raise the21

pressure, I tried to demonstrate what the impact on22

each system is.23

The main steam system, obviously, you will24

see a slightly higher steam flow, about 15 percent for25
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units 2 and 3, or 20 percent for unit 1.  There is a1

slight increase in the moisture content, also.2

You go on down the system, the extraction3

steam has a steam flow increased moisture content.4

And you can read the list down through here.  The5

reason for putting together this slide is the fact6

that when you look at all of these effects, these7

effects primarily occur in the area of flow8

accelerated corrosion.9

The higher steam flows, the higher10

moisture contents would tend to increase the rate of11

flow accelerated corrosion.  That is well within the12

guidelines, or the purview of our FAC program. 13

So the impact of going to the increased14

pressures, temperatures, flows, etcetera, are15

monitored by existing plant programs.  So that if we16

are seeing any degradation due to the extended power17

uprate, on plant life, you would see it as part of18

this FAC program. 19

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  It is not clear, to me,20

though that the rate of the occurrence of FAC is21

linear with these increases in flow and moisture. 22

Now, you may, up to a certain flow rate, you may get23

very limited amount of FAC, and then as you increase24

flow of moisture, beyond a certain point, it may25
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accelerate more than the linear projection might be.1

So you are going to have to pay attention2

to the measurements that you get, and recognize that3

it may not be linear.4

MR. COUCH:  Right.  We, when we go out for5

each outage, we go out and do the grading and the UT6

effective measurements.  We take the information back,7

run it through our FAC program, which includes the FAC8

manager, and checkboards, and all those things.9

And we trend all this so we can see what10

the trends are for the degradations.  It is all a part11

of our standard program. 12

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  The two points don't13

describe a curve.14

MR. COUCH:  That is right.  But as long as15

the two points, if you extrapolate them, and it is16

nowhere near failure, then you would continue to17

operate.  And once you get the third point you can18

see, is it a parabler, or is it a straight line.19

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Right, okay.20

MR. COUCH:  Now, as we go through our FAC21

program, we project out each cycle, is there enough22

margin in the plants to operate not one cycle, but two23

cycles.24

And so if we have a situation where it25
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looks like that the rate is rather high, then we would1

have to stop and address that before we went on with2

that particular physical location.3

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Okay.4

MR. COUCH:  So kind of in summary, on page5

52, the impact of the EPU on the aging of the plant is6

controlled, and monitored, by the existing aging7

management programs, such as the FAC program. 8

The EPU submittal has been accepted by the9

NRC Staff, and we target an approval date of spring10

2007.  So even though you have to consider the effects11

of EPU, as you are thinking about license renewal,12

that is our official forum for where we would address13

the impact of EPU, as part of that EPU submittal. 14

And the ACRS review of the EPU has got to15

consider the review, the license renewal, you have to16

consider the impact of EPU, and that is what we are17

doing here today.18

So that is the whole reason for presenting19

this. 20

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  That will require some21

discipline on our part, to consider the effects, and22

not consider the whole EPU.  So we will endeavor to do23

that. 24

MEMBER BONACA:  I mean, the -- for Dresner25
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and Quad Cities, we had the EPU before the license1

renewal. 2

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Right.3

MEMBER BONACA:  So the GALL report4

documents a requirement for the licensee before he5

walks into license renewal to perform an evaluation of6

what impact, if any, there is on the EPU.7

I don't think that that is relevant to8

which one comes first.9

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  I don't either.10

MEMBER BONACA:  The important thing is11

that before walking into the license renewal period12

one looks at, potentially, what happened from the EPU.13

And if there are effects, that that could be addressed14

in license renewal, then they would be addressed.15

I mean, I would consider license renewal16

a living program, anyway, because you are learning as17

you go, and you are factoring operating experience in18

it.19

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Right, I agree.  In fact20

I think that the methods that you propose are the21

reasonable way to do things for all of us to keep all22

these issues separated, so we address the right issues23

for the right reasons.24

So, for example, if we have a question25
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about a large transient testing, we will deal with1

that question at the time of EPU.2

MR. COUCH:  And when we get ready to talk3

about EPU, most of the same guys here will be back to4

talk to you. 5

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Let's hope so.6

MEMBER BONACA:  That is an interesting7

point.  One of the reasons why I think we made faces8

about not having those tests done, clearly, has to do9

with the fact that this is a unique case.10

I mean, there is a lot of replacement of11

piping that took place, and so on and so forth.12

Because we have accepted not having measured transient13

tests, for all the EPUs we have reviewed to date.14

So what is the difference with this?  I15

think the reason why we cringed a little bit, as we16

are thinking about it, is because so much replacement17

has been done, so much restoring, refurbishing, and so18

on and so forth, that it is somewhat different from19

the others we have looked at.20

I don't know we should talk about this. 21

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Well, when we get there22

we will deal with it.23

MEMBER BONACA:  Yes.24

MR. BARTON:  I struggle why it is25
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separate.  You do a test program, you have to restart1

this unit, as part of the test program you are going2

to go to a power level that this plant has never seen.3

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  That is true. 4

MR. BARTON:  I have trouble separating5

that question from EPU.6

MEMBER DENNING:  No, I don't think we are7

separating an EPU.8

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  You have to have EPU as9

a license condition, before you go all the way through10

their startup test program.  Otherwise you stop at 8311

percent.12

MEMBER DENNING:  Exactly. 13

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  And so, to me, that is14

okay.15

MEMBER BONACA:  We will try to be as, you16

know, as structured as we can.17

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Yes.18

MEMBER BONACA:  On the other hand, I mean,19

again I think as statutory responsibility of the ACRS20

is that we are, we have a different kind of -- we21

can't be boxed by just simply the rules that says we22

have to look at a situation and address it.23

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Absolutely. And, in24

fact, that is why this committee is structured the way25
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it is. Okay, go ahead.1

MR. COUCH:  To do a little short summary2

here.3

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Okay.4

MR. COUCH:  Of where we have been today.5

We talked about the fact that there are these three6

major issues that have been approved by the NRC.7

There is the license renewal that we submitted, the8

current license, there is the EPU and unit 1 restart.9

And while you, since we are all human, you10

can't totally divorce one from the other in your mind,11

you've got to consider the effects, back and forth12

between the two.13

But, as we emphasized here, once we get to14

the point that we are going to write the SER, and15

approve the SER, at that point we do have to separate16

them because, from a legal standpoint, we cannot, as17

we have been instructed, we cannot approve license18

renewal based upon EPU conditions, because it is an19

implicit approval of EPU.20

So we will go through these, we will be21

back to talk to you about EPU.  And, obviously, if we22

need to address the ACRS as part of unit 1 restart, we23

will do that.  But as we've talked, we do not think24

that the ACRS approval of unit 1 restart is required.25
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But we are, obviously, available to come1

talk to you if needed.2

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  I guess that is a legal3

question, and since I'm not an attorney I can't give4

a legal opinion.  On the other hand, that is my5

understanding, also.6

MEMBER DENNING:  But if they want to go7

above 83 percent power, obviously, there is going to8

be some approval for that. 9

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Well, that is a10

different issue altogether.  These are pretty bold11

steps, and the ACRS has a right and an obligation to12

review what it deems is important from the safety13

perspective, whether it is in the statutes, or the14

rules, or not.15

And on that basis I think there is a lot16

of things that will happen during the restart.  You17

have made a lot of changes to the plant for I'm sure18

many good reasons.19

On the other hand I have asked for the20

restart panel's report to be sent to us for our21

review, and should we have any comments on it, we will22

provide it.23

On the other hand this is not a legalistic24

roadblock that neither the Staff, or TVA can25
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anticipate being there.  But if there are interesting1

things, where we have questions, we will certainly2

address it.3

MR. COUCH:  So the final point here, we4

are not lawyers, and we do have one lawyer in the5

room, but we are not lawyers.  But it is our6

understanding that when we get to the point we are7

ready for restart, it will be a decision made by, an8

approval made by NRR and the regions, to give us9

approval to restart. 10

And then, obviously, this issue of going11

above 83 percent power --12

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  That is a different13

issue. 14

MR. COUCH:  -- is a different issue, it is15

post restart.  So we will expect to have the approval16

prior to restart. 17

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Right.18

MR. COUCH:  But you can't go above 8319

percent power until after restart. 20

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  I'm going to write that21

one down.22

MEMBER BONACA:  This committee will be23

involved in reviewing the EPU very shortly, I mean, I24

imagine.25
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MR. COUCH:  Yes.  The EPU application is1

in. Eva, back here, has been working with us, getting2

the Staff's requests for additional information to us.3

We've got the first set of RAI's in draft form.4

She is about to give me, I think she said,5

54 more questions here shortly.  And so we are in the6

process of writing the response to those, and so --7

MEMBER BONACA:  We will try to -- we will8

have to build three hats. We will change,9

interchangeably.  But we will be reviewing all this in10

the same period of time.  So it is --11

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Do we have three hats?12

You need three hats, right?13

MEMBER BONACA:  Yes.  Just one note for14

the upcoming subcommittee on license renewal.  Clearly15

we expect to see the scope typical of license renewal.16

I mean, typically addressed in the SER, etcetera. 17

Some points of interest, from today's18

presentation, for that meeting will be agaIN, this19

issue of operating experience, and you have some20

interesting slide here that you can use for that. 21

The issues of lay-up, and what you have22

presented to us regarding, you know, what you are23

proposing.  I mean, lay-up conditions, you have a24

program as well.  That information for unit 1 is very25
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important because I think the committee is going to be1

asking questions about that. 2

So that gives you a sense, I mean, what I3

would expect to see in addition to a normal license4

renewal agenda, these issues for unit 1. 5

MR. COUCH:  We understand when we come6

back we will be addressing license renewal for all7

three units, not just unit 1. 8

MEMBER BONACA:  That is right. 9

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Right.10

MEMBER BONACA:  And you will have11

something specific for unit 1 regarding the lay-up,12

and the replacement, you don't have to go through this13

kind of detail.14

MR. COUCH:  We were not planning on giving15

you all the level of detail on what we are doing for16

unit 1 restart. 17

MEMBER BONACA:  Of course.18

MR. SUBBARATNAM:  What Dr. Bonaca has19

said, that was kind of in force, but we don't have any20

docketed information on the operating experience21

slide. You probably have to have transmittal from you22

to us, formally, that we will put with the SER.23

MEMBER BONACA:  You don't have to change24

the documents now.  The important thing is to25
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communicate this information, like you communicated to1

us today.2

The reason why I raise this is that I3

know, and I know other members of the committee are4

interested in those things.  They couldn't make5

today's meeting, but they are going to ask questions.6

So be prepared for those.7

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Well, what I would like8

to do now, I presume that you have concluded your9

presentation?10

MR. COUCH:  We are complete.11

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  What I would like to do12

now is ask the members, particularly those who have13

early flights, as to their comments to the meeting.14

But before I do that I would point out that I15

certainly appreciate the work that TVA and its staff16

put into this presentation.17

I thought that it was quite clear, and it18

contains a level of detail that I felt I needed to19

see, in order to understand fully what it is that you20

folks are doing.  And I promise that that effort that21

you put into this was worthwhile as far as expediting22

our review, and the Staff's review.23

So I give you my thanks, and that of my24

colleagues here for a good presentation, and for25
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putting forth the effort to make it work out.  I1

thought it was well done.2

MR. COUCH:  Thank you. 3

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  What I would like to do4

is go around the table to other members, and our5

consultants, to ask for any opinions that they want to6

share with us, on the record, and I will start with7

you, Graham.8

MR. LEITCH:  I think it was very helpful9

presentation today, particularly was helped by10

straightening out a misconception I had regarding the11

list of modifications. 12

I guess I was confused that those13

modifications still needed to be done on units 2 and14

3.  Whereas the vast majority of those have already15

been done on units 2 and 3, except for those16

associated specifically with EPU.17

It has really helped clarify for me.18

Because, as we say, there is three issues going around19

here, the restart, the license renewal, and the EPU.20

And it is just hard to get all these in clear focus.21

And that helped me.22

I guess my one residual concern is the23

testing program.  And admittedly this is an EPU issue.24

And my concern is the large scale transient tests.  I25
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particularly am concerned about closure of the MSIVs,1

at the higher power level, and whether we are really2

sure that demonstration at essentially zero power3

level, or some lower power level, that they will close4

in 3 to 5 seconds.5

Whether that translates into the fact that6

they will close in the prescribed time at the new one7

hundred percent power level, that may or may not be8

the case. I just don't know whether that has been9

demonstrated or not.10

But I think it may be valuable to conduct11

such a test to demonstrate not only that they close,12

but to demonstrate the effect of such a transient on13

the rest of the plant equipment, pipe movement, and so14

forth.15

But, as I say, that is an issue that will16

come up at the discussion of the extended power, and17

I just wanted to signal, in advance, that I do have18

some concern in that area.  That is basically all I19

have.20

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  That is it?  Mr. Barton?21

MR. BARTON:  Well, I think the meeting22

helped me in really understanding what specifically is23

being changed in the plant prior to restart, how they24

are organized, what their restart program is all25
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about, which really was not that clear before today.1

So I think they did a really good job of2

that.  The questions that I had regarding what they3

were doing with inspections, and requalification of4

personnel, etcetera, were all answered.5

And I think the only thing I have is the6

same question I related earlier, and the one that7

Graham just brought up, which is an EPU issue, so I8

will talk about it at EPU time.9

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Right.  And I guess that10

is a concern of mine, also.11

MR. BARTON:  I am not familiar with any12

program that never really did a full power type of13

transient. 14

MEMBER BONACA:  An issue with the LRA you15

had some comment before in writing?16

MR. BARTON:  I didn't have it on --17

MEMBER BONACA:  So you feel less concerned18

now?19

MR. BARTON:  What is that? 20

MEMBER BONACA:  You feel less concerned21

about some of the issues that you raised?22

MR. BARTON:  Yes.23

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Okay.  Is that it?24

MR. BARTON:  Yes.25
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CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Okay, Dr. Denning?1

MEMBER DENNING:  Well, today's meeting was2

really quite helpful for me, because I came in quite3

concerned about the separation of the EPU and license4

renewal, and I think that the position that Mario has5

taken is really quite honest, how we deal with that6

separability.7

I think that operating experience is the8

key, and that we do need some additional assurance in9

the periodic inspection program and that is probably10

the key by which you get that. 11

So I think that as far as unit 1 is12

concerned, that I am no longer struggling with a logic13

of life extension before one is really addressed14

extended power, when in reality its life will be15

extended beyond that. 16

I do think that, from that logic, there is17

a potential that one could approve license renewal,18

but that it will never be approved at the power for19

which the plant is being redesigned.20

I mean, it could, the Staff could not21

approve the full upgrade.  I don't think that that is22

going to happen, but I think that is a possibility. 23

With regards to the EPU and startup24

separability, in one respect they are not separable.25
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And that is that in the power uprates, before we have1

addressed this question of just how do they get to2

power, and even the question of do they have to do a3

major trip.4

And I think that -- but the conditions5

under which, I mean, these are different conditions6

from what we have seen before.  It is premature to7

discuss that in detail. 8

But, Graham, I can assure you that this is9

an issue that is going to be high on our plate when10

extended power uprates are considered.11

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Okay, thank you. 12

MEMBER DENNING:  Before you get to Tom,let13

me clarify something to Mario.  He asked me whether I14

had strong issue with the LRA.  I have an issue with15

the timing of the application, the operating16

experience piece.  I still have a concern with that,17

20 years operating.  That is still open in my mind,18

also.19

MEMBER BONACA:  For the timing?20

MEMBER DENNING:  The timing, yes.21

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Okay.  Dr. Kress?22

MEMBER KRESS:  Well, I will make it23

unanimous, in the meeting being very helpful in24

understanding the changes, and the differences between25
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restart, license renewal, and extended power uprate.1

So I add my thanks for a good presentation.2

I guess I differ, a little bit, on the3

transient testing.  I personally would have thought4

that it should be a condition for restart, even at the5

83 percent level, because this thing has sat there a6

long time, and they have made substantial improvements7

and changes.8

And I think it is almost equivalent to the9

initial startup.  So I think the restart transient10

testing is going to be an issue, and I think it ought11

to be an issue with restart.  But certainly an issue12

with extended power uprate.13

At this point I don't really see any14

problems with their restart program.  I think they15

have handled it very well, and they have the16

experience with units 2 and 3, and I think that is a17

very nice looking program. 18

The one thing that did bother me, and it19

is the same problem I have had with any power uprate,20

and any license extension, that is the PRA seems to be21

limited to the level 1s, and modified level 2.22

And I know that is all the rules seem to23

require.  But I would think, if I were going to add24

another plant to this site, I know it is already25
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licensed for three, and I'm going to uprate power at1

all three of them by 20 percent, I would do, if I were2

the operator, I would want to see a level 3, and see3

what effect it has.4

Now, this may be part of the environmental5

impact statements, but once again, the SER doesn't6

seem to know the environmental impact statement7

exists, and vice versa.8

I think the ACRS would like to know what9

impact it has on risk, and I'm not thinking just the10

individual risk, I'm thinking the whole environmental11

impact. 12

So that is one thing that bothers me, and13

I don't know what to do about it.  But other than that14

I think that things look pretty good for the whole15

thing, the license renewal and the restart, and the16

power uprate.17

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  I guess I will make a18

comment about the PRA. PRAs, to my knowledge, don't19

model aging, per se.  It can't tell how thick the pipe20

is, and how close it is to failure.21

And it doesn't model margin, because it22

uses a go, no-go success criteria for a lot of23

functions.  So when you say I'm going to have an EPU,24

or some other change to the plant, and you don't model25
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the change, but you produce two different PRAs and say1

this is the delta, to me, I'm sort of unimpressed.2

And I would like to see the whole art and3

science.  And I think there is a little bit of both of4

that in PRAs.  I would like to see that improved5

before we make decisions totally founded on PRA6

results.7

On the other hand PRAs have really helped8

us a lot, and helped the industry improve the safety9

of the plant.  And it puts things in perspective.10

So I'm not here to say that it is no good,11

I'm just here to tell you that it needs continued12

development, in a lot of ways, in order to be useful13

in every application. 14

And so I will make that statement.  And15

probably someone will tell me, but you are all wrong16

on that, right?  I see --17

MEMBER DENNING:  You are only 60 percent18

wrong.  19

MEMBER KRESS:  Maybe 70.20

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  We will discuss this at21

a more appropriate time.  But, in any event, what I22

would like to do now is ask Dr. Bonaca if he has any23

final comments. 24

MEMBER BONACA:  I think I share pretty25
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much the views of the committee.  I already raised my1

issues today. One is, again, the need for documenting2

the applicability of unit 3 and 2, but I think that is3

-- because it is not as simple as that. 4

There is much more that has been offered5

on the plate to make the license renewal acceptable.6

And what is offered on the plate is including, for7

example, the periodic inspection program.  That is a8

critical item.9

It seems to me that in license renewal all10

you are asking for, if you don't have enough11

information, is that you inspect.  And you have a12

licensed program. And the licensee is offering that.13

So, therefore, I think the substance of14

the issue, ultimately, is there.  However, from a15

perspective of clarity, communication to the public,16

and so on and so forth, is important and this should17

be documented in the SER, so that we understand how it18

is being done.19

So it is a question of documentation, more20

than anything else, in my judgement.  Other members of21

the committee will have to accept that, too.  But I22

think we have that strength of belief right now.23

I think that that issue of committing to24

this periodic inspection is very good. I think, for25
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me, it addresses many of the substantive issues that1

I have with license renewal. 2

I think we have a clear understanding of3

what it means.  We discussed the periodic inspection,4

and what it will mean, although it is not written5

right now.6

Regarding the EPU and the testing, I tend7

to think like Tom, in a way.  I mean, it is a8

significant change in this plant.  I think that it is9

almost like rebuilding the plant. 10

And so I was thinking about, and I was11

support of operations, and I would think that it may12

be problem. I will think about that when it comes to13

the EPU.  And then, again, I want to thank TVA for the14

presentation, for having come here.15

Clearly we got a level of detail that we16

never got when we were in Browns Ferry.  I mean, we17

simply didn't have the time.  So this helps a lot.18

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Okay, thank you.  And I19

guess I will just add a couple of last comments.  I20

particularly endorse Dr. Bonaca's comments, and I21

again say that you folks have done a good job in22

things that were a couple of weeks ago, sort of23

mystifying, are now quite clear to me, and very24

helpful.25
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So I truly appreciate the effort.  I also1

was concerned that the Staff and the licensee, and us,2

would end up with three different events going on, two3

applications, and the restart, that those issues would4

become mixed.5

And I think that in order for us to do the6

right job on each application we have to only consider7

the parts of the application that apply to that8

licensing action.9

And, to me, that clarifies things quite a10

bit, and it allows us to pay attention to the right11

issues, at the right time.  So I think that TVA has12

really helped itself by putting things together the13

way that it has.14

And I would also like to appreciate the15

Staff for getting out the SER for our review, and16

hopefully things will go well, as we progress through17

this final licensing action.18

Do you have any comments that you would19

like to make about this meeting? 20

MR. COUCH:  We appreciate the opportunity21

to come and talk to you, we are glad we have cleared22

up some things.  And we recognized, when you all were23

there in August, that it was a tremendous amount of24

information to try to absorb.25
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We have been absorbing this now for four1

years.  So this is second nature to us.  And for you2

guys to step in there, basically, cold and understand3

the scope of all these three issues, and everything,4

we were not surprised that there were some5

misunderstandings and confusions, and things.6

So we just appreciate the opportunity to7

come back now and hopefully to clear up a lot of this8

stuff.9

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Well, the issues in10

August were when we would ask a question, well what is11

it specifically that you are going to do, what are you12

going to change out.  And the answer was almost13

everything, or it would be everything but, you know?14

Maybe we won't do this and do that, and15

then you go out in the plant and see things, and16

obviously you weren't going to do everything.  And all17

we think you ought to do are the right things, okay?18

And so this additional detail that you19

provided us now has been very helpful, and at least to20

me, and I'm sure my other colleagues, in knowing21

exactly what it is that you intend to do, what you22

have already done, what the condition of the plant is,23

and what the issues are that we need to concern24

ourselves with as we go along.25
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And I think that we have accomplished1

that. 2

MR. LEITCH:  And just to carry that3

thought one step further, October 5th we are talking4

about license renewal. 5

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Right.6

MR. LEITCH:  And I think we can focus on7

license renewal for the October 5th.  Now, in this8

section here, you touched briefly on license renewal,9

because that wasn't the purpose of today's meeting,10

and you talked mainly about aging management programs.11

We will, obviously, have a lot of12

questions about scoping issues, and about TLAAs, and13

the various TLAAs that you went through, in addition14

to the aging management programs.  But that will be15

focused on license renewal. 16

And I just wanted you to know that17

oftentimes a great number of our questions focus18

particularly on TLAAs.19

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  In fact I might ask Dr.20

Bonaca, since he will be Chairman for the October 5th21

meeting, if there are any particular things that you22

want to see, or hear about during that meeting. 23

MEMBER BONACA:  Well, I thought the24

application was pretty straightforward insofar as the25
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units 2 and 3.  I mean, the big difference is from1

normal applications on unit 1. 2

So I will go through the normal3

presentation that we have regarding your application.4

It may be different from what you have right now in5

the application itself, because things have matured6

and changed since you came in.7

But most of the time is spent by the Staff8

reviewing the SER.  So one last comment I wanted to9

make, by the way, in regards to today's meeting, is10

the point that John Barton raised on the timing of11

your application, the concern he has.12

And why it is so difficult to separate all13

these issues.  I know other members also have the same14

concern.  If the application had been submitted with15

a closure, say, to come on the year 2010, which means16

folding in experience after restart and power uprate,17

we would be asking questions about the results of the18

power uprate.19

So it is hard for us to simply box20

ourselves in at the time when we are going to review21

all these things, one to the other.  There are way to22

address this issue.  I mean, we already have provided23

a way for Dresden and Quad Cities, which is endorsed24

now by the GALL report, which is, you know, before25
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walking into licensing you do your degradation and1

document it.2

But that is one way I can see how you can3

address this issue.  But it is hard for us not to4

think in terms of everything that is going to take5

place, because it is going to be taking place6

simultaneously.7

I mean, it is going to go up, and go to8

EPU before it goes to the license renewal.  So,9

anyway, I'm saying this because I know the concern10

with timing is in the mind of some members, and the11

full committee will have that question. 12

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  Any other comments by13

anyone? 14

(No response.) 15

CHAIRMAN SIEBER:  I think we have met the16

requirements of the agenda and our schedule.  So, with17

that, I would like to adjourn the meeting, and thank18

everyone who participated very much.  The meeting is19

adjourned.20

(Whereupon, at 4:20 p.m., the above-21

entitled meeting was adjourned.)22

23

24

25


